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THE BULGARIAN ACADEMY CF SCIENCES 

/Following are excerpts from the reference book' Bulgarskata 
Akademiya na Naukite sled 9 Septemvri 1944 (The Bulgarian 
Abademy'oFScienees after "9 Septamber 1944), Sofiya,  1958, 
pages 3-159,- 279-280; 291-292; 295-296%/ 

THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE BULGARIAN ACADEMY Of SCIENCES 

/Pages 3-187 A. I. Khadzhiolov, 
*-   b -/ Editor 

Science in Bulgaria has development in a close relationship with 
political-social and economic development on the part of the Bulgarian 
people.    Conditions required for literacy, books, science and culture to 
th^ve in Bulgaria grew out of the economic foundations of the feudal 
society in the first Bulgarian state (681-1018).    The creation cf the 
Slavic alphabet by Kiril and Metodi was a great achievement which fi*led 
the then extant need of the Bulgarian people and other Slavs.    At that 
time the first scientific books were written in the Slavic and Old Bul- 
garian languages.    In the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries, Bulgaria 
was the country with the oldest and beet developed Slavic science and 
culture. •.■■.,  ■.  J  i 

When the economic conditions again permitted a national and cul- 
tural renaissance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, within 
the framework of the Ottoman Empire, scientific and cultural life moved 
forward rapidly. Bulgarian cultural workers relied upon their centuries 
of historical background and the close traditional ties Bulgaria and the 
great and brotherly Russian people. 

Bulgarian societies dealing with and.resolving political-social 
and scientific-cultural problems were established in Odessa (1854) and 
in Moscow (i860), They assisted young Bulgarians in obtaining degrees 
from universities and in mastering the various branches of soienoe. Thus 
many Bulgarians became well known scientific workers and professors in 
Russian, Rumanian and other universities. One of the best known of these 
was Marin Drinov, the first chairman of the Bulgarian Literary Society, 
end noted historian and philologist, and professor of Slavistics at the 
University of Kharkov. Bulgarian science, cultural and revolutionary 
struggle at that time was principally inspired by the science, culture 
and revolutionary struggle of the Russian people. 
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The idea of a national literary-scientific society which would 
coordinate efforts toward the more systematic and speedy development of 
science and culture and their use in the service of the national strug- 
gle of the Bulgarian people for liberation was bound to appear in the 
epoch of the upsurge of the national Bulgarian -liberation movement. 

Several attempts at founding such scientific societies had been 
made by patriotic Bulgarians scattered at various points out side en- 
slaved Bulgaria«    Among %xe many we will mention here only the efforts 
made to create the Bulgarska Matitsa in Petersburg in 1852 and the Bul- 
garian Literary Council founded in Constantinople at the end of 1857. 
This latter society existed for four or five years.    It had it3 own 

•Statutes and a orinted organ, "Bulgarski Knishitsi". Aftsr -&e Bul- 
garian literary"Council was dissolved, correspondence was carried on 
until 1867. between Bulgarians in Bucharest and Odessa.    After lively 

1 discussion and argument about the founding of a literary society, the 
protocol for the establishment of the Bulgarian Literary Society was 
Bignod on 30 September 1869. . It began, its activities on 1 October of 
that vear.    Its chairman was M, Drinov and.its secretary was Vasil Stoy- 

: ancv/analumnus of the university of Prague.    The Bulgarian revolution- 
aries Khr is to Botev,-Vasil Levski and Iyuben Karavelov tpok active part 
in the founding of the society and remained participating members. 

The bylaws of the society published that same year stated the 
aims and purposes it had:v the broadening of the eduoation of the Bul- 
garian people by the publication of historical,  linguistic and folklore 
materials; and the presentation of the Bulgarian people, their virtues, 

' their glorious historical past, etc * tö other peoples1.    The society's 
bylaws provided for the publication of t*ro organs:    a "compilation   and 
ä "periodical magazine of the Bulgarian Literary Society."    The article 
-in the periodical magazine establishing its program speak3 clearly of 
the society's task of" "becoming a true Bulgarian academy of sciences and 
one of the Bulgarian people's greatest repositories cf science; as pro- 
vided in it's bylaws."   Despite great organizational and material,diffi- 
culties, the society managed to publish;twelve issues of the periodical 
prior to 1876.    These issues inciitded much valuable scientific material 
on Bulgarian history,  language and'literature written by Marin. Drinov, 
Nesho Bonchev, Ivan Vasov, and others. N ' 

After the liberation of Bulgaria (1877-78),;the annual meeting 
of the Bulgarian Literary Society held on 28 November' 1878 decided to 

• move its headquarters to Sofia.    Its activities were reactivated- there 
in 1882.    In 1884 the general meeting approved new bylaws providing that 
members should be divided, into the following categories':    honorary (P. R. 
Släveykov, M. Mikhayiovski, and other^); regulär AM.,Drinov, V. Stoyanov, 
V. DruneV, and: T. Pee?-) i and contributing (about 56 persons).    The or- 
ganisation of the society was also, changed:    three branches were estab- 
lished.'   They were the historical-philoiogical,  the natural sciences- 
medicine, and state-scientific branches.    In 1890 the society built its 
own premises.    Members of the society included the founders of various 
branches of soience in Bulgaria, including geologists Georgi Zlatarski 
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and Georgi Bonohev; theologists A. Teodorov-Balan, Lyubomir Miletich, 
Boyan Ponevj -geographer Anastas Ishirkov; botanists A. Yavashov, 
Stefan Petkov, Stefan Georgier; chemist Penoho Raykoy; historians 
Gavril Katsarov* Yordan Trifonov; philosophers Krusiyu KrusteTr, Ivan 
Georgov; physician D. Mollovj and others. 

During this period, the sooiety published V periodical magazine, 
beginning in 1882,. which .was a continuation of the periodical published 
in Braila (the issues were renumbered, however)»'.'.".This publication was 
continued until 1911» It was known as the "Bulgarian library" (1884- 
1885) and by the same name, in 1902 and success ire years. The "Annals 
of the Bulgarian Literary Society" were published beginning in 1901, and 
were later known as the "Annals of the BAN" ^JBulgarska Akademiya na 
Naukite, Bulgarian Academy of ScienoesJ» In 1903, the society took over 
the publication of the "Compilation of Proverbs, Scientific Articles and 
Literature" (beginning.with Volume XVIII), which is still being pub- 
lished. 

Thus, in 1911 the- Bulgarian Literary Society considerably expand- 
ed its scientific activities and became Bulgaria's scientific center. 
It adopted a decision at its general meeting in January and February to 
rename itself the. Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. On 27. January 1912 
this was legally approved. A new and important stage in ^e life of 
the academy began as of that date. 

The new bylaws stated the tasks facing all three branches of the 
academy: the historical-philological, the philosophical-social, and the 
natural science-mathematical.■ It set forth.the rights and obligations 
of the members and established what printed material was to be issued. 
In addition to continuing the publication of the journals previously 
published by the Bulgarian Literary Society, the official publications, 
as follows, were issued by the aoademy: "Magazine of the BAW"j "Compi- 
lation of BAN", which was published beginning in 1913; "Bulgarian An- 
tiques", published :as of 1914, having been taken over from the Ministry 
of Public Education, and "Documents on Bulgarian History", published as 
of 1931. In 1912 the number of academy members was as follows s 10 hon- 
orary, 36 active and .24,contributing members. The latter included the 
then young Bulgarian scientists such as philologists Stoyan Romonski, 
Stefan Mladenov; historians Petur Nikov, and Nikifor Milev; literary 
historian Boyan Penev; ethnographer Stefan Kostov; archaeologists Dimitur 
Dechev and Rafail Popov; philocphers Dimitur Mikhalchev and Spiridon 
Kazandzhiev; zoologist Ivan Buvesh; botanist Nikplay Stoyanov; chemist 
Z. Karaoglanov; mathematicians L. Chakalov and P. I. Tsenov; agronomers 
I. Stranski and G. Khlebarov; physicians T. Petrov. and V„Mollov, and 
others.■ 

Economically speaking, this period was characterized by the tre- 
mendous development of capitalism. The number of larger industrial en- 
terprises in Bulgaria increased from 33 in 188? to about 200 in 1901. 
Bulgaria became the ever increasingly attractive target for the competing 
western European capitalist states. They, importing capital into Bul- 
garia, began to manage its policies and economy, directly or Indirectly. 
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Bourgeois'scientific^ theories found increasingly receptive ground in. 
Bulgarian sclent and philosophy,; particularly äf ter -1910. Berkley- 
ism Wündt's vbluhtariänism, neoKantism, Riämlröism and later Weissman- 
Morganism,.faspistand racist :ooncepts, ©tow found^thöir way-into the 

'.country»'       ••■■•■••—■ ■-■■-• ■-- ^   -_ ->,   /•;•'■■  '•*"';,„■•■'',       • ■. .. 
The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences was not immune to these in- 

fluences.    On the'contrary, many of its members became exponents or 
' reactionary theories* and directly served the anti-people policies of 
L^a monaroho-fascist governmenlS;betweenthe two wars; 

Naturally, progreasive Bulgarian scientists and;Marxists put-up 
a consistent fight against the reactionary bourgeois-ideology.    The 
Bulgarian Workers':Social Democratic Party--« the present day Bulgarian 
Communist1 Parly --which was founded in 1891 by the father of Bulgarian 
Marxism, Dimitur Blagoer, strengthened increasingly,-. especially^-car 
190S, and following the victory, of the Great October Socialise Revolu- 
tion.   After ike Septemberrebellion of 1923, - the BCP,j under the guxd- 

' "ance of G. Dimitrov and V. Kölarov, was reorganised-sJad took an even 
firmer Marxist-Leninist stand«: A nucleus of MarMst-L'eninist ideologi- 
cal and philosophical workers, including T. Parlov;-T. Samodunov, S. 
Ganovski and others, was formed during the struggle against fascism. 
Of course, we cannot find full details on the ideological struggle be- 
,tween idealism and materialism in philosophy and the various branches : 
of science within and outside of the academy during the period prior   ... 

'   to Bulgaria's liberation from the monarcho-fascist and capitalistic 
enslavement.   We can only point out. that apart from the purely practi- 
cal contributionsmade in the fields of the natural soienoes, agricul- 
ture, technology and medicine, many cf which were of great significance, 
in the development of Bulgarian science and science in general, most 
of the natural soiencea "and 'almost all the social sciences were af- 
fected more or loss ideologically or methodologically by reactionary 
and fasoist theories.    This hindered the development ofsoienoe, which 
was placed in -the service of the anti-people policy of the monarcho- 
fascist Cabinets." ,An attempt was made to challenge the independence 
of the aoademy.    A law. proclaimed on 30 June 1940 renamed the academy 
the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Artsy and oh the pretext of ex- 
panding the aetivities of. the academy, an effort was made to guide its 
work toward "clearly; defined tasks*, l.e,, to place it in the service 
of the monarcho-fascist state. . , 

Only after 9 September 1944, when the Bulgarian people, under 
the leadership of the"BOP; and with the decisive support of the Soviet 
Union, took power into their own hands, that science in Bulgaria was 
based on the soelal^politioal and economic conditions required for. its 
reconstruction on Marxist-Leninist foundations and for its organized 
and planned usefulness to the people and the construction of socialism. 
After Bulgaria's liberation from enslavement to Turkey;, the Bulgarian 
literary Society became -Sie Bulgarian Academy of Sciences a    However, 
it was not until Bulgaria's, liberation from capitalist enslavement, 
when the conditions provided by a socialist people's republic existed, 
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that the second dream of the Bulgarian founders of the literary society 
began to come true. That was that the Bulgarian Academy of ooiences 
would become one of the great national temples of Bulgarian science^ 
and would devotedly serve ifee people and their rapid progress toward 
the establishment of a socialist and communist society in Bulgaria. 

The reconstruction Of the old academy andlts rebirth as a new, 
higher Bulgarian scientific establishment, an academy of science of 
the socialist type based on the example of the Academy of So16*06? of 
the USSR, began at the general annual meeting held in. 1945, At Jiat 
meeting, progressive and Marxist-Leninist trained scientists headed by 
the well known Bulgarian Marxist philosopher Todor Pavlov, who was 
elected chairman of the BAN in 1947, were elected to academy member- 
ship» Under Pavlov's"immediate guidance, the academy hasbeen develop- 
ing properly. Its current status, in the main, is described in tni3 

In 1946, under Parts'" leadership and on the basis of the instruc- 
tions of the leader and teacher of the Bulgarian people, Georgi Dimitrov, 
a oommittee headed by aoademician Todor Pavlov developed a promoted 
draft for a "Law on the BAN", which was adopted by i&e great People s 
Assembly and approved by a decree dated 19 February 1947. ThisJ.aw 
marked the first stage of the reconstruction of the BAN. ..According to 
Article 1 of the law, the Bulgarian Academy of Soience? was to become 
a state establishment with an independent, creative organizational and 
administrative life. The academy was to carry out planned, scientific 
and research work and to set up scientific institutes for that purpose. 

The new administx-ative council undertook to implement ühe pro- 
visions of the law and the measures approved by the general meeting ^ 
held on 2 March 1947 on the bylaws of the academy, Various departments 
and branches were established, and their leadership decided upon by 
election. In addition, the requisite number of.scientific and research 
institutes, laboratories, stations, experimental centers, museums, col- 
lections, libraries, archives, etc. were set up, not only in Sofia, but 
in other cities as wall. The administrative council, with the full 
collaboration of the Party and the government, undertook the creation 
of scientific and research institutes which became the basic,organs 
for the scientific and research projects cf the academy. 

In 1947 and 1943 the efforts of the administrative counoil and 
the managements of the -sections, branches and institutes were aimed 
at making first efforts toward the idoclogical reconstruction of 
science on dialectical-materialistic foundations, planned, scientific 
and research work in the institutes, and linking,this work with the 
state's Two-Year People's Economic Plan. To this end,, BAN organized 
several scientific, and scientific-organizational, meetings, confer- 
ences and sessions with the purpose of speeding, up the ideological «» 
methodological reconstruction of Bulgarian science on a Marxist-Leninist 
foundation. A "Plan for the Scientific Activities of the BAN for 1948 
was drafted and adopted. It is an excellent reflection of the efforts 
of the leading organs of BAN, the academicians, the corresponding 
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members and scientific cöllaboratorö to reocnstruet the BAN in accord- 
ance with the law.    Naturally, in Connection .with this» the,.material 
foundations,: including premisesy /equipment and books, hegan to- grow, 
the academy acquired its own printing press.» ;VPor.-the firsi; time an 

'    history, the BAN hudget as determined, by the, state amounted to a con- 
siderable sum; untheught of for an-academy prior to 9 September 1944. 

:    The number of regular and corresponding academy members doubled.    The 
:  first regular.scientific collaborators at the academy were appointed. 

By 1947 they totaled 75. ■ ■ ■•*'-■'•  ■''■-,, ^••'■L^'> 
r The Fifth Congress bf the BCP held in 1948 set forth the gen- 

'  eral line to be followed by. the Party in the interests of the simul- 
:    taneous establishment-bf the economic, and cultural foundations for so- 

cialism in Bulgaria.    Particular attention was;devoted to Marxist^ 
Leninist education and the struggle on the ideological front, which 

, .involved the; reconstruction of Education and science and the devej.op- 
'"■• ments which would "benefit the working people.    ••■•■.: c.-s;  '■■■■■■ ^n"

: 

'  The Party' tasks set forth for fulfillment by -the BAN-in the 
field of science in point of fact outlined the role which the BAN and 
Bulgarien* scientists must play in, order to contribute to the socialist 
revolution' in Bulgaria.    The problems set forth in 1948,; whiclrfor the 

':   most part are still current, were the following!   Ijthe need:for an 
"   adamant struggle to overcome reactionary /theories in. seience^and^eventu- 

ally eliminate the rotten bourgeois heritage; 2) the need for achieving 
the closest possible link between science and socialist construction 

*     in Bulgaria; and S) the need to relate all; branches-.of science truly 
and faithfully to' the requirements of the people; 4). the gradual, re- 
construction of all the sciences On the basis and foundation of dia- 
lectical materialism; %Y the completion of reconstruction work onthe 
part Of the Bulgarian Academy of - Sciences and :the Bulgarian soienti* io- 

;    researoh network, -with the academy -"taking care that the problems of 
each individual science are developed, and linking as closely as pos- 
sible the Bciences and We problems of sooialist..reconstruction; p) 
the intensification of-the activities of scientific and research in- 

.    stifeites, wiih work en-problems related to current Bulgarian life, 
particularly involving a study of the natural resources of the country, 
with a view to maximM development of Bulgaria \s production forces; 

■ ■  6) a contribution to the discovery of the best possible application of 
scientific achievements to the general implementation} of the state 
eoonOmic plan, etc« ■,^-,:^.^';■■•,...■■.^■■- -'.•_'      __ 

In order for these historical tasks to/be. implemented -- the 
:     struggle to eliminate reactionary scientific theories, the achieve- 

ment ofthe olosest possible link between science and sooialist con- 
struction,;  etc.;^- the hew administrative council,.'headed again by 
Academician t. Pavlov, at the general meeting held between 27 and SO 
Maroh 1949, decided'that the structure, scientific-organizational and 
.scientific-research work of the BAN must'develop, to &n- even higher 

■ level of achievement by emulating:more clqsely, -in etructure and work, 
the Academy of Soienoes of the USSR and those in its various republics. 
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This decision was in part made on the basis of the rich Soviet ex- 
perience noted, and it led to the drafting of a new law on the BAN 
which was enforced as of 11 October 1949. The 1949 law provides that 
the BAN should cease to be an administrative establishment under the 
supervision of a ministry. Instead it was made the highest scientific 
establishment in Bulgaria of state and national importance, responsi- 
ble directly to the Council of Ministers. In place of the individual 
branohea, the scientific personnel and establishments of the BAN were 
broken down into seven divisions, as follows: physios-mathematics 
and technological sciences; geological-geographio and chemical sci- 
ences; biological and medical sciences; agricultural sciences (estab- 
lished in 1954), history., archaeology and philosophy; law and economio 
sciences; linguistics, ethnography and literature; and finally, graphio 
arts and culture. All these were to be headed by academy members, 
regular or corresponding. As the academy developed, the departments 
and their managements acquired increasing importance in directing the 
institutes under their jurisdiction. 

The new law made clear the road toward development and -the work 
to be done by the BAN during the First and Second"Five-Year Plans be- 
tween 1949 and 1957. During the seoond stage, the foundations were 
laid for a new academy of the socialist type based on the example of 
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. 

The new scientific-organisational work covered with Increasing 
eoope all the activities which a socialist academy of sciences should 
engage in. Operative planning, supervision, and reports on scientific 
and research work, as well as the growing efforts toward solving scien- 
tific problems arising in the construction of socialism or from deci<*~ 
Bions adopted by the Party and the government led not only to a plan- 
ning department, but also those others -typical of Bulgarian ministries, 
and a scientific secretariat typical of any socialist academy at the 
administrative counoil of the BAN. The tasks of this secretariat were 
made even clearer as the problems necessitating an intermediary sci- 
entific-operative organ to coordinate the administrative council and 
its bureau, on the one hand, and the various departments and scientific 
research institutes of the academy on the Other* , 

The strengthening of the scientific organisation of the admin- 
istrative council was paralleled by the strengthening of scientific 
organisational work in the departments, the publication and editing 
council, the scientific and research institutes, the library and its 
branches, and other servioes. Regulations for the work of the depart- 
ments, the publication and editing counoil, and the scientific and 
research institutes were drafted. Thanks to the constant efforts of 
the Party and the government, the material-technological foundation 
for fruitful production on the part of scientific institutes of the 
aoademy made it possible for the number of institutes to be increased, 
and for various institute departments and laboratories to be improved. 

The BAN has institutes and laboratories which deal with almost 
all the important and basic branches of soienoe, from physics and 
mathematics and all their principal attributes through linguistics, 
literature and the arts end their various aspects. 
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The rapid ^lopnentjf^^c ^^^^l* 
led .to the speedy improvement in -ehe, BAH, ^ J«°£    clinics and sci- 
research institutes of various ^f"^*'^^^^^.^ of 
entific --^^^ ^r ycar8, 
the First Five-lear Plan {l9^"l9f.U^ZA Search instituteswith a 
time, there were thirty-onei scientific ^'£^^2 *SBO connected 
total of 351 scientific workers established by B^ .^;^ 118 by th9 

SS the various :^M*^^l^^^i^v    ^d^i^ 
end of 1952, with a total of ^»"^"J^JJ^S a?i these institutions 
ment made necessary the ^J1Gatl?^f *f~Z     A decision adooted by the 
through coordination with the wor^f ^roUpL *£ enlargement of the 
Council of Ministers ^^^Ä/^S^L^iiititSteB which re- government administrative, scientific^ and r esear oh_in^ scieutifio 
duced the number of individual institutes to ^i^tiS^^aaw of 
and research teams were assigned to these inst^^j"*^^,*. 
Se latter remained ^^^^^^^"^^^^^±1 
ments.    A;.«* of relations^^-^^S^earch insti- 
of Ministers (27 June 1955   £V"6»^. ™>^0^d<3d that a scientific co- 
tutes of the various, ädm^strations.^^^^^3. suooeäsfully ac- 
ordination councilbe established in the^^f^J^y^d of various 
complied.    It comprises rep,e*^ent^^3, ^^f^fLd delegates from 
administrations h^.^-»^»^^^^^SSbfSlaSl- is administered 
various universities,    g^^^^fi S    *'especial* 
by a bureau whose head is  vhe onai.raa^ os w '.       ..    i    is ais0 a mem- 
appointed secretary who ia#amomber_of ^^^t^fectea by com- 

.  ber of the ^.^f^^t^^ an^tS BM departoent.    Thus,      j 

ragemSHä uni^^ ^ & -^ 
research work being.-.^»J-^^^'^ on soieatific work in these 

Planning, supervision of and.re Pc*™^°* * ,    (TH^Q methods have 
instates of^^^^^^^l^^^^^ at the vari- 
also been applied to the soient.a..o a^Q J^     ^      bötween the academy 
ous administrations and universitiesJ'^^^jT administrative 
and the State Planning C?^isf™ ^"d ^Ser larger number of and produotional enterprises has improved.    An ever xa 5 inciuded 
problems arising from ;th;cons true tion of^^»^^J^V the 
in the working plans, and the;.^^S^^t''^^tt^^^*^ ministries and enterprises inth?"\p rac ^a^°gV 00^cU are improving 
scientific councils and.. *<V?*JW^? "£^*£^oiStific works in 

constantly in scope and significanoe.    ^^^^^ ^ departments, 
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the academy and other establishments, papers have also been read at suoh 
sessions by scientific workers from the Soviet Union, the people's democ- 
racies , and other ooüntries. ■ —  _ . 

The attention needed for the improvement of cadres and tue train- 
ing of new personnel by means of a regular, on-the-job training program 
in graduate studies was established on the proper basis* A special de- 
partment for the training of post-graduate workers in dialeotioal and his- 
torical materialism as well as Russian and western languages was set up. 
The table of organization for paid scientific positions was drafted and 
approved by the Council of Ministers, including the details and soope of 
activities for personnel.      ; ;  - . 

The materlal-techndlogical foundations for the institutes has im- 
proved and continues to do so through purchases from the USSR and other ; 
countries.    BAN's budget has been increased greatly as compared to 1944. 
In 1957 it was 40,000,000 leva.    The number of academicians was forty- 
five, corresponding members forty-three, and paid scientific collaborators 57°« The number of books in the central library and -those of the vari- 
ous institutes is increasing. Two three-story buildings were built in 
the Ceo Milev section. They have convenient laboratories and other fa- 
cilities to aocomodate most of the natural science institutes. Another 
electronic miorosoope has been purchased for the central laboratory of the 
BAN,, eto. ■'■   ,. 

Alone; "wiiäi the proper development of organizational and creative 
life, relationships between the BAN and the Aoademy of Sciences of the 
USSR, and those of the Soviets and the people's democracies have;been ex- 
panded and are beooming more and more productive. Noted scientists have 
been elected as honorary and foreign members of the BAN. These include 
Nesmeyanov, Go-Mo-Zho, Lisenko, Muakhelishvili, Joliot Curie, Rusnyak,, 
and others. Bulgarian scientists have been eleoted members of foreign 
academies, as this volume indicates. Bulgarian scientists are partici- 
pating with increasing frequency in international congresses on the vari- 
ous sciences, and are regularly invited to all the scientific congresses 
in the USSR, the other people's democracies, and all peaoeloving countries. 

The exchange progrnm for scientific workers evolved to better their 
knowledge and to impart information by lectures oovers, according to agree- 
ments signed between Bulgaria and the USSR and Bulgaria and the,other peo- 
ple's democracies, thirty to fifty persons annually» The plans drafted 
for scientific and technical collaboration include the dispatch of an an- 
nually increasing number of Bulgarian scientific workers abroad, and the 
reception of workers from the USSR and the other socialist countries for 
woi-k in and the sharing of their experience with the BAN. The BAN'3 par- 
ticipation in international scientific conferences organized by the other 
socialist countries with a view to improvement in economic collaboration 
among them, as well as in scientific and other conferences held by the 
United Nations and its subsidiaries, including the Eoonomic.attd Social 
Council,"UNESCO, eto; are also of great importance. .The building of the 
experimental atomic center by the Institute of Physics, with the help of 
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the Soviet Union, will lead to a tremendous hew development in all sci- 
ences in Bulgaria through the use of isotopes, the Ionisation of radia- 
tion, and hew methods in the various branches of science, technology, 
agriculture and medicine. „*  -   a ■*. 

The rapid development and strengthening of the BAN referred to,■ 
the expansion of its activities and the establishment of new^ tasks by 
the Party and the government made it necessary for the administrative^ 
council to clarify the law, and a new set of bylaws for BAN were required. 
The bylaws were the subject of extensive discussions by the various ad- 
ministrations of the BAN, and a new version was adopted by the■ &°™rf 
assembly of the BAN and was approved by Decree Number 141-cO Ma.ch;1947. 
It was ihm put into effect* This book gives excerpts from "the main pro- 
visions of the new bylaws, which set forth the possibilities of new de- 
velopment and strengthening in the Bulgarian socialist academy in toe 
course of the Third and Fourth Five-Year Plans.     „ ,. ,  .    . 

The reconstruction of science in Bulgaria and of Bulgarian sci- 
entific personnel, both ideologically and methodologically, was poesiole 
due to the adamant and systematic critical-analytical summarization work 
don4 in the past ten years at the EAN under the leadership of the Party, 
making extensive use of the rich Soviet experience, especially after the 
Twentieth Congress of the CPSÜ. The BAN alone has held about 150 sci- 
entific sessions, discussions and conferences. It suffices to mention 
the sessions on the status of the biological sciences, animal husbandry, 
ar-chaeologv, history, architecture and urban planning, cyxology, psychol- 

eto 
In addition to these discussion sessions held fcrthe purpose of ogy 

evaluating&a"given science and its reconstruction on a dialectical- 
materialistic basis, the BAN and its departments and institutes have_ 
hald a large number of scientific meetings and conferences and organized 
expeditions for the purpose of determining scientific and research re- 
sults achieved, and clarifying given problems important in the lignt o^ 
science and socialist construction. We will note here the sessions held 
by the Department of Biological and Medical Sciences? the first confer- 
ence of Bulgarian mathematicians, which involved a large number of sci- 
entists from the USSR, the people's democracies and other countries . 
(1956)i  the complex scientific expedition (1952) to Dobrudzha in which 
mo~e than 40 scientific workers from the institutes of the academy and 
those of certain administrations participatedj and the expeditions made 
by members of the geological, geographic, architectural, music and other 

institutes. , ,  A 
The achievements in the BAN»s scientific and research work, based 

upon and stemming from its ideological-methodological work, vary inna- 
ture. Principally, academies in any socialist country are engaged in 
tiie planned and purposeful unification of the creative efforts of all 
scientific workers with the intent of resolving all the basic scientific 
problems which are of importance to the" development of science in general 
and -its usefulness in the construction of socialism. Secondly, Bulgarian 
scientists, following the example of their Soviet oolleagues, are master- 
ing increasingly the collective and complex method of scientific and 
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research Work.' '/With increasing success, they are. attracting production 
workers to collaboration in their research work« Thirdly, Bulgarian 
scientific workers grounded in dialectical materialism, are rapidly in- 
creasing, theirabil'ity to delineate their tasks on the basis of the soi- 
'entific 'work, being done end understanding its importance in terms of 
practical and theoretical problems. For this reason/ as a result of the 
ideelogioal and scientific-organizational work they are doing, the sci- 
entific workers of the BAN are concentrating their efforts on basic sci- 
entific problems whose solution will contribute greatly to scientific 
development, and will more or less directly aid in the construction of 
socialism, A study of the experience garnered in the construction of so- 
cialism in its turn helps to resolve problems whose solution promotes 
practical work and provides general science with new principles and laws. 
These principles and laws are then implemented in-practical work, thus; 
benefiting technological and production to a new level of quality., and 
are used in creating new methods of practical work«. Thus the flexible 
guidance of scientific work in the socialist academies helps researchers 
in their varying searches, on the basis of a given period of time and a 
desired level of accomplishment. Problems are being worked out which are 
directly related to practical or technological aspects, cr theoretioal 
problems. 

The problems which were and are being worked on, and the achieve- 
ment:; of the scientific institutes at the 3AN following 9 September are 
too numerous to be detailed here. The majority are briefly mentioned,; 
although not in order, in the section dealing with the institutes, as 
well as in the scientific biographies of Bulgarian academicians a£d'cor- 
responding members, in a section included herein..-'' As an example, we will 
eitle here certain of the more important methodological, theoretical and 
practical achievements of the BAH. ... 

' \\ Prom the methodological point of view, many of the natural soienoe 
.institutes at the BAN have standardized or modified important modern sci- 
entific research methods * Hew research methods were established, for ex- 
ample the mathematical-statistical method used in technical and biologi- 
cal problems, the construction of new electronic tubes, luminescent de- 
feotosoopy, tables for the computation of Gauss coordinates, for üie study 
of mineral ores, the obtentioil of tannates from coniferae and other local 
raw materials, the casting of modified pig iron, the extraction of vege- 
table oils, the obtention of organic-magnesium compounds, the stimulation 
of. seeds and regeneration processes, a method for increasing the percent- 
age in seed, penetration, a method for improving tomato • breeds, a method 
for the hybridization; of; potatoes,"for the growing of groenbelts, for re- 
search oh the vaSoBiotor nerves, a method for histo-chamicai proof of:.'; 
llpins in cells, a method for the microscopic tracing of sedimentation 
in erythrocyt'es, a method of bismuth impregnation of the nervous system, 
a method of growing tissue and tubercular bacilli on fresh egg yokes, a 
,:method filtering fruit juices', :etc' 
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Almost all of the natural science institutes at the BAH have con- 
tributed considerably to the development of the various branches of sci- 
ence in which they have worked. These contributions include those made 
to the thermodynamics of'irreversible processes, Diophantine approxima- 
tions, photovoltaic effects: in insulators and semi-conductors, the prob- 
lem of electro-crystal isolation phenomena, the spectral analysis of 
metals, Stefan's problem of thermoconductivity, the observations of me- 
teorites and variable stars, hydro-, machine and mining technology and 
electrotechnics, stratigraphy and the tectonics of coal deposit basins 
in Bulgaria, the nature of Bulgarien ore deposits, the concentration of 
Bulgarian coal with a view to obtaining coke, the geography, flora and 
fauna of the country, brucellosis in domestic animals, aromatic anti- 
biotics, the physiology of the higher nervous system, the pharmaco- 
dynamics of Bulgarian medicinal plants and the manufacture of drugs from 
them, the individual luminescence of cells and tissues,, the placement of 
nerves in the capillaries of the brain, changes in the liver and kidneys 
under the influence of gamma and X-rays, experimentation in epilepsy, 
inflammatory and neoplastic diseases of the eye, and bacterial proteases, 
genetics and selectivity in crops, improvement of livestook, the patho- 
morphology of the plague, and many other problems. 

Several of the.abovementioned and many other contributions have 
been put into practical service, or work is proceeding toward their im- 
plementation, as explained in various parts of this book» 

Theoretical achievements and the treatment of theoretical problems 
in the various branches of the natural sciences have also been a part of 
the work of the institutes of the BAH. As an example of these theoreti- 
cal contributions we will note here those which involve the principles 
of growth in crystals, certain summarizations of the theory of relativity, 

- and the theory of latent images, as wall as the propositions on the ap- 
proximation of linear forms, -fee theory of ballistics, that of analyti- 
cal functions, cosmogonic theories, the theory of condensation processes 
in the atmosphere, that of organomagnesia compounds, that of virus genesis 
of cancer, the theories of cell stimulation, hydrotropie theories on the 
movement of lipidae in the body, that on blood and sex tissues, the 
theory of exogenesis in psychiatry, that of polyploids and mutations, 
that on vegetative hybridisation, etc. 

Significant studies hare been made in the field of the social sci- 
ences on a dialectical and historical materialistic basis. Most of these 
are mentioned elsewhere in this booko It will suffice to mention here 
only a few of the most significant publications and contributions in the 
fields of philosophy, history and the others, such as to the history of 
Bulgaria (Volumes I-II, 1954-55), "The Theory of Reflection" (in Bul- 
garian, Russian, Serbian and Slovak, 1936-51), "Toward Marxist Aesthetics, 
literary Science and Criticism" (Volumes I-II, 1954-55, "The Marxist- 
Leninist Theory of Reflection and the Teachings of I. P* Pavlov on the 
Higher Wervous Activities" (1954), "The September Rebellion of 1925" (1954), 
"Relations Between Bulgarian and Russian Arts" (1955), "Cultural and Po- 
litical Ties Between Bulgaria and Russia During the Xitt-XVUI Centuries" 
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(lt>5S), "Civil. Law. in the Bulgarian People's Reptile .; (I95a)/j-;.lhe-v..,, 
Economic Aidof. the SovietUnion - A Decisive Factor in the Building ,t 
of Socialism in' Bulgaria" (1955), »Labor Productivity Under Socialism 
and People's Economic Planning" (1956), "Problems in the Minoan Lan-•■ .t 
güage" (1953)^ Characteristics of the Thracian Language   (1952j,    A 
•Dictionary of -the Modern Bulgarian Language   (Part 1, 1955J.  : _   ,, 

■-.• Bulgarian science, and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Are De- 
veloping in a frlo3.e relationship with the construction of socialism. 
They are products of the Bulgarian socialist motherland.    There is no 
doubt that in the years to cone, the BAN will; reach a new and even more 
important stage in its development.    On a Marxist-I^niniet .basis, and 
reliving around the government -aad the Party, BAN scientific workers as 
well as' others in Bulgaria will further and more decisively promoteBul- 
garian scienoe.    The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Bulgarian sci- 
entists in general will in this way make a contribution to the oons^ruo- 
tion of socialism in Bulgaria and the strengthening of the forces which 
favor peace, democracy and socialism, headed by the Soviet Lnion, 

^Pagos 19-237 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

0. Raleva 

The reference book "The Bulgarian Academy of Scienoes Since 1944 
was first planned for publication in connection with the Aoademy s^cele- 
bration of n85 Years of the BAN", and would have covered the period from 
1869 to 1954. Due to the postponement of the celebration, ™e title,?! 
the book was altered, and material pertaining to Ihe activities of the 
•Aoadomy and its structure prior to 9 September 1944 was dropped. The_ 
section "BAN Prior To 9 September 1944" is to be published later, as^it 

. involves a basic reevaluation of the Bulgarian cultural heritage, which 
has yet to be carried out. ■_     BJM -Vi .».ii, 

.  There is no doubt that in the years to oome, the BAN. ml* reaJh 

ä new and even more important stage in its development. On a Marxist- 
Leninist: basis, and rallying around the government and the^Party, the 
BAN scientific workers as well as others in Bulgaria will further and. 
more deoisively promote Eulgarian scienoe. The Bulgarian Academy of Soi- 
ences and Bulgarian scientists in general will in -this way make acpn-^ 
tributlon to the construction of socialism in Bulgaria and the strength- 
enine of the forces which favor peace, democracy and socialism.   \. 

The reference book "The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Since 9 Sep- 
tember 1944" has been compiled on the basis of materials from the ar-. 
chives, information about aoademy.personnel, questionnaires sent out to 

1 aoademy members and members of foreign academies, scientific, and research 
plans, the reports submitted by the institutes in the past two, years, and 
especially, orTthe basis of: research in the BAN publications prior to and 
since 9 Seotember 1944.. Also the '»Sofia University Almanac-,: Bulgarian 
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and foreign general and specialized referehoe books, works and articles 
in magazines and newspapers both domestic and foreign on the lives and 
activities of various academy members or institutes, etc. have been of 
use. 

Apart from the academy members who are secretaries of the various 
sections, and who personally reviewed all material pertaining to their, 
branches, valuable aid has been rendered in the compilation of this book 
by corresponding members Ivan Lekov, Professor D. Baylov, academy mem- 
bers Lo Chakalov, P. St. Staynov, D. OrakhoVats, Ivan Bureeh, correspond- 
ing mexmb er Zh. Gulubov, and others, who have kindly edited material in 
their particular fields. 

The book includes concise data on the various institutes and on 
academy personnel, whether honorary or regular members, Bulgarian or for- 
eign> or corresponding members, elected since 9 September 1S44, as well 
as old academy members who either continued or are still continuing their 
work since 1944, both living and deceased, The material, divided by 
sections, is preceded by  excerpts from the bylaws of the academy* At the 
end of the referenoe book, information on general academic establishments, 
several tables showing the personnel structure and literary exchange pro- 
gram of the academy, an index of the name3 of academy members, and a 
bibliography on the periodical and regular other publications of the BAN 
during this period of time is given. The information — articles on the 
institutes, listed chronologically by sections — contains data as to 
their foundation, scientific work,, structure, link -with practical work, 
periodical publications of the institute, paid scientific collaborators 
including junior scientific collaborators, in alphabetical order. 

Information on the members of the academy has also been broken down 
by section, as follows: foreign honorary members, academicians, corres- 
ponding members and regular foreign members. This information is given . 
alphabetically and contains the followings brief biographical data, spe- 
cialty, year of election, and the field of scientific activity in which 
the members ie engaged. Chronological data is given oh a few (five, six 
or more) of the authors' most important works, and the sources from which 
these Works can be obtained are given at the end of each biography. Sources 
for the works of foreign members are not included. Information is also 
given on the publicational aotivity of the academicians, their services in 
training scientific personnel, the part -they have taken in international 
congresses and membership in foreign scientific academies and societies. 
This data also specifies the positions they hold, for the most part in the 
academy, and the more important awards and distinctions bestowed upon them. 
The political and state activity of certain of the members who have be- 
come well known as statesmen and public figures has also been noted. The 
information about foreign members is comparatively scanty, fewer of 'their, 
works have been noted, and -the sources from which they can be obtained, 
as well as "their participation in congresses, have not been included* De- 
spite the research done, Certain biographioal data was unobtainable ~ 
year of birth or death, etc. Indications of the deaths of such foreign 
members are only to be found in the lists in each section, Deoeased mem- 
bers are indicated"by black boxes around the names. 
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The material in the reference book contains data through 1956 
inclusive.    The excerpts from the bylaws pubUahed.in 1957^asj/*eU as 
data on the awards and distinctions bestowed upon members of the acad- 
emy» however, cover that year as well.- ...••'•      . •        „ 0 4QV1,a-. 
^      With such materials, the work »The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
Since 9 September 1944« has the purpose of familiarizing «Jf™*?J*. 
Bulgaria and abroad with the activities of the academy and its members», 

EXCERPTS FROM TBS BYLAWS OP THE BULGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

r* „» «/.-7 Unsigned /Fages 25-26/ & 

■'■'■ Article 1.    The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences is the highestsci- 
entific establishment in the Bulgarian People's Republic, and includes ■ 
the most noted scientists in the country» ' '«**i «* 

The Academy is directly under the jurisdiction o* the Council «* 
Ministers, to which it presents its plans and annual reports of its sei 
entific activities. ^ „ , 

Article 2.    The basic task of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
(BAN) is to promote science and technology with a view to enriching the 
pile's economy, the state organisation and culture witn new »£«£*«« 
Lhievements, discoveries and inventions which ^ j>°^ibut^.^e

of 
building up of a socialist society in Bulgaria and the strengthening of 
the might of the republic. .       _      ■   «,.i 

Article 4.    The basic and scientific research work of the Bui- 
garian Academy of Sciences is concentrated in its scientific and research 
institutes, laboratories, observatories,  experimental stations, and fielü, 
museimis,  libraries, etco . 'awn-»»» A-,^1 

Article 5.    The scientific and research institutes, the individual 
laboratories, observatories, museums,  etc. are parts of various deparla- 
ments or branches of the Academy. 

The Aoademy oomprisea the following departments:   •  •. -   ^   ■ 
Department of Mathematical,  Physical and Technological Sciencesj 
Department of Geological, Geographio and Chemical Sciences} 
Department of Biological aiid Medical Sciences* 
Department of Agricultural Sciencesj ^  ■•"'_ 
Department of Philosophy, History,  Pedagogy and Archaeology? 
Department of Economio and Legal Sciences 3 . 
Department of Linguistics,  Literature and Ethnograpoy;. and 
Department of Graphic Arte. ;Music and Architecture. 

Departments may be established or discontinued in accordance with 
a decision by the Council of Ministers on the basis of proposals sub- 
mitted by the Presidium of the Aoademy. 
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Article 6. The Academy network also,.includesJ 

a) A Scientific Coordination Council (KSK) and a Publishing 
and Editing Counoil, (RIS); V •:     ,...,. ..' ,       ■;■•■■.■.';'■;.■•: r? ■/• 

b) A Central Library, whioh enjoys the status of ä scientific 
and research institute* 

c) An Encyclopedia and Laboratory Service for the BAN, and a 
Central/Servioe for, Scientific Documentation and Information;' and 

• d) A Department of Dialectical and Historical Materials im..   ' 

The departments of the Bulgarian Academy of Soiences carry on 
scientific-research, soientific-orgardsational., and administrative- 
managerial activities in order to implement the management, supervision 
-and reporting of the work of the scientific,and research Institutes, cen- 
tral laboratories, museums, field areas, etc. included in the departments. 
By this means as well aid is rendered to administrative institutes in the 
government in their scientific and research work (Article 43). 

Article-8, Members of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences include 
-honorary members of the BAN* regular academicians and corresponding mem- 
bers.. ; :. ■. . 

Also included in Academy membership are honorary foreign members 
and regular foreign members. 

The number Of Academy members, whether honorary, regular or cor- 
responding, -is established on the basis of a decision of Presidium of 

.-the Academy and approval by  the Council of Ministers.  " 
Regular and corresponding members are those who have been voted 

I upon by secret ballot and who have reoeived a two-thirds majority vote.of • ' 
ail the regular, honorary and corresponding members attending the general 
meeting (Artiole 27). 

If afters the voting one of -the candidates for regular or corres- • 
ponding1 membership fails to receive sufficient votes to; fill a given 
available membership, it will remain vaoant until the next elections. 

Available and unoccupied regular and corresponding Academy mem- 
berships are so declared by the Presidium of the BAN, and are filled at 
the general^meetings by eleotions based upon the established orocedure 
(Article 28). * 

The election of honorary end regular foreign members of the Aoad- 
my  is ef footed by an open vote requiring a two-thirds majority vote on 
the part of the regular, honorary and corresponding members attending 
the meeting (Artiole 22) <, ...    . . ,. 

Artie le 9. The bas ic duty of regular and corresponding memb ers of 
the Academy is to participate actively in its planned scientific, research, 
practical and propaganda work, and to train highly qualified scientific 
personnel. 



Apart from the regular and corresponding members, the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences and its various establishments employ professors, 
senior and junior scientific collaborators., departmental teachers, tech- 
nical scientific collaborators and aides (laboratory assistants), tech- 
nical, administrative, financial-accounting, economic and other employees 
(Article 64). 

Article 30, The general meeting is the highest management organ 
of the Bulgarian Academy, of Sciences« It is oomprised of Academy members 
and the corresponding memberso 

.Bulgarian and foreign honorary members end regular foreign members 
of the Academy may take part in the general meetings with equal votes. 

Article 31« The general meeting of the Academy establishes the 
principal program, sums up and evaluates all of the ecientif:lo -work of 
the Academy, analyzes problems basic to the development of science, re- 
ceives and debates reports on the work of the Academy, and elects honor- 
ary, regular and corresponding members. 

Ey secret ballot., the general meeting elects a chairman, deputy 
ohairmen1 and members of;the Presidium of the Academy from the Aoademy 
members, and approves the Academy secretaries elected at general meetings 
of'the various departments of the Academy as Presidium members. The fol- 
lowing are appointed by the Presidium of the Academy« a chief scientific 
secretary, an Academy member to serve as secretary to the Scientific Co- 
ordination Council, and one to serve as secretary to the Publishing and 
Editing Council. 

Article 33. The sessions of the general meeting require a quorum 
of at least half of all the regular and corresponding Aoademy members, 
except when elections for new regular and corresponding Academy members 
are being held. All problems are resolved at the general meeting by an 
open vote by a majority approval on the part of the regular, honorary and 
corresponding members present, except when the bylaws call for a larger 
majority and secret vote on oertain matters.«     ... 

The sessions of the general meeting of the Aoademy at which elec- 
tions for regular, honorary and corresponding members are held require a 
quorum of no loss than ,taro.-thirds, of the total number of regular, honor- 
ary and corresponding members -(Article 23)» 

Article 37. The Presidium of the Bulgarian Academy of Scienoe.3 
Implements the decisions adopted by the general meeting of the Aoademy 
and reports to it on its activities, 

Article 38» In the periods between Presidium meeting the routine 
work Is carried on by the Bureau of the Presidium» It consists of a chair- 
man, deputy ohairmen, and the chief ecientifio secretary. 
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PRESIDIUM OF THE BULGARIAN ACADEMY OP SCIENCES 

/?*gez 27-15J7 

Chairman:    Todor Dimitrov Pavlov, Academy Member. 

Deputy Chairmen:    Georgi Stefanov Nadzhakov, Academy Member 
Sava Tsolov Ganovski, Academy Member. 

Chief Scientific Secretary:    Nikolay Andreev Stoyanov, Aoademy 
)er» 

Secretaries of Departments: Lyubomir Nikolov Chakalov, Strash- 
imir Dimitrov Georgiev, Academy 
Members; Corresponding Member Ignat 
Emanuilov Igov; Khristo Stefanov 
Daskalov, Aoademy Member; Correspond- 
ing Member Dimitur Konstantinov 
Kosev; Petko S'boyanov Staynov, Vladi- 
mir Ivanov Georgiev and Petko Gruev 
Staynov, Aoademy Members. 

Secretary of the Scientific Coordination Council: Dimitur Petrov 
Orakhovats, 
•Academy Member» 

Secretary of the Publication and Editing Council: Ksenofon Andreev 
Ivanov, Aoademy 

• Member. 

Department of Mathematical,  Physical and Technological 
Scienoes 

Institute of Physios,  Institute of Mathematios.,  Institute of Technology, 
Central Geodetic Laboratory,  Physics-Chemistry Section 

Bureau of the Department 

Aoademic Secretary — Academy Member Lyubomir Nikolov Chakalov 

Deputy Academic Secretary — Corresponding Member Asen Borisov Datsev 

Member — Corresponding Member Angel Tonchev Balevski 
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Department Personnel ....,_ 

"'Honorary %t^^'^/^0^§^^S^^^ &$*$../^** 
Curie. 

Academy Members.   Georgi Stafanov Nadzhakov, Nikola Dimitrov Obrestoov, 
Kiri^Atanasov. Po^ Ivan Angelöt, Tsenov,,Iyuboi>dr<^ . 

CorcespondiWMembers t ' Angel Sonchev Balevskt,,;NikolaiJvancV,Bpnev^Sd 
Iten Boris'ov Datser, Dimo Velev.Siley, ^mi^P^^S^^h^^Sl- 

gjjr?.  /&S^£r J^mK^/* Vladimir. kiriiovKhri&:c^,^r.s.o 

Yankov Khristov«   . ,.; ■ \ ■■>-.■: ■••:    .■..,:.'■- --v'':   ■■■'■' -\. ■';"■'■■'' 'v.',"!,'/.' .Y . /•'- 

Active Foreign Members:J Karol Borcu^ Nikoiay Ivanovioh .Muskhelishyili* 
Vatslav Syerpinski, Romuald Tsebertovich»   .        M .:      !•.-..- -  '   .- ^   '- •■• > ■■ 

/institute of Physios'.'/-.-. -...■..'••,:..   \   ./■'■".•" ;-;i 

I" ,-;. \        No'l,  7 Kbemvri Street ...,r;?    ..;,'•;;,■■.'.■::/-■■." 

Directors    Academy Member G. S» Kadzhakov 

• ' The 'task of tolV ins ti tute;, whji'ob was.:founded ,in 194?,  is^tq_ _;i • 
barry'on scientific-and research work in the science»of physics <>in Bul^ 
garS, and to aid'toe peopli's economy in resolving:problems,in,conrieor, 

••' tion with the physical, sciences..:;,- ...-,       :..; -;.n^y-.^ ,. "■     '' .~   .' 
The basic problems understudy in the scientific and ^search de* 

partments of the institute are as followss ■:.;;•;■': 

General "physics section^and its laboratories:    photoelectric:,^, 
phenomena and -1 emi^conductors.    Research in :this section g J^i SjÄ 
Part concentrated on photovoltaic effects in insulators and^s^oOnduc^ 
tors,'photoconductivi% in crystal phosphorus, and .the rectifying^prapr;, 
erties of' semi-oonductcrs.:   In the electronic jn.oroscqpy ^f*°5f*e~ ^ 
search is being done in connection with the scientific; work of the,In-,, 
B titute 'of Phys ics and; f or other institutes .and.. indus tribal .enterprises,:. 
There is a laboratory for scientific apparatus 'engaged rxa work °*«^c 
construction and theory of physios apparatusj a spootroscopy laboratory 
working on problems in molecular and atomic spectroscopes. 

Technological physics section and its laboratories:    an electro- 
vacuum laboratory is doing research on problems in physical elect««J" 
Ind on some new types of electronic lights, an applied electronics labora- 
tory where wor£ 2 being done on certain possibilities of new uses for 
electronic lights. 
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Atomic physics section and its laboratories/ as follows:    a labora- 
tory for radioactivity engaged in the measurement of radioactivity in 
springs, rocks, etc: a cosmic radiation laboratory; and one for nuclear 
physics. 

--  Theoretical physics sections '"' engaged in work on Stefan's theory 
of thermic conductivity, the kinetic equations for snow slides (ava- 
lanches), the systematization of elementary particles, certain eummari- 
sations of the -ttieory of relativity, etc 

Atmospheric physics and geophysics section« dealing with problems 
in connection with the physical processes involved in cloud formation 
and precipitation — condensation phenomena, the formation of precipitat- 
ion, research on special phenomena (drought,  etc.) and on peculiarities 
on the annual development of weather. 

Astronomy section:    engaged in research on problems in the field 
of cosmogony and lunar formations, observation of meteors, meteorites 
and variable stars.    This section issues an astronomic calendar every 

The Institute of Physics has all the basic apparatus needed for 
its various fields of research, including an electronic microscope.    It 
has the following workshops for scientific instruments:   machine, opti- 
cal,  electrotechnical,  electronic and glass-making. 
T     ^S16 institute Publishes the "Bulletin of the BAN — Physics Series". 
in addition, the scientific collaborators of the institute publish their 
works in the  'Reports of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences," (in Russian). 
1956) hM alS° publi8hed astronomic calendars (for 1954, 1955 and 

ti   xr-j ?e followine are collaborators of the institute:   Academy Member 
G. Nadzhakovj Corresponding Members ■». Bonev, A. Datsev, E. Dzhakov, L. 
Krustanov^and Khr. Khristovs Senior Scientific Collaborators R. Andrey- 
o ;nV?L  aykoT> N» Kaütsin, E. Karamikhayiova and P. Simova; Junior 
Scientific Collaborators M. Ivanov, Yordan Kasabbv,  N. Kashukeev, V. 
Kunev, L. Mltrahi, N. Pashov, M. Popova, D. Samardzhiev, V. Stefanov and 
other occasional contributors. ' ■.!   . 
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,.'.'■••' " '" Institute.of:Mathematics 
,,.., ,.,•■.;•.:' .;    «Geo MilevK Sea tor -■;•.'•>' ••;;;.;/" 

Directors    Academy Member N; D. Qbreshkov 

this institute'was founded in 1948«:; Its task'is to carry on. 
work ori various problems, in.the field of mathematics in connection With 
socialist construction in Bulgaria.        ' ., ^ 

Scientifio and researoh work is being done at this ins «,itute on 
the folio-wing problems J ' polynomial zeros; entire and rational functions; 
summarization of divergent sequences; Diophantine appro^ma-caons; prob- 
lems in moments; analytical Bulgarian:    neprodulzhimosj/; square ior- 
mulae; cones in abstract space and their cimple elements* eto» -In ad- 
dition, problems in connection with the following matters are also, be^ng 
worked upon:    dynamic equationsj the kinematioa of solid bodies\ -ul--^ 
ferential geometry of a series of straight lines on various pianes; minor 
oscillations; the thermodynamics of irre?orBible processes; resistance 
and stability in eddy currents; etc. • 

The institute comprises four committees on applied problems:    on 
the study of mortality rates in Bulgaria; on future planning of the Bul- 
garian population; on the application cf methods in mathematical sta- 
tistics to agrccteohnology, biology and other scienoes; and on the use of 
mathematical statistics in quality control. ■       ' 

The ir.stitute publishes -the "Bulletin of the IViathematical, Insti- 
tute",    In addition, its collaborators publish their works in the   Report*- 
of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences"1 (in Rassian)»       > 

The following are collaborators of the institute:    Academy. Jiiem-s 
bers N. Obreahkov, K. Popov,  I. Tsenov, and L? Chakalov; Junior Scientific 
Collaborators R, Denohev and B. Penkov; and other occasional contributors. 

Techno logical Institute   , '.'..'/'       .:• '■'"■■■■':'.i 

No 6.    Pragan TsankovBoulevard ■     ;, 

-,.     - ■■■■ Director:    Corresponding Member D'. V. Pilev      . .    ' ^ 

This institute was established in 1950. Its purpose is to con" ;. 
tribute to the development of the technological sciences and technology 
in general in Bulgaria and to carry out research on. oe-tain basic prOb- 
lems in this field whioh are directly linked with the people's economic 
plans. 

The scientific and research work of the institute is being con- 
ducted along the following lines:    the s tudy of probieras of a theorefci- 
oai and practioal nature in the field cf water economy and hydrocon3truo- 
tion; the study of problems in the fields cf knowledge of materials and 
technology, construction mechanics, machine technology,  energetics, 
electrotechnology and mining. 
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The institute has the following Beotions: water economy and 
hydrooonstruotion; energetics and electrotechnology; knowledge of ma- 
terials and machine building; applied meohanicsj building structures; 
and mining technology. 

Committees have been set up within the institute to aid in 
hydroamelioration construction in the rural economy and the eleotrifi- < 
cation of railroads. The institute's experimental grounds are in the 
"Maritsa" Agricultural Research Institute area near the city of Plovdiv. 
There experiments in the irrigation of rice crops are oarried out. 

The institute publishes the "Bulletin of the Teohnological In- 
stitute" and the "Works of the Teohnological Institute." Its collabora- 
tors also publish their works in the "Reports of the Bulgarian Academy; 
of Sciences," (in Russian), 

Collaborators of the institute includes Corresponding Members 
D. Pilev and A. Balevskij Senior Scientific Collaborators St. Velchev, 
D. Georgiev, T. Dimchev, and Yordan Enev; Junior Scientific Collabora- 
tors Khristo Bakurov, Z. Dyankov, B. Kostov, G. Markov, E. Mitev, M* 
Mishonov, I. Wikolov, R. Papazöv and Yordan Simeonovj and other occa- 
sional contributors. 

Central Geodetics Laboratory 
No. 6 Dragan Tsankov Boulevard 

In Charge: Corresponding Member VI. K. Khristov 

The laboratory was established in 1956 as a continuation of the 
work of the geodetics section at the Teohnological Institute, 

Its basio tasks are for the most part concentrated in the field 
of higher geodesy: coordinates on an ellipsoid, relations between el- 
lipsoids, ties between triangulations, equalizing triangulations, varia- 
tions in the sea, relations between systems of coordinates, etc. The 
laboratory is engaged in the particularly important project of introduc- 
ing the use of the F. N. Krasovski ellipsoid in general in Bulgaria. To 
this end tables on Bulgaria, 'the other people's democracy and for the 
rest of the world are being prepared. 

The scientific activities of the laboratory are carried out in 
the seotion dealing with higher and theoretical geodetics and photo- 
grammetry and with applied geodesy. 

The laboratory's collaborators include: Corresponding Member 
VI. K. Khristov, Junior Scientific Collaborator B. Rogev, and other 
occasional contributors. 
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Physical Chemistry Section 
No 1, 7 Mbemvri Street 

In Charge: -CorrespondingMember<ft. A. -Kaishev 

This section was established, in',1956^ as a continuation of the 
seotiorion physios and chemistry at the Institute,-of Physics.   

- - The basic tasks of this section are mainly concentrated in the 
field of physical chemistryi Its scientific activities are carried out 
in its laboratories. Theso include laboratories for ^following: 
orystal growth. This involves research on problems of crystallization, 
electroorystallisaticn and the formation of orystal embryos«: Photo- 
sensitive emulsions :• this laboratory is engaged in research on these 
emulsions and. the processes of obts.ird.ng them. Spectral analysis» here 
research in the field of moleoular spectroscopy and on methods of apply- 
ing spectral analysis in researoh on metals, ores and .minerals is being 
done». • ■, ■•    •.■:-.   ..■■■■      -  ; 

Collaborators ■ of this section include Corresponding Member A... 

Kaishev, Junior Scientific Collaborator Yordan.Malinovski, and other oc- 
casional contributors«,     "„ 

,'.'.-.'.''■.'"■ . HONORARY FOREIGN MEMBERS  ..',%:• '• 

Vavilov,'Sergey IvanoYich;, 

Born 24 March 1891 in Moscow*. Elected in, 1947. Died 21 January 
1951. Field - physics, 

Noted Soviet physicist, statesman and public figure. Worked in 
the field of optical physios, particularly on luminescence and lumines- 
cent solutions. 

Author of many scientific works, the most important of whloh in- 
clude the following: "Experimental Foundations of the Theory of Rela- 
tivity" (1928), "Luminescent Sources of Light" (1948). "Luminescence and 
Its Duration" (1947.);, "Microstruoture of Light" (1950;, and others. 

He edited many magazines on theoretical and experimental physic8• 
He was,,Editor-in-Chief, of the second issue of the "Unabridged Soviet 
Enoyciopedian and headed a committee at the Academy of Sciences of the 
.USSR, for .the publication of popular scientific literature. He is credited 
with work on and publication and dissemination'of the scientific legaoy 
left by.M. V...Lomonosov and V* V. Petrov, as well as research on the. sci- 
entific , workof L0 Eyler.-.       ;,, ' ' ; ' '• 

He was Chairman of,the Aoademy of Sciences of the USSR and of its 
Publication and:Editorial Council (until 1951). He'was Difebtor of the 
Institute.of Physios at the Academy of Sciences of the USSR as well 
(until 1951).  -■ ... ';;;.•'>'■'■•-'.:;!•::=*.■' "; V.:.'..   Z\-'.;-'\. '] ;,■/;■■ <■:'■': 

He- served as Deputy:from the Leningrad and Moscow People's So- 
viets, and as Deputy of the • Supreme /Soviet of the. RSFSR (1Ö38) and the 
USSR (1946-1950). 

He was three times eleoted Laureate of the Stalin Prize, and was 
awarded the "Lenin" and "Red Labor Banner" medals. 
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Joliot-Curie, Frederio 

Born 19 March 1900, in Paris. Elected in 1952. Field - physics. 
World-renowned French physioist. One of the greatest of all sci- 

entists in the field of atomic physics, noted public personality, and 
chairman of the World Council for the Defense of Peace. Currently work- 
ing on physics problems in connection with atomic nuclei and radio- 
activity. Discoverer of artificial radioactivity, in collaboration with 
Irene Joliot-Curie, for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1935. 
Author of a large number of scientific works, the most important of 
which include: "Atomic Nuclei" (1933), "The Radiation of Atoms Under 
the Action of Alpha Rays" (in co-authorship with Irene Joliot-Curie, 
1933), "A New Type of Radioactivity" (1934), "The Neutron, the Positron 
and Artificial Radioactivity" (1937), etc. 

Joliot-Curie has placed his achievements in the field of atomic 
physics in service for world peaoe. His papers, which have been read 
at international scientific conferences dealing with the field of atomio 
energy, and his services in the training of an entire scientific French 
school of physicists, are widely known. 

Member of the French Academy of Sciences (1943), member ,of the 
French Academy of Medicine (1943), member of the Academy of Soiences of 
the USSR (1947), and member of many other foreign academies. Honorary 
Doctorate from five universities. Chairman of the French Society of 
Scientific Workers and of the World Federation of Scientific Workers. 
Member of many French and other scientific societies. 

Laureate of the International Lenin Prize "For strengthening 
peace among the people." 

' MEMBERS OP TEE ACADEM? 

; Nadzhakov, Georgi Stefanov 

Born 26 December 1896. in Stanke Dimitrov. Elected in 1945. 
Field- physicB. 

Known for his extensive scientific works in the fields of experi- 
mental physics, electrometry, photoelectric effects and others, which 
have been printed in Bulgarian, French and German journals.: The most 
important of these include: "Phoeleotric Conductivity in Solid Dielec- 
trytes and External Photoelectric Effects" (I, II, 1925-1927) (God. fit. 
-Mat. Fak. /Snnual Publication of the Physios and Mathematics Depart- 
ment^, 1925/1926, Issue Number 1, pages 61-100), "A Contribution to 
Methods of Determining Constancy and Capacity of a Tortion Electrometer" 
(1932) (Annual Publication of the Physios and Mathematics Department, 
1930/1931, Issue Number 1, pages 235-288), "On the Theory of the Latent 
Image" (1937) (Annual Publication of"the Physios and Mathematios Depart- 
ment, 1926/1927, Issue Number I, pages 49-79), "A New. Method of Permanent 
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Polarisation in Dialeotrytes" (19S7) (Annual Publication of the Physios 
and 'Mathematios Department, 1930/1931, Issue Number Ii pages 235-288;, 
"Ah Electrometrio Method for the Measurement of the, Volta Effect" (1951) 
(Izvestiya na BAN/Bulletin of the BAJ^, Physics Series* 1951, Volume 
II, pages 341-352), "Photovoltaio Effeots in Crystal Cadmium Sulfide' 
(in bo-authorship with R. Andreyahin, 1955) (Bulletin of the BAN, 1956, 
Volume IV, pages 7-8), and others.    -        •  .   '■■ 

Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Physics" and 
the "Reports of the Bulgarian Aoademy Of Soienoes" (in Russian) * 

Has made a great contribution to the organisation and development 
Of the Institute of Physios at the BAN and to the training of young 
cadres in the field of experimental physios. 

Deputy Chairman of the BAN. Director of the Institute of Physics 
at the BAN. Dean of Sofia university (1947-1951). Corresponding Mem- 
ber of the Gottingeh Aoademy of Sciences. Member of the Scientific 
Council of the United Institute for Nuclear Research in the USSR. Chair- 
man of the Awards Committee for the Dimitrov Prizes in science, dis- 
coveries, and rationalisation. Member of the Presidium of the People's 
Assembly. An active worker in the movement toward peace, chairman of 
the National Committee for the Defense of Peace, and a member of the 
World Council for the Defense of Peace. 

Has taken part in many scientific conferences and congresses. 
These include» Moscow (1955); Berlin, London, Cambridge and Geneva 
(1955); Paris and New York (1956); the peace congresses and sessions in 
Bratslav, Paris, Moscow, Warsaw, Prague, Berlin, Stockholm, Helsinki 
and Vienna; and others. n 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer öf -üie "Order of the 
Bulgarian People's Republic." 

''■'.,'•  Obreshkov, Nikola Dimitrov 

Born 6 Maroh 1896, in Varna. Elected in 1945.. Field - mathe- 
■ matics.■ 

Well-known for his scientific and researoh work in the.field of 
mathematics, and especially for his original contribution in the field 
of roots of algebraic equations and zeros of whole functions»' Author 
of many scientific works published in Bulgaria and in the publications 
of the Aoademy of Soienoes of the USSR, the Paris, Berlin and Rome . 
academies, and in many foreign mathematical journals.. Among his most 
important works are the following: "The Roots of Algebraic Equations■■' 
(1923) (Annual Publication of the Physics and Mathematics Department, 
1922/1923, XIX, pages 45-76), ^The Summarization of Divergent.Series 
(1934) (Aota Mathematica, 1934, Volume LXIII, pages lr75), "Diophantine 
Approximations of Linear Forms' for Positive Values of Variables (1950), 
(Reports of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, new series, 1950, / 
Volume LXXIII, Number I, pages 21-24), "Some Ortogonal. Polynomes in a 
Complex Field" (1956), (Bulletin of the Mathematioal Institute, of the 
BAN, 1956, Number 1, pages 45-6S, "Two Theorems on the Approximation 
of Linear Forms" (1956), (ibid, pages 35-42), etc. 
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•■;•'"••■   Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Mathematical Institute" 
. and staff reviewer for the magasine "Zentralblatt fur Mathematik und ' 
ihre Grenzgebiete"* Director c.f the Institute of Mathematics of the 
BAN. Professor in: the Department of Physios and Mathematics at (Sofia 
.University. Member Of various scientific societies both in Bulgaria 
and abroad. Member of the World Council for the Defense of Peace. 

^  Has read papers at international conferences on mathematics in 
Bologna (1928). Warsaw (1928). Athens (1934), Bucharest and Oslo (1936), 
Budapest (1950)/ Berlin (1951), Dresden (1954), Bucharest and Moscow 
(1S56)„ Has participated in the Conference on the (Theory of Probabili- 
ties at Geneva (1937) and the Raman Conference in Berlin (1854), and 

■attended the Congress on Soviet"Mathematics, Machine Building and Equip- 
ment Construction (1956), eto« : 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient of the following 
orders: "Bulgarian People's Republic", ?IKiril i Metodiy", and "''Civic 
Merit".,.- '■•:.; 

Popov, Kiril Atanasov 

<.■'■■•-. .Born 3 May 1880 in Kolarovgrad. Elected in 1947» Fields - 
mathematics and physics'.,      ,:• 

Well-known as author of manjr scientific works in the fields of 
mathematical analysis, _ celestial maohanios, ballistics, thermo-rdynamics 
and geophysics which have been published in book form and in the pub- 
lications of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and in the Bulletins 
of the Paris, Rome and other Academies of Sciences, a,s well as in many 
Bulgarian and foreign scientific magazines<,    The most important of his 
works include: "The Movement of 108 Hecuba" (1912), "Magnetic Measure- 
ment of Bulgaria, Macedonia,-Thrace and Dobrudzha" (1931) (Annual Pub- 
lication of the Department of Physics and Mathematios, 1950/1931, Number 
1, pages 45-100),."Das Hauptproblem der äusseren Ballistik im Lichte der 
modernen Mathematik" (1932, 1954), "The Rotation of the Earth Around Its 
Center of Gravity" (1949) (Reports of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR, new series, 1949, L3ÜX, Number 6, pages 755-758), "The Movement of 
a Projectile Around Its Center of Gravity" (1951)^ "The Thermodynamics 
of IrreversibleProcesses" (1956) (Notices of the Institute of Mathe- 
matics of the BAN, 1956, Number 2, pages 13~20), etc., 

• Professor Emeritus of the Department of Physics, and Mathematics 
of Sofia University, ;Professeur Agree of the University of Paris. Mem- 
ber of the Warsaw Scientific Society, the Royal Czech Scientific Society, 
tiie Academy of Sciences of Peru, and the international Committee on Ap- 
plied Mechanics.'       :■'.....;.;■ 

.  Has given scientific reports at international congresses in Paris, 
Bologna, Zurich, Warsaw, Prague, Bucharest, New York, Rome, etc. 

Laureate Of the Dimitrov Prize; Bearer of the "Order of the Red 
Banner of Labor" and recipient; of the "Montillon" and "Henri de Parville" 
Prizes awarded by the Paris Academy of Sciences. 
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• .•   , Tsenov, Iran Angelov 

. Born .2 January:i884 &:tfr<ktaa/ -Elected In. 1930.    F^ r mathe- 
matics. •-.■< ■■:"■ r.      -'■'Vv' ■ '■■■' ,'•.' ': '>'■' "   :   .,     v 1J 

Known for his scientific works in the, fields of analy-ical me- 
ohanics/. differential geometry land relative mechanics which have been 
published in the journals of the Academy of Sciences 01 the HSSR.and 
in Bulgarian and foreign magazines.    His most important publications in- 
clude:    "General Equationson the Movement of Non-holpnpmio.Material 
Systems" (1924)  (Mathematische Annalen, :i924,  Issue Number 91., pages 
16T~XS3)/ "Some New Forms of General Equations for..the Movement of Ma- 
terial Systems" (1949)  (Reports of the Bulgarian.Academy of Sciences 

'/in French?,  1949, Volume 2., Number 1,. pages 15-16),, -'Gauss-s Principle 
of Least Coercion" (1933)  (Reports of the Academy of Sciences of VAS. 
USSR, new series,  1953, LXXXIX,  Number 2, pages 225-223), "A fa *orm 
of Equations in Analytical Dynamics" (1953),  (ibid, Number 1, PfS?«21- 
24), "Integral Variational Principles in Analytical Dynamics    USöo, 
(ibid,  Number 4, pages 623-626),  etc. 

Chairman of the Department of Natural Soiences and Mathematics 
of the BAN (1944-1946).'  Professor in the Department cf Physics and 
.Mathematics at Sofia University.    Member of the French Mathematical So- 
ciety i ■' 

-:  Has attended international congresses on applied mechanics in 
De?.ft, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Zurich,  Prague;  etc.-   • . ■    ,    ; • 

■    Laureate of the Bimitrov Prize and bearer of the s,Kiril i Metodiy 
and "Civic.Merit" Orders. 

Chakalov, Lyubcmir Nikolov    .   ; 

Born 6 February 1886 in Samokov.    Elected in 1931.    Field -mathe- 
matics. ■ ' ■■, '■ •'■■ ■: ■■■<£.' ■•- .   . ■■■■    „ 

Well-known for his scientific and research work in the field oi 
mathematics, and in particular: for his original contributions in the 
fields of differential equations, the theory of numbers,, the. theory or 

'analytical functions, theorems of mean values,  etc»t ;which have been 
published in Soviet, Roman, Parisian and other Academy of SoienoeJour- 
nals,  as well as in many Bulgarian and foreign magazines.    He ■ is the 
author of the following important works s   ;tt*.equasiom di Rio0»** 

'  (1925).(Giomale di Matematiche; 1945, VoX'ffle LVIII,- pages J3?"W* 
"Beitrag, zum-Problem der quadrierbaren Zröisbogenzweieoke    (1929;  ^Mathe- 
matische Zeitschrift, 1929, Volume 30v pages 5.52-559),  "Sur. la structure 
des' ensembles lineaires definis par une certaine propriete minimale 
(1934)  (Aota Mathematics/ 1934,-Volume 63, pages. 77-97),. "A Representa- 
tion of Newton's Quotient in the Theory of Interpolation and Its Applica- 
tions" (1938)  (Annual Publication of the Department of Physios and Mathe- 
matics,  1937/1938, XXXIV, Issue Number 1, pages 553-4.05),    A Representa- 
tion of Whole Functions of the Zero Power" (1947)  (Reports of the Aoad- 
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any of Sciences of the USSR, new series, 1947, LVIII, Number 4, pages 
535-538), "Some Borderline.Properties of Oiler's Gamma Function (1956/ 
(Notices of the Department of Mathematics of the BAN, 1956, Issue Num- 
ber 1, pages 27^33/, etb.; ; ^  . ,  . m v 

Secretary of the Department.of Mathematical, Physical and ieen- 
nologioal Soienoes of the BAN. Dean of Sofia University (1943-1944/. 
Member of the Royal Czeoh and the Warsaw Scientific Societies, the French 
Mathematical Society and the Geographical Society of Lima (Jsru/.     . 

' Attended international congresses on mathematics in BoiOgnaU»«so/» 
Warsaw (1929), Bucharest (1932 and 1937), Zurich (1932), Prague (1934 
and 1955), Oslo (1936), Budapest (1950), Amsterdam (1554), and others. 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the Order of icne Bul- 

garian People's Republic. 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS 

Balevski, Angel Tonchev 

Born 15 April 1910 in Troyan. Elected in 1952. Field - machine 

engineering. "' ' ■'_, _■ '      . _ 
Worked in the fields of machine building and metallurgy, and es- 

pecially on mechanical technology and metal processing. 
Author of the following important works: "über die susammen- ^ 

gezetEte Beanspruchung zylindrischer Stahle auf Biegung und Verdrehung . 
"High Quality unalloyed Pig Iron" (in co-authorship with L. Kalev, 1354/, 
"Maohine for Testing Material' Fatigi:e in Combined Loading — Bending 
and Torque" (1956) (Notices of the Institute of Technology of the BAN, 
1956, Issue Number 4, pages 75-90), "Combined Loading of Bending and 
Torque" (in co-authorship with S. Konstantinov and N. Vulev, 1956) (ibid, 
pages 91-106), and others. '. .... 

One of the founders of the only Bulgarian enterprise in this 
field — the. "Tsvetmetprom", and a pioneer in the field of steel casting 
in Bulgaria. A mechanical engineer and technical administrator of many 
industrial enterprises, and inventor of many types of machines. In- 
structor of specialists in the fields of machine building and metallurgy. 

Professor at the Institute of Machines and Eleetrotechnology, in 
Sofia. Chairman of the Committee on Dimitrov Prize Awards for scienti- 
fic achievement, discoveries and rationalisation. Member of the Presi- 
dium of the Union of Scientific Workers and Chairman of its Technologi- 

Laureate Of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the Kiril i Metodiy 

' Order. 
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Bonev, Nikola Ivanov 

Born 11 July. 1398 in Stara Zagora. Eleoted in 1948. Field -, 

astronomy. n. , 
Engaged in work in the field of astronomic science, specializing 

in cosmogony. Author of many works published in Bulgarian and foreign 
magazines. The most important of these include: "über das sogenannte 
Punctum Aeouantis und den wahrscheinlichen Ursprung der »Omaner U™-'- 

(Astronomische Nachrichten, 1932, Volume 1, H68*1?1^2^'; Ä?,?« 
bility of Causes and Origin of Lunar Craters1',11936) (Annual Publication 
of the Department of Physics andMathematics., 1936/1937, Issue, Number 
1. pages 1-8), "The Distribution of Formations on the Lunar Surfaoe 
(1948) (ibid 1947/1948, Issue Number 1, "pages 67-90), "The Rotation of 
Venus" (1954), etc. "        ^ ' "'       _ ' 

Director of the Astronomio Observatory, of Bulgaria. Professor 
in the Department of Eiysics and Mathematics at Sofia University. Mem- 
ber of the "Movement and Shane of the Moon"■ Committee of the -Interns.- 
tional Astronomic, Union (1952) and of the International Geodetio Associa- 
tion. Doctorate from Berlin University, and. an honorary member ^cf the 
English Scientific Sooiety Research Center Group (1950). Attended the 
International Congress of Astronomers in Moscow (1954).  ^  ^ 

Bearer of the Kiril i Metodiy Order ..and the Greek "Phoenix Order 

of Science. 

Velcr/, Dimo Filer 
'••... (Velev is his father's name, by whioh he is known.) 

Born 4 June 1903 in Dolno Pelevo village in Kharmanli Okoliya. 
Elected in 1947. Field -crop engineering.        ■-.-.  ;   . 

Has worked in the field of water economy, especially m hydro- 
technology and melioration. Author of many important scientific works, 
inoluding: "The Concrete Coating of the Rila-Sofia Aaueduct U934) 
(Biad magazine, 1934, Issue Number 16/17, pages 215-218), Selecting 
Concrete for the Building of Dams" (1945), "Deformations in the Bell 
Tskur Dam" (in co-authorship with others, 1955), "Deformacie na jednom 
prihradovöm mure u Bulharsku" (1956). (Yodohospodaraky Qasopis, 1956, 
Volume HI,'pages 3-4),. and others. - n ■ ■ 

Manager cf and collaborator in the drafting of the generaa. fu- 
ture plan for the electrification of the country and the study, plan- 
ning and construction of numerous water economy projects on a national 
scale (the Rila-So'fiaaqueduct, the Beli Iskur Dam, the.Kbimare VETs,  • 
the V. Kolarov Dam, and ctüers). • , 

' ■" Editor of the "Notices of the Institute of Technology and of 
the magazine "Bydrotechnio& and Melioration"., ... ••■■■;:;'. -f , .,  ,QCM 

Direoto*- of the Institute of Technology of ,the BAN tsince 1950;. 
Dean of the Construction (1947/1948).and Hydrotechnics (1950/1952; De- 
Tjartments.- Member of the Presidium,of the Union of Scientific Workers 
and of the Executive Bureau of the Scieritific-Teohnclogical.Union. 'Mem- 
ber of the National'Committee.on Irregation and Drainage in Switzerland. 
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Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the People's Order 
of Labor (gold medal). 

Born 14 February 1911 in Kamenar village in Razgrad Okoliya. 
Elected in 1952. Field - theoretical physios. 

Author of many scientific works printed in Russian and Frenoh 
on theoretical physios, and, more specifically,, on problems in connec- 
tion with heat conductivity of solid matter. The moat important of 
these include: "The Problem of Potential Limits and Solutions to the 
Schrodinger Equation" (1958), "The Propagation of Eeat in a Medium of 
Several Strata" (1949) (Annual Publication of the Department of Basics 
and Mathematics, 1948/1949, Issue Number 1, page3■,63-90), ''Stefan's 
Linear Problem — In the Case of a Two-phase End (tauge" (1950) (Reports 
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR", new series, 1950, LXXIV, 5. 
pages 444-448), "Stefan's Linear Problem in Alternating Phases (1950) 
(ibid, 1950, LXXV, Number 5, pages 631-634), "The Propagation of Heat 
in A Non-homogenous Rod" (1952) (Annual Publication of the Physics and 
Mathematics Department, 1951/1952, Issue Number 1, page 1-32)., The Tefan 
Problem in Connection With Two or Three Dimensions", (1954) (ibid, 1953/ 
1854, XXXVIII, Issue Number 2, pages 321-351), eto. 

Deputy Secretary of the Department for Mathematical, Physical and 
Technological Sciences. Professor in the Physics and Mathematics De- 
partment at Sofia university. Doctorate in Science from -the University 
of Paris (Sorbonne). , 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prise and bearer of the '9 September 
and "For Science" Awards granted by the XNIK, 

Dzhakov, Emil Stefanov 

Born 2 March 1908 in Svishtov. Elected in 19480 Field - physics. 
Author of many works, in the field of technological physics, es- 

pecially in apolied electronics/ published in Bulgarian and foreign sci- 
entific magazines. His principal works include: "Messung komplexer 
elektrischen Widerstände bei ultrahohen Frequenzen" (1937) (Hochfrequenz- 
technik, 1937, Bd. 50, S. 41), "Eiektronenschwingungen höherer Ordnung 
bei Schlitzanodenmagnetronen" (1943) (ibid, 1943, Bd. 61, S.; 140), 
"Theorie der Bruckenschaltongen mit einer gesattigten Diode als Steu- 
erelement" (1950) (Reports of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 1950, 
Volume 3, Number 3, pages 23-26),  "Approximation Formulae for Current 
Saturation in Diodes With Wolfram Cathodes" (1952) (Journal of Tech- 
nological Physics, 1952, Volume 22, pages 602-605), "Influence of Feed- 
ing Tension Unon Electronic Relays in Time" (1954) (Notices of the BAN, 
Physics Series, 1954, Volume IV, pages 203-225), "An Electronic Inte- 
grator of Values Nonlinearly Dependent Upon the Fluctuations of Feeding 
Tension" (1955) (ibid, 1955, Volume V, pages 107-118), etc. 
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Deputy Director of the Physics Institute at the BAN, professor 
in the Department of Physics and Mathematics .at Sofia.^diversity,* a . 
member of the Scientific Council of the united Institute for Nuclear 
Research of the USSR. . 

Laureat of the Dimitrbv Prize and reoipient of the ".Civic Merit" 
Order. '    ■ : 

Kaishev, ■' Ros'tis lav Atahasöv 

Born 16 February 1908 in Leningrad. .-'Elected In 1947, ; Field - 
physios-chemistry. 

Has worked on problems in connection with the growth of crystals, 
electro?rystallization and thermodynamicso Author of mar.y scientific 
works published in Bulgarian and foreign scientific magazines. The 
most important of these includes "über den Mechanismus des Gleichge- 
wichts kleiner Kristallchen (1934) (Zeitnohrift fur physikalische Chemie, 
1934, Bd. 26, S. 100-113, 114-116 and 312-316), "Zur Theorie des Kristal- 
lwachstums" (1936) (Zeitachrift fur Fnysik, 1036, Bd. 102, S„ 684-690), 
"Form of Balance and Work on the Formation of Crystal Embryos on Sup- 
ports" (1951) (Notices of the BAN, Physics Series, 1951. Volume I, pages 
100-136), "The Thermodynamics Of Crystal Embryos" (1955) (ibid., 1955, 
Volime IV,, pages 85-91), "The Electrolytic Formation of Mercury Embryos 

. of Spherical Monocrystal Platinum Electrodes" (in co-authorship with V, 
.Mutafchiev, 1955) (ibid, pages 105-115), and others» 

Head of the Physics-Chemistry Section of the Department of Mathe- 
matical, Physical and Technological Scienoes. Dean of the Department 
of Physics and Mathematics at Sofia University. Corresponding Member of 
the German Academy of Sciences* 

Participated in the International Conference of the Physios So- 
oiety in the German Democratic Republic (1954). 

Laureat of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the "For Science" 
Award granted by the KNIK. 

Krustanov, Lyubomir Krustanov 

Born 15 November 1908 in Pleven.. Elected in 1947. Field - geo- 
.,' physios. 

H&3 worked on and published scientific articles in the field of 
physics-chemistry, both on general methodology and in particular in the 
field of physical processes 'in the atmosphere; Eis writings have been 

* published both in Bulgarian and in foreign magäzinese,-The most important 
.,..of these include: ''über die Rolle der Kondensationskerne bei den Kon- 

densationsvorgang en in der Atmosphäre1' (1936) (Meteorologische Zeit- 
schrift, 1936,, Bdo. 52, Ei;-4, S. i21-125),; "über die Bildung der unter- 

"' kulten Wassertropfen und der .EiBkristalle in der frien Atmosphäre". (1940) 
(ibid, 1940, Bd« 57, H. 10, Si 357-371), "Bemerkungen zur Klarung des 
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Problems der atmosphärischen Eisteilchenbildungen'1 (1944)  (ibid, 1944, 
Bd. 61, H.  1, S< 19-26), "A Case of Enlargement of the Size o^Jrops 
bv Mereing" (1951)  (Reporte of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 
new series, 1951, LXXVI, Number 1, pages 53-56),  "Ther Evaporation of 
Free-falling Drops of Water in the Atmosphere" (1951)  (Notices of tne 
BAN, Physics Series, 1951, Volume I, pages 204-210), eto. _ 

Professor in the Department of Physics and Mathematics at Solia 
U^versitjr.    Director of the Central Meteorological Institute of Bul- 
garia (1950), and head of the Hydrometeorological Service of the Coun- 
cil of Ministers  (1951).    Corresponding Member of the Academy of Air 
Navigational Research in Berlin (1941). ,     .  x    • 

Participated in the International Congress of Meteorologists in 
Budapest (1954). 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prise. 

Radoslavov, Bogcmil Minkov 

Born 4 July 1881 in Turnovo. Elected in 1929. Died 8 November 
1953. Field - mining engineering. , '  . 

Did scientific research on coal basins and ore aeposits in öui- 
garia. Well-known for his activities in the study of Bulgaria« smin^ 
eral springs and other resouroes, and for organizing Bulgarian mines 
and mineral water baths * 

Author of many articles published in Bulgarian and foreign Jour- 
nals . The most important of those include: "Mining in Bulgaria -- Past 
and Present ~ and Needed Measures for its Improvement" (I913J, Miner- 
als in Bulgaria" (1922), "A Bibliography on Mines, Quarries, and Mineral 
Water Sources in Bulgaria" (1922), "Geological and Hydrological Research 
on Mineral Springs at Beden Village in Devin 0koli3ra" (1940), ^Views on 
the Healing Properties of Mineral Springs Over the Centuries U~4S;, 

and others. ■ 
A contributor to many Bulgarian and foreign magazines. 

Khristov, Aleksandur Pavlov 

Born 20 March 1872 in Sofia. Elected in 1921. Died 18 October 

1951. Field - physics. .„_,,.• 
Did work in the fields of industrial and experimental physics, 

and physical chemistry, especially in connection with the absorption of 
gases. Author of many scientific works published in Bulgarian and for- 
eign journals. The most important of these includes "Untersuchungen 
über die Absorption des C02 in wasseringen Salzlosungen und binaren 
Flusskeitsgemengen" (1905) (Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie, 1905, 
Bd. 53, S. 20), "Nichtolektrolische Auflosxrag von Quecksilber in Wasser 
und anderen Flüssigkeiten" (1908) (ibid, 1908, Bd, 63, S. 19), 'Absorp- 
tion Capacity and Surface Tension in Ethyl Ether" (1912) (Magazine Ox 
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the BAN,  1912, Volums V, pages 157-177),  "Expansion of Liquids As A 
Result df the Absorption of .Gases" (Magazine of the BAN,  1917, Issue 

t,.XV. pages 67-82), "Contraction arid Dilation of .Mixtures of Liquids 
„(1918)  (Annual Publication of the Department.of Physics and Me.the- 
matics for 19'l6-i918, Volumes XITI-xiX, pages 13-14 and 1-28), eto. 

..   Professor in the Department of Physics and Mathematics Depart- 
ment at Sofia University (1920-1937). . Dootorate from the University of 
Leipsig (1696). 

Khristov, Vladimir Kirilov 

Born 5 December 1902 in Sofia.    Elected in 1948*    Fields - 
astronomy and geodesy. 

Has worked on problems in the field of Gaus coordinates in geo- 
desy, and more recently, on the unification of geodetic computations in^ 
the field of higher gecdetiss for the globe a3 a whole,  taking as a basis 

,-     the Soviet earth ellipsoid of Krasovskiand the Gauss coordinates,    Author 
of many scientific'works in this field, the most important of which in- 
clude:    "Die Gauss-Krugarschen Koordinaten auf dem Ellipsoid" (1943), 
."The Gauss-Kruger Coordinates on Rotational Ellipsoids" (1946),    Trans- 
formation" of Stereographic Coordinates Into Gauss Coordinates" .(1953) 
(Notices of the Institute of Technology of the BAN,  1953,  Issue Number 
2„pages 45-81),  "Relation" Between Two Separate Equations and Computed 
Triangulations;i (195.3)  (ibid., .pages 83-89;,  etc.    Regular contributor 
to the German magazine "Zeitschrift fur Vermeasungsweiäen". 

.\C: . In charge of the Central Geodeties Laboratory of the BAN.    Pro- 
fessor at the Construction Engineering Institute in Sofia»    Doctorate 
from Leipsig University. 

Participated in .the Internationa! Geodesy Congress in Budapest 
(1956).    " ■ „ 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize* Bearer of the "Civic Merit" 
Order. 

Khristov,  Khristo Yankov 

v.-    ,■■■,■'...;.■ Born 14 June 1915, iii Varna..? Elected in 1952,    Field - physio3. 
\    , Has worked in the field of theoretical physics arid has published 

articles on the physics.of crystala,' quantum mochanics and meteorology. 
Has also, done research on the specification of term3 arid laws in physics. 
His most important articles includes; "Basic Ideas of Quantum Mechanics" 
(1943),  "The Problem of'. the Solid Body and the Single Equa-tion of Elec- 
trodynamics and Gravitation" (1947)  (Annual Publication of the Depart- 

ement of Physios and Mathematics,  1946/1947, Volume XIII, pages 43-108), 
"The Passage of Magnetic Waves Thro.ugh A Flat-Parallet Crystal Plate". 

, (1951)  (Reports of the USSR Academy of Sciences,- hew series, 1951,     * 
LXXXI, Number 4, pages 553-556),, "The Passage of•X-rays Through A Flat- 
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Parallel Crystal Plate" (1951) (ibid, Number 5,; pages 799-802),    Find- 
ing Certain Probabilities and Mean Values Related to tfce Impaot and Free 
Passage of Gas Molecules" (in ooauthorship Vritbl/M. :Mkolovi  1955)  (No- 
tioes of the BAN, Physios Series, 1955,1 VoluBie V;7pages 27-S6), and 
..others.      '.'    ..     .'....-..',." "'■■■>-.■■!,'-       .'■'.  .   ■....' . >. -V .-.:. ,-~. ö _. 

Professor in the Department of Physics and Mathematics at 0011a 
University. '".•-,'   V'i"      n 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the "For Science 
Award granted by the KNIK.,       .   , 

FOREIGN MEMBERS 

Borsuk, Karol 

'    Born 8 May 1905 in Warsaw, "Elected in 1952;    Field - mathematics. 
Well-known Polish mathematician and author of many scientific 

works in the fields of mathematics and topology, the most important of 
whioh.include:    "A Contribution to the Study of Essential Transforma- 
tions" (1938), "Cwiczenia z ahalizymatematycznej" (1938),    Co to jest 
topologia" (1953), "Concerning the Homological Structure of the Func- 
tional Spaoe" (1953), andothers, . 

Editor of the well-known Polish mathematical journal   Rozprawy 
mathematiozne" and "Fundamenta Mathematioae".    v -.';".'   "'"„,'' 

Corresponding Member of the Polish Academy of Sciences (1952; 
and of the Krakow Academy of Science (1945).    Member of the Warsaw Sci- 
entific Society (since 1937). ■'■■"...:'",    ;,'. .'.:.-.],:.,.";' 

Reoipient of the State Award of the Polish People's Republic 

Muskhelishvili, Nikolay Ivanovioh 

Born 16 February 1891 in Tbilisi.    Eleoted in 1952.    Fields - 
mathematics and mechanics. 

Noted Soviet mathematician and expert on meohanics.    Author ol 
many scientific works in the various fields of applied mathematics, me- 
chanics and mathematical p^ Famous for his research on the theory 
Of elasticity, which is of great signifioanceih the resolution of im- 
portant practical problems in the field of reinforced concrete construc- 
tion.    His principal Works include:    "Singular Integral Equations 
(1946), "A Coursein Analytical Geometry"/ (1947), "Some Basic Problems 
in the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity" (1949), arid others» 

Chairman of the Aoademy of Scienoes of the Georgian SSR,    Organi- 
ser and head of the Institute of Mathematics; of the Georgian Aoademy of 
Sciences and founder of the great scientificcenter for mathematics and 
mechanics in Tbilisi.   Deputy in'the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. 
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Twice Laureate of the Stalin Prize, Hero of socialist labor, 
and bearer of the "Lenin", "Red Labor Banner", "Hammer and Sickle" 
(golden), and other awards* 

Syerpinski, Vatslav 

Born 14 March 1882 in Warsaw» . Elected in 1936. Field - mathe- 
matics . 

Noted Polish mathematician. Has worked in the fields of the ana- 
lytical theory of numbers, the theory of plurals, and topology. Heads 
the[Polish school of thought supporting the magazine he publishes, 
"Fundamenta Mathematicae" to which mathematicians the world over contri- 
bute» 

Author of many scientific works in Polish and other languages, 
among which the most important are: "Sur une propriete des operations 
de M. Hausdorf", "Sur lee anneaux de fonction", Sur une oertaine suite 
infinie des fonsotions d'une variable reelle", "Hypothese du continu" 
(1934), and others. 

Deputy Chairman of the Polish Academy of Sciences (sinoe 1952), 
member of the Belgrade Academy of Sciences, member of the Royal Czecho- 
slovak Aöademy cf'Sciences, the Academy of the Rumanian People's Re- 
public, and the Paris, German and Rome academies. Professor of mathe- 
matics at Warsaw University. Honorary doctorate from Sofia University 
and many other foreign universities. 

Laureate of the State Award of the Polish People's Republic 
Bearer of the "Banner of Labor" and other Polish awards and prizes. 

Tsebertovich, Romuald 

Born 7 February 1897. Elected in 1952» Field - engineering. 
Noted Polish engineer, public worker and fighter for peace. Au- 

thor of important scientific works in the field of hydraulic construc- 
tion, of which the principal ones includes "Richtlinien fur die boden- 
physikalisohen Versuche", Reibungsversuche", Setzungstafeln berechnet 
auf Grund der graphischen Setzungsanalyse", eto. 

He is particularly well-known for his systems of strengthening 
earth masses, draining large water deposits, strengthening river banks, 
etc 

Corresponding Member of the Polish Academy of Scienoes (since 
1952), and Director of the Institute of Water Construction in Gdansk 
(sinoe 1954). 

.Recipient of the State Award of the Polish People's Republic. 
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•   DEPARTMENT OF SEÖIJOGICÄL; GEOGRAPHIC AND ' f '  :^ 
...,,;;  CHEMICAL SCIENCES '-•:       v~ — ''^::;- '. v-.' ;:'' ;. ' 

Geological Institute, Chemical Institute, Geographie' 
W;i- ■' institute     ^ 

-•■■'■-• ^Bu^eau-of-the''Department'';- 

Academy Member Secretary ^ SträShimir DimitrW Geoi;gieVs - 

Deputy Academy Member Secretary - Corresponding Meaber; Zhi^kö Spaeov '.'; 
.-:   ■ "•■    •■;'■'■■■' ■.-".■.-•.■,.''.;• ^     GulubÖY ■'   '■'"" ■-;-:■■-'•■'■'  ; '    ;    "'■'V ' ''. 'v' 

Member - Corresponding Member Dimitur' IfanoT FopöY ; ■ 

.■.-■ Members of the Department ' 

/. Foreign Honorary Members     ■■■^\r   ■■"■■■'..*      ' '; 

• Aleksandur Nikolaevich NesmoyanoY /' 

'■■.•■ ,'■■,.■■ Academy Members"■';'.,.■■•■'■ •■".;.■'■•'■ ■'■■■'- >y     *•:: 

/Georgi Nikolov EoncbeyJ* Strashiinir Dimitrov Georgiev ^  - • ;-• 

•''■■■■■' ■•■""•    Corresponding Members'° -•■:"j' 

Atanas Stoyanov Beshkoir, Ekim Stefanov.Eonohev,- Zhivko SpasoY Guluboy, 
Yordan KharisanoY Zakharievv YoYcho Smilov YoYOhev, Boyan Ganchey Kame- 
nov, Dimitur IvanOY Popov, Georgi Khristov RankOY. 

-:.. ■, 'Foreign' Members ■■■■■- ^''>'•-•• L^r*^   . 

■■-■'■• ''■'■- •.'.''■'■'"■■ :>  ;>     Rezhyb Bognar :- _;";-: ';■■'•■■'.••; ■-''■■-   '■']'■-'.[■'■'  <./•'■■'■••' 

Institute'of Geology   ^^;; 

■: 6 Moskovska Street ,; "■■■ '-/':;-"-o  ,-•.•.-:,:.••;•■■   -v-.^ 

Director -Academy MemberStr. D. Göorgier/ 

The Institute of Geology of the BAM was  established; in 1947 oh- 
the foundation of the Geological Department which formed a; •part of tlie 
Museum of Natural History. 

Its basic purpose is to do research in all fields of geological 
soienoes in close coordination with the needs and requirements arising 
from socialist construction in the country» 
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. ■ The principal problems being worked upon at the. institute are as 
follows: the dissemination and geochemioal;oharaoteristics of ore de- 
posits in connection with voleanio activity on Bulgarian, territory} the 
-Paleographic indications in seeking minerals ,of. sedimentary origin (phos- 
phorites, iron ores,; potassium ores, bauxite, etc); stratigraphy and 
tectonics of ooal basins in Bulgaria; structural peculiarities of the .. 
north Bulgarian plateau and the preBalkan.areas,making likely the find- 
ing of new oil and gas fields; engineering and geologioal conditions in 
the principal construction regions in Bulgaria; fresh and thermomineral 
underground waters; the drafting of a.hydrogeological map of the country; 
basic problems in Bulgarian geology in connection with tha publication 
of. the new geologioal map of Bulgaria on a scale, of 1:200., ÖÜQ. 

The 3cientifio research work of the institute is,.closely linked 
with the major production tasks being -accomplished by the. various gee-- 
logical services in the country» Those inolude the General Administra- 
tion for Geological and Mining Studies, the Office of Geologioal Studies 
at the Ministry of Electrification, etc« ' 

The institute has five sections: geochemioal, geological, pale- 
ontologioal, geological engineering and hydrogeological, and one for 
petroleum geology» 

.The institute publishes the "Notices of the Geological Institute". 
In addition^ articles by institute members appear in the "Reports of the 
Bulgarian Aoademy of Soienoes" (in Russian)» 

The staff of the instituto includes the following: Academy Mem- 
ber Sir» Bimitrov, Corresponding Member E. Bonchev, Corresponding Member 
Yov. Yovehev, Corresponding Member B. Kamenov, Senior Scientific Col- 
laborator E, Belmustakov, Senior Scientific Collaborators M» Ganev,* E. 
Ivanov, I« Ivanov, R» Ivanov, M. Minohev, Pe Petrov, I» Sapunov, Khr* 
Spasov, Yord, Stefanova, M. Stanohova,, and other unofficial collaborators. 

Institute of Chemistry 
"Geoc Milev" Seotor 

Director: Corresponding Member G» Kh.;Rankov 

The Institute of Chemistry was founded in 1947* Its basio task 
is the development of the chemical sciences in Bulgaria and their ap- ; 

plication to the people1? economy0 
To this end the institute, is" doing scientific research work, on . 

practical aud theoretical problems including the production of synthetic 
materials, the obtentiön of raw materials from, organic and mineral souroes 
in Bulgaria with a view to their adaptation to domestie industry, the 
study of new ohemioal products, the current status of ihe Bulgarian chem- 
ical industry, in connection with establishing it on a more scientific 
basis, etc. 
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Th§ ^institute comprises the following sections: inorganic and 
analytical%hemistry, which deal3 with the f ield of polarographic an- 
alysis and the theory of certain .polarographic phenomena? organio chem- 
istry, which is studying the synthesis and structure of certain organic 
compounds and the structure and technology of volatile oils found in 
Bulgaria; inorganic chemical technology, studying the concentration of 
certain Bulgarian coals in terms of their host use and coke production, 
and research on Bulgarian oress  organic chemical technology, dealing 
with the chemistry and technology of fats and food products, the syn- 
thesis of artifical rosins, and chemical and technological control and 
analysisi  fuels, which is working on the obtention of a metallurgical 
fuel, the production of pig iron and steel other -than in blast furnaces, 
the theory of reduoing iron oxide with hard carbon, and the perfecting 
of methods of chemical and technological ■control« 

Some of the discoveries of the institute have already been put to 
use or have been proposed for use in Industry; 

The institute publishes the Notices of the Institute of Chemistry 
of the BAH". Also, th,e staff publishes articles in the "Reports of the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences" (in Russian). 

The staff of the institute includest    Corresponding Member G. Ran- 
kov, Corresponding Member Do Popov, Senior Scientific Collaborators M. 
Kurchatov, D. Mirev, A. Popov, A. Trifonov, Junior Scientific Collabora- 
tors I. Zlateva, Ao Yovchev, -L. Kristancva, I. Panayotov, D. Chobanov, 
D. Shopov, and other unofficial collaborators. 

Institute of Geography 
6 Moskovska Street 

Director - Corresponding Member Zh. S. Gulubov 

This institute was founded in 1950. It studies problems in the 
fields of the physical and economio geography. The major ones of these 
are geomorphological studies for the purpose of drafting a geomorphologi- 
oal map of the oountry and serving the requirements of practioal prob- 
lems, the study of modern physical and geographic processes in order to 
forecast their development and make clinical observation of them, re- 
search on the physical, geographical and economio zoning of the oountry, 
the study of industry and agriculture in connection with future planning 
and zoning, and the study of transportation problems in connection with 
socialist construction. 

The institute is also working on the drafting of a large sci- 
entific atlas of Bulgaria. 

There are two sections: one on physical and one on economic geog- 

The institute publishes the "Notices of -the Institute of Geography". 
The staff includes Corresponding Member Zh. Gulubov, Correspond- 

ing Member An. Beshkov, Junior Scientific Collaborators IT. Velev, D. 
Dimitrov, K. Mishev, V. Popov, and other unofficial collaborators. 
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Honorary Foreign, Mothers. ..,   ,;■■■;) ';: ....; ,,■' 

' ■ ■'.''■" 

Nesaeyanov, Aieksandur Nikplayevich ,. 

'       Born 9 September 1899 in Moscow.    Elected In 1952.    Field - chem- 

^try" Noted Soviet scientist famous for his work in the field of organic 
'chemistry. . Discoverer of the diasomethod of obtaining metallo-organxo 
coSoS    and the author of many works oh this subject^  The most im- 
portant of these include:    »The Reactionof Metallic P^^^J °*°" 
compounds and Phenomena of Dynamic AllotW' (1928),    A New M^°*,f 
Shewing Aromatiö Mercury-Organic Salts»    1929),  »Organic ^rc^y^ 
Compounds" Tl934), »Formyl Fluoride" (1934)? "Organic Compounds in E.,e- 
«S£<££ the FeriodiolU* of Elements« JlS^, «The Q- "complex ^ 

Veader of the Soviet metallo-organic school of thought, of which 

he was the founder. T-ser> 7„4««a IQR-M 
Chairman of the Academy of Sciences of ttotoSR ^J^9***' 

Secretary of 'the Department of Chemieal Science of tee Academy oi Sei 
encVof the USSR and Director of the Institute of Organic Chemistry. 
Chairman of the Lenin Awards Committee for science and inventions (since 
1947).    President of Moscow University (1948-1951)» 

'Active state and public worker.-- Deputy Chairman of ^ Supreme 
Soviet of the RSFSR and Deputy of the Moscow City Soviet    Member of the 

. World Council for the Defense of Peaoe. «T*rvir,« „«A »Red 
Laureate of the Stalin Prise and recipient of the    Lenin   and   Red 

Labor Banner" awards« 

Academy Members 

Bonchev,  G-eorgi Nikolov "     ■ 
(Bonchev is the patronymic by which he goes).       . 

Born 6 August 1866 in the village of Zheravna in Kotel Okoliya.  . 
ET^--»d in 1900.    Died 7 March 1965.    Field - petrography« 

WeH-Swn w one of the founders of the study .of the geological, 
so^enfces in Bulgariao    Has done much research and published many ongi- 
nal'cientdfio work, in the fields of the geology, ^f^%^^°' 
„Mr,w nf Br Varia«    The most important of these moiude:      Basalt in 
luÄia" (ii04)  (Periodical MagLine of the BAN, 1904, Volume TXT. pages 
MlSa). «Eruptive Rocks in Bulgaria» (1908)  (Symposium of Bulgarian 
äayings    1908,PVoiume XXIY, page* 1-170) /JicJ, »Sedimentary Rocks in 
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?Mf\ %Jj917) (SWP'iv* of the BAH,  1917; Volume   VIS,    pases 
i"      \rStr<!gra?hi8"lli?9I'al Researoh in Macedonia" (1920) (Ibid,  1920. 
Volume XIII, pages 1-295),  »Minerals in Bulgaria" (1923)  (Annual Publi- 
cation of tae Departaient of Physics and Ma-iäiematics,  1922/23, Issue 
SSo kpfee^1;J07>%'

,Geologioal Age of Massive Rooks in Bulgaria» 
U928;  (Works of the Bulgarian Nature Research Society,  1923, Volume     , 
JUXVIII, pages' 1-45),. etc..   Ho was one of the scientists who drafted the 
f«    ?gt£*  •map

J°
f Bulearia showing crystalline schists and massive rocks 

in southern and southeastern Bulgaria^ > 'v  r 
'.«,<*   "?f Wfv ■*?* f^^st professor of mineralogy and petrography' at the 
universicy (beginning in 1693),   in active worker In the Bulgarian Na~ : 

ture Research Society and many other Bulgarian and foreign scientifio    ' 
socxeta.es.   • i   ■ ■■        •■ ■ ° ' 

iw«^ D?°°tnr.?f th9 Iasti,tu*3 of Geology at: the" BAN (1944-1S48) aM 
President of Sofia University .(1914-1915). , <■ 

. Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and reoihlBxit'of x^3 nÖ±viä :U3Ti^ 
wraer. -.: =■■ ■ • 

:    . Dimitrov, Strashimir Georgier 
(Dimitrov is his patronymic, whichhe uses.!;        ,   ........... 

Born 10 August 1892 in Sofia«    Elected In 194?a    Field - geology. 
-        Notea for his scientific research work in the fields of geology, 

paxrography and mineralogy, and especially en magmatic and metamorphic; 

complexes and minerals related to them,    Author of many scientific worlds, 
of which the most important are:    «Diabase Hocks in the Iskur Pass'Be- 
tween Bov and Lakatnik" (1929)  (Annual Publication of the Department of 

■ «ysics and Mathematics; 1928/1929, Issue Number 3, pages 175-236), "Con- 
J?SA?°A? 

Ar?VL-d Intmaive.Rocks Between Berkovltsa and 'Echana'Mountain" 
US30;  (Magazine of the Bulgarian Geological Society,  1930,; Issue Number 
Z, pages 1-100)      A Contribution to the Study of Bulgarian Potassium-' 
oiSSinij     «il/Val^T™1 Püblicati011 °f «» Hy«ioi and Mathematics 
Department, 1936/1937, Issue Number 3, pages 291^344), «The Vitosha 
Plutonium» (1942)  (ibid, 1941/1942, Issue Number 3, pages 89-173),  «Mas- 
^4*   Me^°rpWc Rocks in Bulgaria" (1946) (Annual Publication of 
93)    etc°e °      90l0gi0al and MiciaS Studies,  1946,  Issue IV, pages 64- 

Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Geological Institute". 
Noted for his geological studies of the Rhodope Hydrocombine,  the 

ötaim Dam, and certain Bulgarian ore-bearing regions. 
« i  «+ Sr'^'W Decadent of Geological, Goographio and Chsmi- 
n!i     ^T 0f th9 EM-' &nd V--^r of the Institute.of Geology at the 
Sofia uSve-sitjr;*'"** D^art^;lt of Biolo62rv Ge°l^ and Geography at 

in Mexioor(l956tted lh ^ ^^^/International' Geological Congress   : 

laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient of the 
Order. . ■ ■"■ ■;•.• 
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Corresponding Members 

Beshkov, Anastas Stoyanov 

Bom 23 July 1896 in Varna,   mooted in 1943.    Field -economic 
geography« 

Is working in the field of eoonomic geography, in particular on 
problems in connection with transportation, industry, and the economic- 
geographical zoning of Bulgaria. Noted for his studies on the economy 

• Of northeastern Bulgaria, especially that of Dobrudsha. Author of num- 
erous scientific works, cf which the most important are:  'The Economio- 
GeographicU Subdivision of Bulgaria" (I934,>, "The Economic Influence 
of the Scfia-Varaa Railroad in Changing the General Aspect of Cerxa:.n 
.Settlements'1 (1940) (Annual Publication of the Higher Commercial ucuoo, 
in Svishtov, 1929/1940, Volume III, pages 1-112), "The Economic History 
Of Recent Years" (1946), "A General Eoonomic Geography" (1948;,  £he 
Transportation Problem in Dobrudzha" (l9cl), etc» Member of the edi- 
torial committee of the "Notioe3 of the Institute of Geography'. 

Professor in the Department of Biology, Geclcgy and Geography at 
Sofia University« Chairman of the Bulgarian Geographic Society vsmce 

■ 1948).'  ". ■ 
Participated in the Congress of the Geographic Society of the 

USSR (1955). ,  «^ ,, / 
..-Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient of tne K*ril x 

„Metodiy" and "Civic Merit" Awards. 

Bonohev, Ekim Stafanoy 

Born 29 April 1907 in Sofia. Elected in 1927. Field - geology. 
Has done research on and published many scientific works in the 

field of the stratigraphy and tectonics of Bulgaria. The moat import- 
ant of these are: "An Effort At Tectonic Synthesis of Western Bulgaria 
(1936) (Geology of the Balkans, 1936, Issue Number 1, pages 5-48), Tec- 
tonic Alpine Indications in Bulgaria" (1940) (Magazine of the Bulgarian 
Geological Society, .1940, Issue Number 3, pages 155-244), Foundations 
'of Tectonics in Bulgaria" (I94S) (Annual Publication of the Office of 
Geological and Mining Studies, 1943, Issue Number IV, pages 336-374;, 
"Tekbonieehe Probleme im Schwarzenmeergebiste" (1950) (Reports of the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,' 1950, Volume 3, Number 1,' pages 25-28), 
"A Peculiarity in the Tectonics of T?urdichka Star a Planina (in col- 
laboration with E. Belmustakov and others,. 1955) (Notices of the Insti- 
tute of Geology of the BAN, 1955, Issue Number 3, pages 101-112), and 
others. .   , ,   ^. 

Noted for his geological studies on Bulgarian dams, hydrocombines, 
ccal basins, oil fields, etc. Editor of the "Notices of the Geological 
Institute". 
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Deputy Director of the Institute of Geology of the BAN, and pro- 
fessor in the Department of Biology, Geology and Geography at Sofia 
University« 

Laureate of the Diroitrov Prize and recipient of the "Red Banner 
of Lahor", "Kiril i Metodiy" and "Civib Merit" Awards. 

■.■'"' Gulubov, Zhivkb SpakoV   ■:■■■■■:■'/■:-■;.' 

Born 22 June 1908 in Plovdiv. Elected in 1948. Field - physical 
geography. *•■■■. ' '„. 

Has done research and published many scientific wcrlcB'in the^fiexds 
of physical geography and geoinorphology.; . The;most important are: ."The 
Tectonics aid Morphology of the Rhodöpe-Kärahalkan Sector" (1940; (No- 
tices of the Bulgarian' Geographic Society, i.?40> Issue 'VIII,"pages; 61- 
116) p "General Climatology" (1953), "Measurement of the Intensity of De- 
nudation by the Solids Carried by Risers" (1954) (Notices;.of the Geoj* 
graphic Institute of the BAN, 1954/ issue lumber 2, pages ■ 147-155),■ An 
Attempt At A Marxist Evaluation of Modern Bourgeois Geomorphology (1954) 
(ibid, pages 153-159), etö. • ^ 

.. Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Geography' and 
of the "Notices of the Bulgarian Geographie Society",: r 

Deputy Secretary of the Department of Geological, Geographic and 
Chemical Sciencea. Director of the institute of-Geography of the BAN. 
Professor in the Department.of Biology, Geology and Geography at Sofia 
University. Member of the Bureau of the Bulgarian Geographic Society 
(since 1932)0 . 

Attended the Congress of the Geographic Society of the USSR (1955). 
Recipient of the ."Kiril i Metodiy" and "Civic Merit" Awards. 

Zakhariev, Yordan Kharizanov . 

Born 20 February 1878 in Bosiiegrad. . Elected in 1937. Fields - 
geography and ethnography. 

. Has worked in the fields of regional geography and ethnography. 
Author of many works based on his geographic and ethographic studies of 
various areas in Bulgaria» The most important are: "The Kyustendir 
Area" (1918), "A Guide for Anthfopogeogrs.phio Studies in Bulgaria" (1928) 
.(School Review, 1928, Issue Number 6), "Kamsnitsa" (1935), "Kyustendil -- 
A Contribution to the Geographic Study of Bulgarian Cities" (1933),_ 
"Chiprovtsi — A geographic Study of a Oiiy, With Historical Notes 
(1938), "Piyanetc, Land and Population— A Gebgraphio ahd Ethnographic 
Study" (1949), and others. 
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Yovchev, Yovoho Smilcv 

Born 15 July 1902 in Muglizh village in Kazanluk Okoliya. Eleoted 
in 1951. -Field - geological engineering* 

Has done work in the prospeotLng and study of minerals. After 
his return from the Soviet Union, where he graduated from the Mosoow Min- 
ing Aoadsmy (1928-1931), he actively participated'in and contributed muoh 
to the General Administration for Geologioal and Mining Studies in Bul- 
garia, His most important works in the field of mineral ores include: 
"The Bayts-Kunduyskoye/fiiloponit— Russian^ Deposits" (1937), "Method 
for the Study of Hard Minerals" (1950), "Minerals" (l^III, 1953-1954), 
and others. 

Director of the Central Administration for Geological and Mining 
Research« , 

Recipient of the "Georgi Dimitrov" and "Red Banner of Labor" 
Orders. 

Ivanov, Dimitur Popov 
(Ivanov is tlie patronymic, by which he is known.) 

Bern 13 October 1894 in Makotsevo village in Blin Pelin Okoliya. 
Elected in 1948.    Field - chemistry. 

He is doing work in the field of organic chemistry.    Known for his 
research on organomagnesium compounds, polyfunctional organomagnesium and 
organolithium compounds, the dypnopinacol and indone groups, volatile 
oils  (mainly rose oil),  etc.    He is the author of many scientific works 
published in Bulgaria and abroad.    The principal ones ares    "A Method of 
Preparing Phenyl-1 (Dialooyl, Diaryl, or Alcpvlaryl)-2, 2-0xy-2-Pröpanoio 
Acids" (in collaboration with Ao Spasov, 195l)  (Annual Publication of 
the Department of Physics and Mathematics,  1930/1931, XXHI,  Issue num- 
ber 2, pages 7-12), "Retropinaoolio Transposition by Dehydrogenation" 
(in collaboration with Ch. Ivanov and B. St. Ivanova, 1948), "A Method 
of Dosing the Volatile Oil of the Flower Rosa Damascena Mill for Pur- 
poses of Selection" (in collaboration with Khr. Ivanov, : N. Marekov, II. 
Ognyanov, 1955)  (Reports of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,  1955, 
Vclume 8,  Number'2,  pages 57-60),  "Bulgarian Zdravets Oil - Sesquiter- 
penio Hydrocarbons from Oil" (in collaboration with II. Ognyanov,  1955) 

"(ibid, pages 45-48),  "Synthesen mit Organöiithiunrrerbindungen durch Sub- 
stitution eines labilen Wasserßtoffatoms erhalten" (in collaboration 
with T. Vasilev, 1956) (ibid, 1956, Volume 9, Number 3, pages 29-32), 
and others. 

Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Chemistry". 
Professor in the Department of Physics and Mathematics at Sofia Univer- 
sity. 

Participated in the Fourteenth International Congress on Pure and 
Applied Chemistry in Zurich (1955). 
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-■,       Kamenov,Boyan Ganohev   ,.-..,  • 

Born 27 October 1907 in "Sofia, Elected' in 1951. 'Field -'geology. 
Is doing work in the fields of regional geology,stratigraphy and 

has done some research.in "the fields, of paleontology andisome studies . 
of minerals. Has -recently been working in therfield of geological en- 
gineering. Author of many scientific works in those fields, The most 
important are: "Advance Notice of. the. First Discovery of the ;Albian ... " 
Stage in Bulgaria".(in collaboration with E, Bonchev,' 1934), "Several 
Ammonites from the Kinimeridgian Stage At Kcmshtitsa Village (Godech Oko- 
liya)" (1934) (Geology of the Balkans, 1934/1935, Issue KumSer.,1, pages 
34-40), "The Senonian Stage Between the Iskur and Ogosta Rivers" (in 
collaboration with E. Bonchev, 1934) (Magazine of.the Bulgarian Geolog- 
ical Society, 1934, Volume "ill,  pages 69-99)/ ?tThe Geology of the North- 
western Part. of. the Kyustendil Area" (1942) (Annual Publication of the 
Natural Resources Office., 1942, Issue lumber II, 35 pages, with illus- 
trations), and others. Drafted the '^Geological Map of Bulgaria" on a 
scale of 1*500,000. Member of the .editorial committee,of the "Notices 
of the Institute of Geology". 

•President of the Mining and Geological Institute» .Member, of the 
"Higher Attestation Committee of the. Minis try of Culture.   J ?f.- . • 

...,. ,• ,.,..,r,vRankov, Georgi Khristcv,,. 

..' Eprn 4 February 1896 in Gulubnik village in Radomir Okoliya.'...'.'. 
Eleoted in 1947.\.Field -chemistry. 

-,.-Has done research in the fields of the chemistry,'and the tech- 
nology of fats, the chemistry and technology of artificial resins, tne 
ohemistry and technology of foods, and other, chemioal and tec.hao.logioa1 

analyses. Author of many works in these fields. The most important 
are: "Methods of.Simultaneous Hydrolysis.of'Fats and Increasing; Solid 
Fatty Acids" (1935),. "The Behavior"of Nonsaturated Compounds,- Noh- '^,', 
saturated Fat,; Hydro-aromatic and Aromatic Carbohydrates, and Chlorine 
Derivatives, of ^ethane Toward Phosphorus and Oxygen" (1936), "Unter- 

i Bchungen an bulgarischen Tailoil" (in collaboration with A. Popov and 
D. Chobanov, 1954) (Reports of the Bulgarian Academy of; Sciences,. 1954, 
Volume 7, Issue Number 3, pages. 45-48)., "über die Ausbeute/den Vitamin 
A-Gehalt und" die Kennzahlen von ölen, die bei verschiedenen Schrnelzbed- 
ingungen aus dem Unterhauspeck von Delphinus Delphis L, gewonnen wurden" 
,(in collaboration with A, Yovchev, 1955) (ibid, 1955,, Volume ,8, Number 
.1, pages 41-45),'"Alkyd Resins,On A Base of 1-Phenylphthalein~2, 3- 
Dicarbonic Oxide" (1955) (Notices of the Institute of Chemistry of the 
BAN, 1955, Issue Number 3, pages 91-121), "Research on the Fruit of the 
Pirus Aucuparia Gartn" (1955) (ibid, pages 183-192)., "Alkyd.Resins Modi- 
fied With Semidrying and Drying Oil's, or With Bulgarian Tailoil" (1956), 
and others» 
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Has dons extensive research on increasing production.    Discovered 
a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture cf matrices for cast- 
ing radiators,  improved production technology for the manufacture of 
dolphin and rose oils, developed a technique for producing activated 
bleaching earth from local clays, etc. 

Director of the Institute of Chemistry of the BAN.>  Professor in 
the Department of Physics and Mathematics at Sofia University»    Partici- 
pated in the Congress of the Chemical Society of the German Democratic 
Republic  (1955)• 

Recipient of the"Kiril i Me'todiy" and "Civic Merit" Awards. 

Foreign Members 

Bognar, Rezhyo 

Born 7 March 1913. Elected in 1952. Field - chemistry. 
Noted Hungarian chemist known for his work in the field of or- 

ganic chemistry. Author of many works on organic synthesis, of which 
the most notable are those on glycosides. Among his most significant 
works are the following: "Synthese des natürlichen Phlorrizins" .(1942), 
"Konstitutionsermittlung des Sophoricosids" (1943, 1954), "Cukoralkohclok 
kloros öxidalasa" (1951), "Darstellung und einige Verwandlungen der Moh- 
nalkaloide" (1953), "Harnstoffderivate" (1954), "Das Bromiereh von Flava- 
non" (1955), and others» 

Editor of the academic journal "Hungarica Chenica". 
An active member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Secre- 

tary of the Department of Chemical Science Department (until 1956)* 
President of -the "Lyosh Koshut" University in Debretsen (until 1965), 
and head of the Department of Organic Chemistry at that university. 
Director of the Scientific Researoh Institute of the Pharmaceutical In- 
dustry in Budapest« Chief Scientific Secretary of the Hungarian Acad- 
emy of Sciences 1955/1956. 

Active public worker in the Hungarian People's Republic. 
Recipient of the Koshut Award, an honorary medal from the Hun- 

garian People's Republic, and the "Labor Merit" Order. 

Department of Biological and Medical Sciences 

Zoological Institute, Natural Science Museum, Zoological Garden, Botani- 
cal Institute and Botanical Gardens, Institute of Biology, Institute of 
Microbiology, Institute of Experimental Medicine, Institute of Clinioal 
and Public Medicine, Institute of Morphology, Central Helminthological 
Laboratory. 
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Bureau of the department 

Academy Member ■'Secretary'- C or r es ponding Member Ighai l^anuilöv Igoy 

Deputy Academy Mejnber ^Seoretary r Corresponding MesmherVGeorgi Vasiley 
''   .; .-..-' ■   Paspalev ..".-,.  .',','.. 

Member.- Academy Member Nikolay Andreev Stoyanov, 

Personnel of the Department 

Honorary Foreign 
Members 

/Tosef 'Velencvski7, Aladimir Leontiyöviöh' Komarcy/ 

'  Academy Members '.'.. ..   . ^ ,,-. 

Stefan Angelov Dobrev, Ivan Yos'ifov Buresh, Daki Yichey Yordahov, Tsyetan 
.Angelov. Kristanoy, Vladimir Nastorov Markov, Dimltur Petrov Orakhovata, 
Konstantin Mikhaylov Pashey, Afetodi Ataaaapv Popov/, likolay Andreev 
Stoyanov, Asen Ivanov Khadzhiolov. 

..''.■.  Corresponding Members 

Ignat Emanuilov Igov., Geörgi Yasilev Paspalev, Georgi Stoyanov üzunov, ■ 
and /Ionstantin Nikelov Chi lov/« 

,; Foreign Members       .. 

Konstantin Mikhaylov Pikov, Valter Meviusa AleksandurIvahoviohOparin, 
Ishtvah Rusnyäk, Trayan Savulescu, Mustafa Agabek Oglu Tdpohibashev. 

''" institute of'Zoology 
.   1 Ruski Boulevard   . 

':'-: "';'■;■-;'"•■■ .'Director '-'.Academy Member I. Y. Buresh. 

The Institute of Zoology is continuing tlie wo?k of the former 
Natural History Museum in Sofia* founded in 1889» It had three depart-' 
mentss zoological, botanical, and geological. After it was taken over 
by the BAN in 1947, these departments became independent research insti- 
tutes* 
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The Institute of Zoology has as its principal task the thorough 
study of:-the fauna Cthe animal species) found in! Bulgaria, -with a view 
to providing theoretioal and -general ,l>iologicai foundations euch, that 
the natural scientific animal resouroes of Bulgaria may be established. 
The institute is also cono'erned with the dey'elöpment'of ;tixe study; of   . 
zoology in general,'and its widespread.andsystematic (application^ in 
the construction of socialism in the,,Bulgarian People's Republic.. 

The basic problems in which jie/ins>ltute; is engaged. i:i studying . 
are a study of the fauna of Bulgaria and related' questions in the field 
of phi?.ogenetic classifications, regionai.fauna studiess soogeographio 

"Characteristics, the origins of animal life, otoaj research on^the na- 
tural animal resources of Bulgaria,■■!*$■» .those creatures of direct im*.. 
portanoe to the people's economy ae raw materialsj a study of the biol- 
ogy of animals harmful to the people's economy, and parasites;affecting 
domestic and wild animals; hydrobiologioal research'on Bulgarian dams,., 
for the purpose of stocking the retained waters; etc. 

The institute publishes -the "Ebtio.ea of the Zoological Institute", 
I'Works of-the Institute of Geology", "fauna of Bulgaria"*  and ".Scientific 
Popular Series".    During the past forty years the institute has engaged 
in more than 1,200 scientific projects on. fauna» 

Its Tast specialized library, containing about 30,000 works, and 
files of many zoological and natural scientific magazines, renders valu- 
able aid to the personnel in their work» 

The institute is particularly well-known for its zoological mus- 
euau    It is one of the best in eou&ieastern Europe.    It contains col- 
lections! made by almost all the Bulgarian zoologists who have studied 
Bulgarian fauna. 

The staff of the institute includes:    Academy Member I» Buresh, 
♦ ■Corresponding Member G» Paspalev, Senior Scientific Collaborators Dr. N. 
Atanasov, K. Bulgurkov, :.P« Drenski, and G. Markov, junior Scientific 

- Collaborators M. Tfosifov, S, Minkova, G. Peshev, B, Stciloya, I»  Tsvet- 
koVj; and other unofficial collaborators.   . .-;V 

■.,■■'.■ Museum of. Natural Söienoe\ . 
1 Rucki ^ouleva.rd .;\:-.-C. 

Director -Dr. N. N. Atanasov ;.,... 

•The museum was established in. 188.9 as the Historical Museum of;! 
•Natural Sciences.    After it became a part of the BAN in 1947 it was re- 
named.' ■:      ,. .:;:'..■■.•':■ '.:;■■..   ;'.!■■ ■:..'-   ,:,- 

Its basic purpose is to acquaint the working pewple with nature 
in Bulgaria, with emphasia on its above- and underground wealth» : It   ,; 
shows by specimens the structure of Bulgaria's fauna and demonstrates 
the biology and ecology of the various types of/animals. 
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In pjder to effect this the museum1is engaged in the following 
activities: collecting, preserving, storing and classifying natural /.:■ 
scientific'materials from Bulgaria and other countries for use in sci- 
entific, -seminar, research and other work. It arranges collections, ' 
biologicaVand ecologioal groups, specimens with descriptive labels,^ 
etc., to show the evolution of organisms and the active role played by 
man in the reconstruction of nature. 

Work on the various projects and specimens of the museum xs done 
in it3 zoological, geological and soil departments. / _' 

The zoologioal department of the museum has a dermoplastio, ento- 
mological and alcohol-formalin laboratories. 

Today the Museum of Natural Sciences has one of the richest col- 
lections in southeastern Europe. Its natural scientific collections in- 
clude more than a million specimens of 12,000 varieties on display in 

25 rooms. „ .  „ .  .... 
The staff of the museum includes the following! Senior Scientific 

Collaborators DR." N. Atanasov, K. Bulgurkov, P. Drenski, and G, Markov, 
Junior Scientific Collaborators S, Minkovä, G. Peshev, B. Stoilova, L^- 
Tavetkov, and other unofficial collaborators. 

Zoological Gardens 
15 Tclbukhin Boulevard 

Director - Dr„ Kr. N. Tuleshkov 

The Zoologioal Gardens were established in 1388. The »resent 
location dates from 1890. In 1947 the gardens became a part of the BAN. 

These gardens constitute a scientific research institution under 
the general supervision of the Institute of Zoology of the BAN. The 
purpose of this institution is to popularize the science of zoology - 
among the broad masses of the people by displaying specimens of Bulgarian 
and other animals in conditions simulating their natural habitats.^ 

The gardens have two sections! the ornithological station in 
Sofia, where the habits and flight of domestic birds and those in transit 
over the country are studied during the various seasons of the year; and 
a preserve known as "Sreburaensko Swamp" near the city of Silietra, where 
the biology of fauna indigenous to Bulgarian fresh water basins and the 
Danube are studied. 

Contact is ourrehtly maintained with zoological gardens and com- 

panies trading in wild animals in the USSR, Hungary, Poland, Czecho- 
slovakia, the German Democratic Republic and the German Federal Re- 
public, Belgium, Holland,' France, Italy* Switzerland, Egypt, Israel, 
India/Brazil, etc. The results of the scientific research are put to 
use in the daily operation of the Zoological Gardens and the people's 
economy. 
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The staff of the gardens publish scientific articles in the 
"Notices of the Zoological Institute«" 

The staff includes: Dr. Kr. Duleshkov, Junior Soientific Col- 
laborators N. Boev, Iv. Vasilev, -Zh. Georgier, Ya« YancheV, and other 
unofficial collaborators.  ' 

Bontanical Institute and Botanioäl Gardens 
"Geo. Milev" Sector   > 

Director - Academy Member N.. A. Sioyanov 

The institute was established in 1947, and took over the botani- 
cal section of the former Historical Museum of NaturalSciences0 

.   The basic task of the institute is collaboration in the general 
development of the science of botany as studied in Bulgaria. To this 
end: the institute is working on the following problems: a study of 
modern flora in Bulgaria, to lead to the publication of a complete work 
on'Bulgarian plants modeled after the "Flora of the USSR"j a study of 
vegetable communities (geobotanical research - meadows/pastures and 
forests)jphytogeographic research and zoning of Bulgaria in connection 
with economic tasksi  the establishment of and research on1useful plants 
in;the countryj paleobotanioal research in collaboration With geological 
and mining studies in Bulgaria, etc» 

The following departments are working on these problems: plant 
classification, vegetable geography, paleobontanios, experimental and 
comparative physiology, and morphology. The institute also has an al- 
pinium at the Vitosha Mountain Station, and the Botanical Gardens, 
created in 1892, the only one in Bulgaria, is under its supervision 
The institute has a collection of plant specimens, some of which are al- 
ready almost extinct. 

The institute publishes "Notices of the Botanical institute" and 
"Works of the Vitosha Mountain Scientific Nature Station".  ; 

The staff of the institute includes:; Academy Member D, Yordanov, 
Academy Member N. Stoyanov, Senior Scientific Collaborators B. Akhtarov, 
B. Kitanov, Iv. Kunehav, Junior Soientifio Collaborators V. Velchev, 
Iv.« Ivanov, SI. Petrov, P. Khadsshiev, Tsv. Khinkova, and other unoffi- 
cial collaborators. 

"Metodiy Popov" Institute of Biology 
"Stalin" Sector 

>        Interim Director - Prof. P. Y. Hiev 

.The institute was founded in 1948 by Academy Member M, Popov as 
the General Biological Institute. In 1950, in accordance wi-tha decree 
of the Administrative Council of the BAN, it was merged with the Insti- 
tute of Applied Biology and was given the name Institute of Biology. 
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') After'the death of Academy Member Popov in 1954, the Institute was re-* 
named by decree of the Council of Ministers the "Metodiy Popov Biologi- 
cal Institute".  ■/:.".'.■ :-'.'^ ";-"t

:'■' ■■'.''■■■.■■r.':   \-~.   ,■•-■.•-;   ■■■::■;>■■:'■■.,.<£ 
The principal task" of-'the institute is carrying out work on the 

problem of stimulation of vital processes in connection with praotical 
application in agriculture and medioine, as well as research on oertaiu 
important problems in the fields of general and experimental biology. 

The theoretical foundation for the stimulation of organisms and 
the methods of such treatment were established by Popov when he was 
Director of the Institute. They are set forth in detail in his work 
en general cellular stimulation on which he began work in 193.4. How- 
ever, the development of the original systems of seed stimulation which 
he devised for the purpose of increasing -agricultural crop yields, the ? 
healing of atonic injuries, the stimulation of general immunity j etc., 
has only been extensive since 9 September 1944. 

The scientific research work of the,institute is carried out* by 
the following seotiones ?,.; ,^      'u,.:■ 

One working on the stimulation of vegetable organisms, in which 
biological and physiological studies are being made on agricultural   - 
crops, and methods of stlmulation are being worked out, using labora- 
tory, chemical,; and field methods. 

One dealing in biochemistryj in which the biochemical,nature of * 
stimulation is being studied. 

One specializing in oytology, where research is being done on 
the biological role of nucleic aoids in the various physiological.and••-'••> 
pathological processes* especially the healing of injuries, and immuni- 
zation and biological defense iu organisms; (phagocytosis, and the   . 
reticular-endothelium system). The possibilities for improving the lat- 
ter are being studied. ■ /-., :.;-■■ 

The institute has an experimental field station at Gorni Lozen ; 
village in Sofia Okoliya, and one at Pordim village in Pleven Okoliya» 

The results of the institute's experiments are being put'to ever'* 
wider uses in stimulation methods used in Bulgarian agriculture. 

The methods developed by Popov have led to further experimental" 
.tion in the Soviet Union, Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary' : 

and China* ■ ■>:.   .--.■.::'■■'■   ■ .''"; 
In the field of medicine, research on stimulation and -itsi.<.prac* '■■< 

tical applications are being developed by the "Iv. Pirogov" First Aid 
Institute, the General Army Hospital, the surgical clinios of the 
Higher Medical Institute .in Sofia, etcP: 

The institute publishes the "Notices of the Institute of Biology.' 
The staff of the institute includess Senior Scientific Collabor- 

ators P. Iliev, Iv« -Popov,/Mo.'.Popov.^ E. Tsanev, Junior Scientific Col- 
laborators L. Velkov, V. Yulohahcv, L. Gradinarov, G. Dechev, D. Ilchev, 
G. Kalupchiev., R. Madzharova, P. ...Mashdrakov, G. Markov, •Ergv Popov, and 
other, unofficial collaborators*. :      h-....■-'/ :'<■ ,--■:?.:■/'.■■:"■   ■!'■-•    ■■■■■'■v 
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Institute of Miorobiology 
..:-.:;■;!;       •■ -: ■'•:.••-'   '■■.■■.  : "Geo. -Milev" Sector ,,,,..- ,-,■= ,.«■• 

.-•   Director -Academy Member St. A. Dpbrey 

This institute was established.in'^194^*-•fi'i^jpuarpose is the ...... 
studyof micro-organisms and miprobe processes and to, develop means 
and methods of aiding in the elimination of. oontaglous,;'diseases in man, 

•animals and crops.  ' . :•■■:.;  -:. '   . -o 
In order so to do, the institute is working on the basis of 

Miohurin's theories on prohlems of classification, morphology: physiology, 
biochemistry^  ecology, the mutation of bacteria, moulds,•.aotinon^roetae, 
yeaet, spirchetes, protazoa and viruses, as well as. the basic theoreti- 
cal questions of infection and immunity»    It is a.lsp; studying the use; 
of micro-organisms in public hea3.th, industry and agriculture«,  • 

The general work on liiese problem^ is, done, by sections classi- 
fied as follows:    study of pathogenic bacteria and protazoa,;study of 
useful bacteria and the biochemistry.of micro-organisms, myoologyj, vi- 
ruses, "and immunology. , '■.-. ■ './••-•:',''  i. 

A large part of the research done by the institute is being put 
to use in the, panning industry and in the production of vaccines,, ser- 
ums,  eto* "■■.•■'.'.■■",• 

..The institute publishes "Notices pf the Institute of Microbiol- 
«5y,f* -"Works of the Institute cf Microbiology" ,and "Popular Soientifio 
Series..,". .•.•'..,•-■'•■..     :'■•■>■■ 

The staff of the institute includes:    Academy M<pber St. Angelov, 
Academy Member VI.-Markov, Corresponding Member Ignat Emanuilov, Senior 
Scientific Collaborators Ivan Grigorov, S. .Gulubov!, II. ^uyumdzhiev,  L. 
Uachev,  P. Panayotov, Junior Scientific Collaborators JÜ. Manolova, Kl. 
Obretenova,  and other unofficial collaborators. 

Institute of Experimental Medicine 
6 Patriarkh Ertimi,Boulevard. . 

■-..   Director - Academy Member D. P. Qrakhovats 

.This institute waB founded in 1947.    Its fundamental purpose, 
based on the teaohings of I. P«, Pavlov, is to make experimental studies 
of the laws governing healthy and diseased organisms with- a view to 
developing theoretical and practical solutions ixx medical pi*oblems in 
connection with the advance of science and the betterment of health in 
Bulgaria. •■ ■ ■■.„-■ ■;.. ■-, -..; 

.-•.■•: The institute is working on problems in connection with the 
higher nervous activities, the circulatory and digestive, systems, (from 
the viewpoint of Pavlov's theories), the biochemistry of albumin and 
its fermentation properties, the phamacology of the higher nervous ac- 
tivities, and related research on Bulgarian drugs-t mineral waters,  etc. 
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&e institute has sections dealing with physiology (with labora- 
tories for work on the higher nervous.activities), the circulatory sys- 
tem, the digestive system; pharmacology, and biochemistry» 

Between 1950 and 1952 the institute acquired three new buildings 
for "the study öF'coäditioned- reflexes. One is a .soundproof edifioe 
based on a-'desl^n'-'^Wdgapaya*', a student of Pavlov, for. the study of 

* dogs'.,: The s econd 'was- bas ed on ä model provided' by; the Soviet physi~ --■■- 
oiugist Frolov, for the study of small animals, and avthird is used for 
the study of conditioned-reflexes in- itfan. -All three are equipped with 

•modern signaling and recording'apparatus. - ./ 
"The institute-has' achieved successful results ■ in the field of ■■ 

physiology (the significance of'the hydrostatic factor in blood struct 
ture in variöüs: parts of the vascular system, the Volitional movement- 
meohanism, the exudence of albumin through the mucous membrane of the 
stomach, the'ahalysis of tests to determine the condition of the vegeta- 
tive nervous system, etci), in the field of biochemistry (the study of 
the fermentation properties of albumins from the point of view of the' 
synergetics and thermodynamics of enzyme prooesses); in .the field of. 
pharmacology (study of the pharmacodynamic action of many Bulgarian 
medical plants and domestic synthetic organic compounds), of which'the 
results are being put to practical use. •'■•"  ■■'■'■'■" 

■''■'■■The institute publishes the "Notices of the Medical Institutes. 
■ The staff of the institute includes: ■ Academy Member^. Orakho- 

vat-3. Senior Scientific Collaborators A. Kalaydshiev, D. PaskoV, L. 
Tomov., Junior Scientific Collaborators V. Bakalska, L* Glavoheva, D. 
DaBbdov,' M9

:'Markov^ V.Pavlov,' M. PapaaoVa, K<, Husinov, A* Khränova - 
and other ■unofficial'' collaborators» 

Institute of Clinical and Public Medicine 
4 Serdika Street 

Director -Academy Member -K.; Me Pashev 

TLU institute was^ established at the beginning of 1949. Its 
main aim is to carry out work on scientific practical and theoretical 
problems" in connection with clihioai and public medicine, the history 
of medicine, and the organization of public health measures« ; *'<■■■■ 

' Within-.'this- scoped the^ res earöhpersohiiel is engaged in work- 
in the :foliowing-sectichs': -; internal diseases, dealing with;problems" 
of i&a cardiovascular system,^rheumatism^/ ulcers; etc. i ophthalmology, 
working on ocular traumas, blindness., trachoma, ocular hygiene in the 
schools;: dermatology and venereal diseases, studying the prevention and 

'cure öf skih and social diseases* prophylaxis in skin diseases,-profes- 
sional dermatoSis', etoy'neurology and psychiatry, vrhere work is being 
done on epilepsy; schizbphrenia, and neuroses j profess ional and occupa- 
tional diseases and hazards;' dealing mainly with the problem of combat- 
ting silicoais in miners, the organization of public health measures, 
and medical history. 
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Until itß own clinics or hospital premises can be obtained, the 
institute is using the First Internal Clinic, those for eye, ear, nose 
and throat treatment and neuropsychiatric diseases and the skin and 
venereal dUsease treatment oenters in Sofia) the medical-sanitary sec- 
tions at thS^Dimitrovo Mines and the "0. Dimitrov" Locomotive and 
Freight Car Plant; the osychoneurological hospital in Kurilo; and fa- 
cilities at various faotories, plants, and Farm Workers' Cooperatives 
for its operations. . , ,. n 

The institute publishes ihe  "Netioes of the Medical Institutes . 
The staff includes Academy Member Tsv. Kristanov, Academy Member 

K. Pashev, Corresponding Member G„ Uzunov, Senior Scientific Collabora- 
tors Ivan Ivanov, V, Makedonski, St. Mitev, Junior Scientific Collabora- 
tors A. Atanasov, St. Beahanova, D. Dimitrova, I» Nikolaev, SI. Strezov, 
and other unofficial collaborators. 

Institute of Morphology 
wGeo. Milev" Sector 

Director - Academy Member A. I. Khadzhiolov 

This institute was created in 1953 and took over the morphology 
section of the Institute of Experimental Medicine (1947). Its basic 
task is the stu^y of laws governing the: development and struoture of 
animal and human organisms, both healthy, under experimental conditions, 
and diseased, such as to contribute to the construction of socialism, 
particularly in the fields of publio health and agriculture. 

The institute comprises the following sections: 
Cytology, histology, embryology, and experimental morphology, in 

which the following basic problems are being studieds histochemistry= 
and the morphological metabolism of matter, for the most part concerning 
lipoids; the cultivation of tissues; luminescence in oells and tissues; 
cell and tissue mutations under the influence of ionizing and other 
rays; research on the nervous system through metal impregnation; com- 
parative histology of the ovaries and other genital tissues; the laws 
governing histo- and organogenesisj theoretical histology, etc. 

Hematology and blood transfusion, where work is being done on 
the histobiology of blood and blood-producing tissues; the extension 
of. the life of blood cells in transfusions; retioular and endotheloid 

tissue system, etc. ^ 
Anthropology and anatomy, where researoh is being done on üeo- 

lithio man in Bulgaria, and on modern anthropology, with a viewpoint of 
establishing the ethnogenesis of the Bulgarian people. 

Experimental oncology and pathology, where the histology and ex- 
perimental histogenesis of cancer is being done; studies are being made 
also on degeneration and regeneration processes; experiments on glömeru- 
lonephritis is being studied, etc. 
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The institute also has a documentary^iabbra^'iT/^^re^melt^Qda 
of standard and Iv^nesoeoat miorpphotograp^, microoplbrx^etry;, "hlätai- 
spectography,etc. are being developed. ,'.,,.<.....        ,.. ' • : 

The institute has achieved- notable results in .oöniaecti.on with,',: 
•the hydrotrppy ,0f lipcids,' the establishment of luminescence in ani- ." 
mal skin cells» bismuth ^impregnation of the nervous. system/ ,the dis- 
covery of nerves along the capillaries ih the human brain,  topography: 

.and histochemistry of the yolk of egg cells,,tissue"oulture in arti- 
ficial and natural membranes and,on whole: egg yolk,  the establishment 
-of seasonal variations;,in the Res ^"olloidope;^, hemppoesis in human 
embryo lungs, obtaining experimental olibpneümonia,. the establishment 
of cell and tissue mutations in the liver and kidneys under the influ- 
ence of X- and gamma rays, and the disprovalof the"theory of. the radio- 
resistance of these organs,  etc. 

The institute publishes the "Notices of the Institute of Morphol- 
ogy" and a series of monographs in that field. 

The staff of the institute inoludes;. Academy Member A. Khad- 
zhiolov, Dooent Zh. Yordanov, Senior Scientific Collaborator G. Boyad- 
zhiev, Junior Scientific Collaborators Sv, Atsev,  P. Boev, V. Dokov, 
U. Ilkov, E. Chakurov, and other unofficial collaborators. 

■::■     .'-:; Central Helmintologioal Laboratory',   ,'.     '' , 
tu ■-..■ "Geo. Milev" Sector 

.;.,.. -'.Administrator .- Prof.. JU %tov ,_',. 

;:.; ; The laboratory was 'established in\ 195.4 and is an independent 
central laboratory under the direct supervision of the Department of 
Biological and Medical Sciences of the 3AN»...;.'     _-.. 

T: . Its basic, tasks are the study of helmintofauna, the class if icä,- 
tior. wvl study of the biology of helmints in man, domestic and wild 
anims.juv >:-^search..on immunity to heimintosis and prophylaxis in this 
corin;e-'riär.? with a view to the development of a scientific basis for 
combatting this pi'obleminBulgaria. 

In this field the laboratory is studying the geographic distri- 
bution of the more important-helmints in domestic snd.wi^d .an'imals, ... 
the influence of external environment on the penetration capacity bf_ 
certe.in hslmint eggs and embryos, the mechanism of immunity to trichi- 
nosis ,;• the seroprophylaxis and serotherapy of trichinosis,  the epidemi- 

. ology of trichocephalosis in man in certain areas of yfche "country,, etc. 
To date the laboratory is not divided into sections* . . 
The staff at the laboratory;includes;    Professor,g^ Matov, 

Senior Scientific Collaborators P.. .Daskalov, ;E1. Dimitrbva, .Junior 
.'.Scientific Collaborators' D. :Zhivkpy, D. Kakachevar-Avramova* and/other 
unofficial collaborators. ',.'■.-■   j        ^      ; i //   =;  ;::.j     ^  . 
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Honorary Foreign Members 

:1" ■ Velenöv&ki, Yozef 

Bora 25 April 1858 in Chekantsi village in Czechoslovakia. 
Elected in 1S04. Died 7 May1949. Field - botany. 

Noted Czech botanist who worked and published many articles in 
the fields of plant classification, morphology, and paleobotany in 
Czech and German» Famous for his aid in the development of the study 
of botany in Bulgaria> and especially for his contribution to the study 
of Bulgarian flora, with which he became familiar during his three 
visits'to -the oountry in 1833^ 1837 and 1889. Authör of many scientific 
works in Bulgarian flora, among which the mo3t important are his major 
work "Flora Bulgarien" (1901-1908) and the large "Supplementum" later 
added, as well as ten shorter works.   ' 

For many years Director of the Botanical Institute and Gardens 
ät Karlovo-Prague University (19C2-19S7), Pi*cfessor of paleobotany at 
Prague university (beginning in 1898), member of the Bulgarian Botani- 
calSociety{from  1939)» 

• '''        ' Komarov, Vladimir Leontievioh 

■■"Born 13 Ootober 1369 in Leningrad. Elected in 1945«, Died 5 
Deoember 1945o Field -botany. 

Well-known Russian scientist, botanist and traveler. Vforked in 
"the field of plant classification, geography, evolution and ecology» 
One of the greatest experts on Asiatic flora^ the Far East in particu- 
lar. 'Author'--of many scientific works in -the field of .-botany,' as well 
as many classic monographs and erpcBes of theoretical geographical 
'problems', 'type formation in plants, etc. His moot important works in4 
olude: "Manchurian Flora" (I-III, 1901-1907), "The Flora of the Kam- 
chatka Peninsula" (I-III, 1900-1330), "Introduction to fee Flora of 
China and Mongolia" (1908), and his twenty-four volume work "Flora of 
the USSR". He was the founder and chief editor of the many volumes of 
"Scientific Heritage". ■ 

Chairman' of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (1936-1945). 
Noted for his establishment Of many centers and stations which have 
since become individual national academies cf science. Organizer and 
scientific leader of the Botanical Institute of the Academy of Scienoes 
of the USSR, whioh has been named after him,, and which is one of the 
best in Europe. "• 

Active state and public worker. Deputy of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR (1937). Honorary Chairman of the All-Russian Geographic 
Society, and Chairman of the All^Russian Botanical Society. Honorary 
Member of the Academies of the Georgian, Armenian and Azerbaijan SSRs. 
Member of the National Geographic Society of the USA, Corresponding 
Member of the Frenoh Geographic Scoiety, and member of the Academy of 
Polyteohnical and Social Scienoes of America. 
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Twioe Laureate of the Stalin Prize and recipient of the Lenin , 
»fad Labor Banner", "Hammer and Sickle" (golden), and other awards, 
jlso bearer of the honorary title "Hero of Socialist Labor . 

■■/ Aoademy Members,,. .": <... ■  -::':" 

, : Angelov, Stefan,Dobrev .:■       : - :   ■■".. " 
(Angelov is the patronymic.by which he is known*) 

Born 28 February 1873. in Kotel.. Eleoted in 1947. Field - micro- 

° Noted for his years of scientific research in the fields of mir 
crobiology, bateriology, aerology and virus studies, and as a founder, 
of the fields Of epizotology and zooprophylaxis. ;Author, of many sci- 
entific works in Bulgarian and other languages, among the most_3.mport- 
ant of whioh are: "Die grauen durchsoheinden Knotehen in den Pferde- 
lungen und ihre Beziehung zu der Rotzkrankheit" U907) (Archiv^wis- 
senschaftliche und praktische Tierheilkunde, 1907, Bcu 54, S, 41-72), n 
"Über den biologischen Nachweis der Herkunft in blutsaugenden Insekten 
(in collaboration with Ulenkhut and Vaydants, 1908) (Arbeiten aus dem 
Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamte, 1909, H. 3, S. 595-599), »Auftreten und 
Bekämpfung der Rinderpest im Königreich Bulgarien wahrend des Balkan- 
kr*e°-es 1912-1913" (1917) (Arohiv fur wissenschaftliche und praktisch« 
Tierheilkunde, 1917, Bd. 43, S. 39), "Brucellosis in Domestic Animals 
and Its Connection With Undulant Fever in Man. and Measures for Combat- 
ting Bang Enzootic Abortion in Bulgaria" (1934) (Annual Publication of, 
the Veterinary and Medical Department, 1933/1934, Issue Number 3, pages 
355-392), "Cases of Erysipeloid in Bulgaria" (in corauthorship with Lr 
Popov, 1949) (Notices of the Institutes of Experimental and Publio Medi- 
cine of -&e BAN, 1949, Issue Number 1, pages 157-172), etov■  •■    ;■..... 

Mdftor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Microbiology 
and & ^ouiributor to many scientific journals both in Bulgaria and 

abroad«' .     ■■'■■' • '","'' *' J 
Has done valuable work in the produotioh of serums, vaccines and 

bacterial products. Organized veterninary studies in Bulgaria, and 
B.erves as scientific advisor of many young specialists, both in micro- 
biology and veterinary medioine» ■.'-.;  . __ :; ■y:' 

Director of the Institute of Miorobiology of the BAN. President 
of Sofia University (1941-1942)* Director of the CentralVeterinary- 
Bacteriological Institute (1909-1935). Corresponding Member of the 
German Agricultural Aoademy (1955), member of the German Aoademy of 
Natural Scientists in Hahle, Honorary Member of the Union ofVeterin- 
arians in Hungary, member of the International Bureau on Ep'izootes. in 
Paris (1929-19331, etc.   . 
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pontributed papers to many international veterinary oongresses, 
including those in London (1930 and 1936), Zurich (1938), Budapest 
(1952), Rome U953), the Congress of Parisito'logists in Berlin (1954), 
the Congress af Miorobiologisto in Prague (1956), eto. 

Twice Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize, and recipient of the "Bul- 
garian People's Republic" and "Civic Merit" Awards. ..-.- 

Buresh, Ivan Yosifov 

,■-.-. Born 27 December 1885 in Sofia« Elected in 1921. Field - 
zoology« ■ 

- Noted for his scientific research in various natural scientific 
fields, especially' in zoology and entomology. Author of scientific 
works on the fauna of Bulgaria, and many' others on applied entomology, 
cave fauna, herpeto logy; and the history of the-natural soiences. His 
most important works include: "A Contribution to the Study of Butter- 
flies in Bulgaria" (1910), "A History of -the Entomological Studies of 
Bulgaria (1924), "Research on the .Cave Fauna of Bulgaria" (1926-1S31), 
The Distribution of Poisonous Snakes in Bulgaria and on the Balkan 

Peninsula (in collaboration with P. Tscnkov) (1932) (lorks of the Bul- 
garian Natural Science Society, 1S32, Issue 15-16, pages 189-206), "A 
Contribution to the Stiwiy of. Neureptoid Fauna in Bulgaria" (1936) (No- 
tices of th« Bulgarian Entomological Society, 1936, Issue Number 9, 
-pages ^35-150), etc. Ha is the author of sovei-al bibliographies in his 
fields and is well-known for these in Bulgaria and abroad. 

H® is particularly noted for his activity in establishing and 
developing the Institutes of Natural Sciences of the BAN, especially 
the Museum of Natural Soiences. He is the founder and long-time editor 

»of the Notioes of the Institute of Natural Sciences", the' "Notices of 
• the Bulgarian Entomologioal Society", the Bulgarian Speleological So- 
ciety, the "Works of the Bulgarian Natural Science Society", and is 
Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Zoology"e The sci- 
entific advisor of masy specialists in the study of fauna, and in the 
field of entomology in particular. 
->:•  Director of the Institute of Zoology of the BAN. Honorary Mem- 
ber of the Zoological and Botanical Society of Vienna, the Czechoslovak 
Entomological Society, the German Speleological Society and the Hungar- 
ian Ornithological Society. A contributing member of the Hungarian and 
Yugoslav Entomological Societies. Member of the All-Union Entomologi- 
cal Society of Leningrad, the Czechoslovak Society of Zoologists, etc. 

' Has participated, in international congresses on zooloev at Buda- 
pest (1927) and Padua (1S30), & W 
*;  „ Reoipieat of tha "Biril i Metodiy". Award and the "Science and 
Arts" Medal. 



■.■/..'..v..",-''. , ; Yordanov, Dak^ v'-;'';,'\J 

Born 14 September 1893 in Qmürtag.    Elected:^ '1947. ;\*i»i& "   ! 

b0tai3y*Noted for his scientific research on fIbristics, peleobotany,    _^ 
plant geography, and especially in the classification of planes, as well 
as for research on the distribution of steppe and swamp vegetation in 
Bulgaria.    Author of many scientific works, the most important of which 
include:    "The Phytogeography of the Western Stara Planxna Mountains 
U9E4) (Annual Publication of the Depart of Physics,aM,Mathematics, 
1925-1984.  Issue Number 1, pages 1-104 , "Phytogeo g£ap^! ?^5on«"'" 
Swamos in Bulgaria from the Point of View .of Their Hxg .aer^ege «at^ on 
(ISS)  (?bid,O1930A931, Issue Number 3   pages,«,166!- "^Jf ^^s 
Flora von Bulgarien« (in co^authorship with B. • Stefanov,  193)  &£+• 
Botanische Jahrbücher, 1951/1922, Bd-IOT, S.fä^ß), ^f^^" 
tion of Steppe Vegetation in Bulgaria" (1936)  (Symposm^of ■ tae.BAN,.^.■ 
S£. Issue lumber XXXII, page 1-105 , «Plant B»^**^?^«^ 
garian Sections of iaount SWshaMl-II, ^3J-1939>^(Annual go^ . 
tion of the Department of Physics and Math^ics, 19o7/19u6, Issuer . 
Number 3, pages 409-476? 193S/1939., Issue: Number ,S,. pages '^O),    *iant 
SaSonshioi on Mount Sakar/the.Manastirski Heights, the .Sv.^liyski,; 
HeiSS^Äünt Bakadshitsi" (1944)  (ibid, 1943A944,; Issue .Number 3,; 

PaS" ^IputyBirtWr of the Botanical Institute of the BAN. - President 
of Sofia university (since 1956).    Chairman of the Bulgarian.Natural    ; : 
Soleise Society (since 1944), '       - ;  ; , ^ '.. '"- c    .'    /1Q(:AV 

Attended the International Congress of Botanists in Paris (1954/, 

etC°      Laureate of the Dimitrov Prise: and recipient of the *B September^, 
"Kiril i Metodiy" and "Civic Merit" Awards. ■ ;_ "\} ■'■■.'i'^' ■ 

Kristanov,  Teivetan Angalov ;..J:'\;::'^;    • 

-■-..,  Born 21 October. 1898 in Pirdop.-  Elected in 1947.    Field » medi-? 

Cin9'    Noted for his research in the field of general medicine, aM_ es^ 
peoially on dermatology and venereal diseases.   ^%£J^g}£*^' 
woifc in these fields, most important of whloh^re.i ■   • Reacf^jf. £J; 
Skin Depending on,Kidney Functioning^ ,(1936), ****%*** S? ?ia« wJ*« 
MaS-ialism" (1948),  »Contagious Skin .Diseases" (1950), "Toxic Saxvarzan 
So^liSs»'(1950)  (Noticls of the Institutes of Wffig** 
cial Medicine of the BAN,  1950., .Issue Number 2    pages 44-65)*    Jne SU. 
cosis Problem in Bulgaria" (1955)  (Notices of the kedxoal Institutes of 
the BAN, 1955, Issue Number 11-12, pages 11-19),  etc. 

Editor-in-Chief of the magazine "Priroda" (I950-19o6) and the   No- 
tices of the Medioal Institutes" (until 1956). 
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Specialized and worked for many years (1926-1945) in medicine in 
the USSR. Chairman of the Uzbek Republican Dermätalogical and Venereal 
Disease Society (1940-1945). 

Secretary of the Editorial and Publishing Council of the BAN 
(until 1956). Director of the Institute of Clinical and Public Medioine 
of the BAN (until 1956). President of the Medical Institute in Plovdiv 
(until 1945). 

-    Participated in the Fifteenth Congress of Polish Dermatologists 
in Warsaw (1955), etc. 

Markov, Vladimir Nestorov, 

Born 4 November 1883 in Turnovo. Elected in 1952. Field - micro- 
biology. 

Noted as one of the founders of the study of microbiology in Bul- 
garia. Worked in the fields of serology, immunology and bacteriology. 
Author of many scientific works and disooverer of instruments in all 
fields of microbiology, industrial miorobiology and biochemistry. Fa- 
miliar with practical applications, and well-known through foreign spe- 
cialized publications. The most important of his writings include» "Ex- 
perimentelle Studien über das Wesen der Paraglutination" (1916) (Zentral- 
blatt fur Bakteriologie, 1916, Bd. 78, H. 3, S. 372-384), "Observations 
and Conclusions on Experiments With Aotive and Passive Immunization Against 
Rabies in Man" (1920) (Veterinary Collection, 1920; Issue Number 7-8, 
pages 101-111), "Enzymes and Prooesses.of Fermentation in Dough" (1938) 
(Annual Publication of the Department of Medioine, 1937/1938, Issue XVII, 
pages 147-183), "Virus Origin of Tumors" (1951)>  "Initial Infection Proo- 
esses and Infection" (1954) (Notices of the Medical Institutes of the . 

»BAN, 1954, Issue 9-10, pages 415-423), "The Importance of the Nervous 
System in Immunity" (1964) (ibid, pages 406*411), etc^ Editor of the 
magazine "Veterinarno delo" (1912-1915). 

'    Has done considerable work on epidemiology and the study of toxic 
^infections in Bulgaria, especially research on typhoid and dysentery .: 
epidemibs and food poisoning; Scientific advisor of a large group of 
specialists in technology in industry (breweries, alcohol, bread, etc.). 

^Professor at' the Higher Medical Institute in Sofia. Chairman of 
the Bulgarian Microbiological Society since its founding in 1923. .Chair- 
man of the Committee on Serums, Vaocine3 and Other Biological Products, 
and the Committee on.Soil Microbiology. Corresponding Member of the Ger- 
man Academy of Natural Scientists' in Hahle. Member of the International 
Society of Miorobiologists and the International Terminology Committee 

■in Microbiology. : : 
Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient of the "Red Labor 

\ Banner" Award. : 
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Orakhovats, Dimitur Petrov /: '"•'■ 

Born: 10 October 1892 in Lovech..  Elected in 1945.   .Field r modi- 

°ine' vKoted for research in the fields of physiology of the. centrar ner- 
vous system, the circulatory system, and the study of the »P-f h*.  Has 
studied the storage-function of the spleen, blood pressure and the fac- 
tors determining it, adrenalin and its influence on the expansion of blood 
vessels.    Also has done research on the role of the power centers of blood 
vessels in the medulla oblongata and in maintaining a constant w^oljr 
in the vascular system.    Author of numerous scientific worto ^^nglish, 
German, and Bulgaria.    The best-known of these include:    -The ^f^ 
of the Spleen" tin cooperation with Barcroft, Naris and Waxss,.I9™'»    * 
Contribution on the Problem of Regulating. Blocd^eadtxon- U931)  (Annual 
Publication of' the Medical Department, 1930/1931,  Issue X, pages.^-108;, 
"The Action of Adrenalin boon Blood Vessels'' (in co-authorship mtoT» 
Gotsev,  1933) (ibid, 1932/1933, Issue XH, pages, 13^218),^Blood Ves- 
sels, Blood Pressure and Heart Action (in oollaboratioirwith. P. <*o fcsevv 
1939)  (ibid,  1938/1939,  Issue XVIII,  pages 191-211),  "Jber dioBedeutwg 
der vasomotorische Zentren fur den Blutdruck .und die Koordination ein-_ 
meiner Gefasgebiete« (1939)  (ibid, pages 213-257),  The^Importance^orvhe 
Hydrostatic Factor in the. Distribution and Structure of Blood m Various 
Parts of the Vascular System" (1956), eto. "\ '■■       \.-'    ''* W'T«'- 

Scientific Secretary of ^eBAJJ (1949-1953), Direötor of the In- 
stitute of Experimental Medicine of the BAN, Deputy^Ohairman of the^Sci- 
entific Coordination Council of the BAU (since 1954), Director of. the - 

■Institute of Physiology of the; Higher Medical Institute (since 1929^^    : 
President of Sofia University (1945-1947), member of the Society of Physi- 
ologists of Great Britain, Honorary Member of the German Medical Society. 

Has contributed papers at the Twentieth International PnyBioiogi-   . 
cal Congress in Brussels (1956), and at the s^sions^of the^English^Physi- 
©logical Society in London (1925), the German Medical Society i^Berlin 
(1941), the Aoadeniy of the Rumanian People's Republic in Bucharest (1954, 
the Medical Department of the University of Klush and Temeshvar U9*4/* 

<*a*      Laureate of the Dimitrcv Prize and recipient of the "Civic Merit" 
Award. 

Pashevy Konstantin Mikhaylöv 

Born 3 March 1873 in Sliven.    Elected in 1937.    Field - medicine. 
Noted for his scientifio research on trachoma, eye.tumors and 

tuberculosis of the eye, and for many writings on ophthalmology (cytology 
of the eye, microbiology and parisitology of the eye, ocular herecaty, 
biochemistry and endocrinology of the eye, neuro-ophthalmology, fe- 
tology of the eye, onoology, surgical techniques,  etoo) published in üui 
garian and foreign magazines.    The most important of these includes 
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"Researoh on the Nature and Etiology of Trachoma Verum" (1910) (Archives 
of Ophthalmology, 1910, pages 1-25), "Trachoma Verum Coreae" (1914) 
(Graefe's Arohiv fur Ophthalmoiogie, 1914, pages .474-493), "Untersuchungen 
über die Tumoren der Glandula Lacrymalis" (1919) (Klinisches Monatsblatt 
fur Augenheilkunde. 1919, S. 1-22), "Research on Tuberculosis of the Eye 
in Bulgaria" (1934) (Magazine of the BAN, 1934, Issue XLVI,' pages 63-130), 
"Rare Eye Tumors and Cancer of the Eye in Bulgaria" (1954), "Research On 
Occipital Quadranopsy" (1955) (Notioea of the Institute of Medicine of , 
the BAN, 1955, Issue 11-12, pages 345-356), etc. 

Editor of the magazine "Bulgarska klinika" and a contributor to 
many other Bulgarian and foreign medical journals. 

Director of the Institute of Clinical and Public Medicine of the 
BAN (since 1956), Founder of the first eye olinic at a university in 
Bulgaria. Honorary Member of the Italian Academy of Physical Chemistry 
in Palermo. Corresponding Member of the German Academy ofSoienoes in 
Munich, Charter Member of the International Academy of Medical Special- 
ists in Berlin, Honorary Member of the Hungarian Medical and Dermatologi- 
cal Sooiety, and a member of ,the Ophthalmclogical Societies of Prance, : 
Germany, Poland, British and Oxford. Chairman for many years of the Bul- 
garian Society for the Protection of the Blind (1922) and of the Bulgarian 
Ophthalmological Society (1927).     . : 

Has read papers at many international ophthalmological ccngresses 
(Paris, London, Naples, Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, Jena, Heidelberg, Am- 
sterdam, Oxford, Madrid, Copenhagen, Athens, Cairo, and others). 

• Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient of the '"Bulgarian 
People's Republio" and "Civic Merit" Awards and the "Scienoe and Arts" 
Medal. 

Popov, Metodiy Atanasov 

Born 29 April 1881 in Kolarovgrad. Elected in 1947. Died 19 
April 1954. Field -biology. 

Noted Bulgarian biologist, famous both at home and abroad* Did 
work and contributed valuable information in the fields of biology, mi- 
crobiology, protistology, biochemistry and comparative anatomy. Founder 
of the theory of general cellular stimulation and discoverer of the 
methods of application which are being extensively u.sed in agriculture 
and medicine. Author of many scientific works published in Bulgarian 
and foreign journals, especially on the theoretical foundations of stimu- 
lation. The most important of: these inolude: "über das Vorhandensein 
von Tetradenchromosomen in den Leberzellen'von Paludina vivipara" (1908) 
(Biologisohes Zentralblatt, 1908, Bd. 28, S. 556-667), "Experimentelle 
Zellstudien" (i-VI, 19G8-1925) (Archiv fur Zellforschung, 1908, Bd. I, 
S. 245-380; 1909, Bd. Ill,-S* 124-180; 1909, Bd. IV, S. 1-33j:i 1915, Bd. 
XIV, S. 220-254; Biologisohes Zentralblatt, 1923, S. 224-268; Zellstimu- 
lationsforschungen, 1925, Bd. I, S. 39-56, 129-148*391-412), "Besohleun- 
ingung der Wundregenerationsvorgange. durch Anwendung, von Zellstimulations- 
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mitteln" (1926) (Zellstimulationsfor3ohusgen,  1926, Bd. II, H. 1, S. 
59-62). "Die Zellstimulatiön.    Ihre Anwendung in der Pflanzensuohtung 
und Medizin" (1931), "Heriditary, Race, and Nationality:    The Bulgarian 
Raoe" (1938),  etc. /        ,  ,„,-„\ 

Director of the Institute of Biology of the BAH (until 1954}. 
President of Sofia University (1920-1921).    Doctorate from the University 
of Munich.    Member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Agriculture in Brno and 
the German Academy of Natural Scientists in Hahle.    Chairman of the 
Higher Scientific Medical Council (1950-1954).    Chairman of the Bulgarian 
Slavic Society (1945).   An active worker for peace - member of the World 
Council for Peace. „ „'■',**.   •    W~. 

Has read capers at the International Congress on Heredity in Ber- 
lin (1929), that at Frankfurt~on-Main (1937), the Conference of the Peo- 
ples for Peace in Vienna (1952),  eto«. r 

Laureate of the Diroitrov Prize and recipient of the Science and 
Arts" Medal awarded by the KNIK as well as the "Kotenius" Award granted 
by the Berlin Academy of Sciences. 

Stoyanov, Nikolay Andreev 

Bern 21 November 1883 in Grodno,  in Belorussia»    Elected in 1938. 
Field - botany. . '"'■*"' 

Noted for his many years of scientific research m botany,^in 
geobotany, plant geography and classification,  and Bulgarian floristics 
in particular.    Author of many works especially on Bulgarian vegeta_^on 
and that of neighboring countries.    The most important of these include: 
"Floristic Material from Belasitsa" (19S1)  (Annual Publication of the 
Department of Physios and Mathematics., 1921, Volume XV-XVI, pages l-If?;, 
"The Longoz Forest on the Kamchiya River" (1928)  (Forestry Review, 1S28, 
Issue 8-9, pages 341-354; Issue 10, pages 423-435), "A Contribution to 
the Study of Pliooene Flora in the Sofia Plain" (in collaboration with 
B. Stefanov,  1929), "Acclimatization Problems in Bulgaria    (J.933J  (An- 
nual Publication of the Department of Agriculture and Forests,  J»29/1930, 
Issue VIII, pages 143-184;  1930/1931,  Issue IX, pages 525-566;  1932/1933, 
Issue XI, pages 87-138),  "The Origin of the Arctio Element in the F*ora 
of the Balkan Peninsula" (1940),  nThe Flora of Tasos Island    (in co- ._- 
authorship with B. Kitanov, 1946)  (Annual Publication of the Department 
of Physics and Mathematics,1944/1945,  Issue III,  pages 233-320;^1945/ 
194S, Issue III, pages 1-106),  the general work "Bulgarian Flora    tin 
collaboration with B. Stefanov,  third printing 1948),  etc. 

One of the founders of paleobotanic research in Bulgaria, and 
long-time scientific advisor of young workers in the natural sciences, 
agronomy and forestry.    Popularizer of the study of botany and its most 
recent discoveries. ■      ■    '   ,„„„Y     „ <■<       J. _ 

Chief Scientific Secretary of the BAN (since 1956) and Secretary 
of the Department of Biological and Medical Science of the BAN (until ; 
1956).    Director of the Botanical Institute of the BAN.    Professor in 
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the Department of Natural Science and Mathematics at Sofia University 
(untils 1950/1951) o    Chairman of the Bulgarian Botanical Sooiety and for 
many'Vears'Soi^ the herbarium'; of the Museum of-Natural 
Sciehöe' in Sofia' (i92'2-i94'4)0" '-Member of 'the Czechoslovak-Botanibal^i^ 
Society, the Zoological-Botanical Society in Vienna/'and the' Interha-■■■ ■■ 
fäbnäl Institute'of i^riöuitüre'i^ "-/ -/.  ■ '■•'•''''->    '••;--'; 
... .■i..' .-.■ -'-iäa^7'attended and readrpaperS at international botanic congresses' 
in'C^rV^j^lMOJ/ltoBtisfrdrä''?l9«S§i eto. '     !:    ■   ./_.{• ■-■■:;o'.> .■= /■- ■» 

'Laureate cf-ths •Dimitröv: Pria'eand'the recipient of the "Bulgar-: 
ian;Peiplö«s Republic';" lnÄ'SuKirilifi?Ietodiy^ A^rds^   ■; ■'•; '     ' 

■  •■..'.;:   *'; ;/  '•'■  ;■'• ■'' '-'^ i:' Khadzhio'2ov> As en Ivanovo { .V ■ '■'\/..ji'.,'y.:-i V e:::';.': ::,l 

Born 19 January 1903 in the village„of Shirckovo in Belene Olcoliya. 
• Elected in 1952.    Field - histology arid'Embryology. 

Noted for his research in cytology, histology, hematology and em- 
. ' 'bryology in connection with'' probleins ah plby^ijoal. chemistry; hydrotropy; 

Ms to chemistry and the morphological metabolism of lipoids; luminesoenoe 
in tissues and cells in the bodies of animals and man; the histophysiology 
of skin pigmentation in.Totter Vertebrates; blood tissues and embryonio 
hemopcesis; histology of iäie lungs,'-'^©^nervous"systeat'^'and1 fatty tis- 
sues; the action of ionizing rays upon the body; the theoretical his- 

■: • tblogy and'classification bf ;tXsBuetfj   eto>   '"•'- "';';'1;'_'       '   rL ■■-:"-'■■ 
; ,.       Author of many scientific;works in Bulgarian and foreign languages, 

v',ipf'which the aost important;;äre^ Tissues and 
We Morphbibgioäi %tabblism! of^Pats* (1929),  :,ik?tirifcl^inesbeht Proper- 
ties of 1'is'suea" (1930) (Annual Publication of the Department of Medi- • 
cine, 1929/1930/ Volume IX, pages 1^138),  KBeitrage zur qualitativen und 
fuentitativen .Mikroah'a^se der fcipide in den Zellen und'"Cett<3bön!' (1937) 
, Zeitsöhr. :f. 'Zellf. und miW, Anat0/: 'ibsT; rBd^ 27,-ß. $Qä*S&fy, ^PöUhda- 
tiohS'cf Eemätology.' 'Biology and Pathology of Blood Tissues1 atid the  •' 
Circulatory System" (1950), ."Abtitioliminesoont. Analysis7 in Histology" ; 

'   (1956) •'(Modern ^ological ;Achieve^ts,,' 195Ö^.Vplume: 61, Issue Number Z$ 

pagös 216-227),   etpo,-> " '" '^';: "',••■ •''•;•-'   '■'.:."\'/   '.;"'■■',:'' ;''   -';',. '■■'■ ''^r-- 
-' Pounder „ahd Editor of the magazine;trPremediküsi"* (1925) and ,.of rthe 

• :Joui^l'"nChö*iei&i*r'(wii!äi:;-Vly Markov and N,Bqov,  1930«i937)0   'Member of- 
the Editorial Board of "i^ä'^ktcmib^" Archives 'International d»An- 
atomie1,  d'Histologie.,' d-'Embryologie et de 'Cytologie"/:(since 1945)  and of 

•ftExoerpta Medica'- 'SectionI" (siiiie 1947).    :3ditor~:in-Chief of the '•;•■■''• 
""Notices of the Institute of Mb;rphdlog'yrt (sin&e 1953)* and of ^the jaaga»- 

,     zine"!Prirodart (sinoel96t>.     v    '   V   ' " ;'A      ' '■     :    ;<;.Vi'y/.! 
■■■-■<'•   ■■ Deputy Scientific Seorofcarj^ (19^0-1953) and Chief Scientific ^     : 

• Secretary (1953-1956) of the'BAN.    Pari&oipated in the reorganisation 
bhe BAN»    Profes- 

of Cellular Biology (s ins e-19.36);arid ^töe Pr.enöh Sooiety. of Anatomists 



(sine© 1929). One of the founders and first chairmen ofthe Uiion^of 
Scientific Workers of Bulgaria (1944-1945). ;Doctorate in Natural Sei-, 
enoe from Lyons University (1929). , ■ _ :.-.-^ 

Has contributed papers at international congresses on anatomy in 
Bordeaux (1929), Paris (1955); international conferences on experimental 
cytology in Copenhagen (1936), in Zurich (1938), the International Con- 
gress Ü Cellular Sology in Stockholm (1947). the Sixteenth Interna- 
tional Congress on Physiology in Zurich (1938), the First Congress of ( 

Polish Science (1951); and the Annual Meetings of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences (1948, 1951, 1955), the German Academy of Natural Scientists 
in Hahle (1953), the German Academy of Scienoes inBerlin (1956;. 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the "Civic Merit 

.Award. 

Corresponding Members 

Emanuilov, Ignat Igov        .•■■,. 
(Emanuil is the patronymic, by which he is known.) 

Born 18 September 1908 in Komshtitsa village, in Godesh Okoliya. 
Elected in 1948. Field - veterinary medioine. 

Engaged in work on hygiene and the technology of foods, especially 
of animal origins, and the use of exchange matter (enzymes, vitamins and 
antibiotics) in production. Author of many scientific works, the=»■*. 
important of which are: "The Vitality of Salmonella Bacteria in Foods 
(1941) (Annual Publication of the Veterinary and Medical Department, 
1940/1941, Volume mi, pages 591-606), "Microbiological Studies of.Cow's 
Milk in Sofia" (1942) (ibid, 1941/1942, Volume XVIII, pages 331-378), "A 
Contribution to the Pathological-Anantomioal Picture of the Pathogenesis 
of Tuberculosis in Cattle for the Purpose cf Sanitary Evaluation of the 
Meat of Tubercular Animals" (1944) (ibid, 1943/1944, Volume XX, pages_ 
1-10), "Baterial Proteases and Their Use in Cheese Making (1951J, The 
Antibiotic Properties of Cheese" (1954) (Notices of the Institute of 
Microbiology of the BAN, 1954, Issue Number 4, pages 33r38), etc. 

Secretary of the Department of Biological and Medical Sciences. 
Deputy Director of the Institute of Microbiology of the BAN. Professor 
at the Higher Veterinary Medical Institute in Sofia.      ■ , 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and bearer of the "Civic Merit 

Award. ■■-■.'.'■•■..• 

Paspalev, Georgi Vasilev 

•: Born 6 Ootober 1895 infcyustendil.    Elected in 1947.   Field-     . 
zoology. .   . , . . 

Engaged in work in zoology and general biology, and on hydrobio- 
logical problems in the study of waters and the fauna of the Black Sea. 
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Also, working on psychological, iehthyologioal and.theriological problems. 
Author1 of many scientific works' ön comparative watcm^ and especially 
maritime fauna.    The best known Of these are:    ''über Protoplasmareifung 
bei Seeigeleiern" (1927)  (Publ, della stazione zoologica di Napoli,  1927, 
Volume VIII, pages 1-70), "StimulationsStudien a reifen Seeigexeiern" 
(I-III, in co-authorship with M. Popov and M,Dobrev, 1926-1927) (Zell- 
stimulationsforsohungen-,  1926/1927, Bd. I, II, III), ''Bydrobiologicai 
Research in Varna Bay"' (I-III, 1933-1937) (Works of the Black Sea Bio- 
logical Station,  1933, Issue Number 2; 1935, Issue Number 4j 1937,  Is- 
sue Number 6),  "A Contribution on the Morphology and Biology of Bothus 
Maooticue" (1934)  (ibid,  1934, Issue Number 3, pages 17-54),  "The In- 
fluence of Certain Factors Upon Heredity in Birds" (I-III,  in co-author- 
ship with K. Bratahbv,  19CG-1952)  (Notioes of the Institute of Biology 
of the BAN,  1951, Issue Number 2i pages 291-294),  "Resaar6hron the Mor- 
phology, Biology and Ecology of Wild Rabbits in Bulgaria" (in collabora- 
tion with VI, Martino and N. Atanasov,  1954) (Notioes of the Institute 
of Zoology of the BAN, 1934,  Issue Number 3, pages 59-123),  eto;. 

Deputy Secretary of the Department of.Biological and Medical Sci- 
ences»   Dean of the Department of Biology, Geology and Geography at 
Sofia University.    For many years Director of the Bl&okSeä Biologioal 
Station in the city of Varna (1930-1938).    Director of the Zoological 
Gardens (1948). 

Bearer of the "Kiril i Metodiy" Award. 

TTzunov, Georgi Stoyanov     ' 

Born 28 September 1904 in the.village of Iskrets in Sofia Okoliya. 
Elected in 1951.    Field - psychiatry« "   f 

Is working in the fields of histology and embryology (problems of 
intravial coloring and the morphological metabolism of fats), neurology 
and psychiatry (especially on problems of exogenesis in psychiatry, 
epilepsy, and intoxioational psychoses)» 

Author of many scientific work3 in these fields in Bulgarian and 
other languages.    The most important are:    "Experiments in the Morphologi« 
öal Metabolism of Fats in the Lung3r' (I-II, in collaboration with As. 
Khadzbiolov,  1934-1S3S)  (Annual Pablioätion of the Department of Medi- 
cine,  1933/1934,  Issue XII,  pages 535-576;  1937/1938,  Issue XVII,  pages 
425-449), "latrogenous Neuroses in Bulgaria" (1941)<.  "über einen Fall 
von Schizophrenie mit hamorrhagischen Erscheinungen" (1941),  "Atebrin 
Psychosis - A Contribution to the Study of Exogenous Psychoses" (1946) 
(ibid, 1945/1946, Issue. XXV, pages 467-477),  "Psyohasthenia and Epilepsy" 
(in collaboration with M„ Yctsovs  1947),  etc. 

Editor of "Medical Records".    Member of the Editorial Board of 
"Bulgarian Clinic", "Modern M9dioine1V;"Annual Publication of' the Acad- 
emy of Medioine" in Sofia;, ,:Notioes of the Medical Institutes" and 
Editor-in-Chief of "Published Proceedings of the Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences" (in Russian) for 1944-1960, 1951-1952,  1953-1955, 1956-1957 
(published in French as well). 
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Chairman of the Pavlov Committee, in Bulgaria, and member of the 
National Committee for the Defense of Peaoe. Professor at trie Higher 
Medioal Institute in Sofia. ' ;. > - ■  ._  - ■ '   . 

Attended the International Congress on Mental Health in London 
(1948), the World Congress of Physicians on the Study of Modern Living 
Conditions, in Vienna (1953), etc . ;     .- 

Recipient of the "9 September" and "Kiril i Metodiy" Awards. 

Chilov, Konstantin Nikolov 

Born 17 May 1S9S in the village of Slaveynq in Smoiyan Okoliya. 
Elected in 1946, Died 28 January 1855. Field - medicine.    ^ 

Noted Bulgarian scientist - physician, teaoher, and clinical spe- 
cialist. Worked for the most part in the field of internal meaxcine- 
hematology, endocrinology, gastre-enterology, cardiology on the «*"£• 
of matter, kidney diseases, laboratory - clinical research, avitaminoses, 
infectious diseases, etc. Author of many scientific works (monographs, 
tacts, scientific manuals, etc.) in a wide variety of meaical f^ldS; . 
These works are well-known internationally» Author of a voluminous text 
on internal diseases, a valuable manual for clinical and laooratory re- 
search, a three volume work entitled «Clinical Observation^ (1959), 
and the following other works: »Cooking Salt - A Poison and f Medicine 
(1935), "Kypochlorosis and Chlorine-Induced Diseases" (1935)  Unnua* 
Publication of the Department of Medicine, 1934/1935 Issue XIV, pages 
217-335), "The Importance of Ss--.au Iron in Hepatitis" (in collaboration 
with V. Gospodinova, 1955) (Notices of the Medioal Institutes of one BAN, 
1955, Issue 11-12, pages 89-99), «The Balkan Type of Influenza in Bul- 
garia" (in co-authorship with B. Zografski, 1955 (ibid, pages 19-60), 
etc. Editor of the ai&gasine "Bulgarian Clinic (1941-.!.950;. 

Noted for his valuable work in training many classes of young 
doctors and a large number of prominent Bulgarian specialists in inter- 

DeputJ- Director of the Institute of Clinical and Public Medicine 
of the BAN (until 1950). Member of the Society of Specialists in Inter- 

nal Medicine in Germany. 

Foreign Members 

Bikov, Konstantin Mikhaylovich 

Born in 1886. Elected in,1952. Field - physiology. 
Noted Soviet physiologist, student and follower of Academy Member 

I. P. Pavlov. Works in the field of functional interrelations between 
the oortex of the brain and the internal organs, on the.physiology or 
food digestion, on the chemical transmission of stimulation, on experi- 
mental balneology, etc. 
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Author of many scientific works, of which the most important are; 
"The Cortex of the Brain and the Internal Organs" (seoöiad printing,,-  ^' 
1947), "The Development of Ideas in Soviet Theoretioal Medicine" (1947), 
"The Cortex-Visceral Theory of Pathogeneäis ofUlcers" (in collaboration 
with I. To  Kurtsin, 1949), "The Teaohings of I. P. Pavlov in the Light of 
Dialectical Materialsim" U949), "Signalization in the Cortex of the 
Brain With Internal and External Receptors" (1950), etc« 

Director of the Institute of Physiology of the Central Nervous 
System of the Academy of Medical Sciences of the USSR (1948) <, Director 
of the Institute of Physiology of the Academy of Soiences of the USSR 
(1950)o    Deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR. 

Laureate of the Stalin Prize and recipient of the "Red Lahor Ban- 
ner" Award, 

Meviusy Valter     ■■•■•"..• ■• '•■'•; 

Born 3 May 1893 in Westphalia. Elected in 1942. 
A German scientist working in the field of plant physiology. 

Author of numerous valuable scientific works dealing with foods, the 
multiplication and mioroohemiatry of plants, the relationship between 
soil structure and natural plant communities, calciphilous and silico- 
philcus plants, etc. 

Director of the Institute of Applied Botany at the University of 
Berlin (1934). Director of the Botanical Institute and Botanical Gar- 
dens at the University of Westphalia in Mun3ter (1935). President of 
Munster University (1937). : ■ • •. , . 

' ' Cpariri, Aleksandur Ivanovieh 

-Born 2 March 1894 in Ug'iich, Yaroslav Oblasi;V Elected in 1952. 
Field -biology. •■ ■ 

Widely known Soviet biologist, Is working on the biochemistry of 
plants, and vegetable fermentation in particular.. Author of m&oy works 
on the biochemical bases for processing raw plant materials, the action 
of ferments in living plant organisms* and the problem of the emergence 
"of life on earth* The titles of his works include "The Appearance of 
Life on Earth?t (second printing,, 1941), "Changes in the Actions of  " 
Ensymes in Plant Cells Under the Influenoe of External Factors" (1952), 
etc. Noted for his work on the technology of sugar, bread, tea, wine 
and tobacco production. 

Secretary of the Department of Biological Soienoe of the Academy 
of Sciences of the USSR (since 194S). Director of the Institute of  ■ 
Bioohemistry of the Academy of So lenses of the USSR (since 1946). Pro- 
fessor at Moscow University (since 1949). Vice President of the Inter- 
national Federation of Scientists (sinoe 1952). Member of the Moscow 
Society of Natural Scientists. Member of the Ail-Union Chemical Society 
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"D. I. Mendeleev". Member of the Soviet Committee for the Defense of - 
Peace .(since 1950) and of the Wo*id Peace Council» 

'' Recipient of the "Lenin1' Ordeiy '.■''.'.■. v.;;^;../.,v:-". :"'• 

'-; " RUs'nyakj: Ishtvan   .. . 

Born 28 January 1889 in Budapest, Elected in 1948* Field - 
medicine»  . . :-/:'': ■ 

Widely-known Hungarian physician, A therapeutist and public 
-worker in the Hungarian FeopleV Republic. Author of many works in the 
field of medicine, especially on lympha circulation. The most important 
ares "Gefahren und Schädigungen durch Enfettungsmachen" (1934), "In- 
adequacies in the Cirulation of Lympstic Fluids" (1953), "New Research 
in the Field of Physiology and Pathology of the Circulation of Lymphatic 
Fluids" (1954). 

Chairman of the Hungarian Academy pf Sciencea». Director of the 
First Internal Clinic at the university of Medicine in Budapest» Member 
of the Presidium cf the Hungarian People's Republic and of the Presidium 
of the-Hungarian Council for peace. . 

.•Recipient "of the'Kos hut Award. • 

'; v-.;-?■;.■ Sevulesku, Trayan. 

Born in 1889» Elected in 1952. Fields - botany, mycology and 
phytopathology. 

Noted Romanian botanist» Is working in the field of phytopath- 
. ology, on floristics and plant classification. Has recently become 
especially well-known for his original contributions on problems i 
phytopathology. Founder of the study of this seienoe in Rumania, and 
advisor to researchers in this field. 

Author of many botanicalsmycological, phytppathologieal and gen- 
eral biological works, many of which have been published abroad. The 
most important are: "Putrezirea uscata a stiuletilor de porumb in Rom- 
inia, prödusa de Nigrospora Oryzae" (1933), "Monografia Uredinalelor din 
Republioa Populara Rcmina" (l~H, 1953), ^Desvoltarea stiintei sei prac- 
ticii agricoie in RPR" (1954), "Herbarium Mycologicum Romanioum" (IrXXXII, 
1929-1955), etc. ■ 

Editor of the well-known "Flora Repnblicii PopuläreRomine" (I-II, 
1952-1953). 

Chairman of the Academy of the Rumanian People's Republio (since 
1948).    Director cf"theGytopathologicalSection of the Agronomic Re- 
search Institute (1948).    Honorary Member of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences and member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Agricultural Science. 
Member of -the Society of .Natural Scientists in Moscow, the Society on 
Mycology in Austria, and the Botany and Mycology Society of France. 

Laureate of the State Award. 
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Topohibashev, Mustafa Agabek Oglu 

Born 5 August 1895 in Erivan,    Elected in 1952,    Field - medicine« 
Noted.for his scientific research and published works on the.  . 

surgical treatment of diseases of the spleen/ the treatment of the' ef- 
fects of shellshockV ulcer surgery, treatment of gall-stones,  etc.    ; ; 

Author of many scientific works,, the most important of which aret 
"Certain Problems in Connection With Infeotious Volatile Oil Anesthetiza- 
tion" (1947), "A Method of Discovering and Removing Alien Bodies" (1948), 
"An Apparatus .for Removing Foreign Bodies and Its Use" (1949), "Wax- 
Paraffin Tubing In'Traumatic' Damage of Peripheral Nerves" '(1951), and 
others,    The symposium "Infectious Volatile Oil Narcosis" published under 
his supervision in 1942 and dealing with a method he developed in this 
connection is well-known. 

Director of the Institute of Experimental Medicine.of the Azerbai- 
jan SSR.    Corresponding Member of the Academy of Medicine of the USSR 
(since 1947).    Deputy Chairman of the Academy of Sciences of the Azer- 
baijan SSR (since 1950). 
•-,,..     Active public end political worker — Chairman .of the Supreme 

Soviet of the 'Azerbaijan SSR. ■    ,     ,        V     V, ,,, 
'.'       . laureate of the Stalin'Prize and recipe 

Worker in Scienoe1'; Award from tne Azerbaijan SSR*   ;.,:/.;._;. 

..... DEPARTMENT OF A3RICtILTüRAL SCIENCE   : \ 

Institute of Crop Raising, Soil Institute„ Livestock 
Breeding Institute, Institute of. Experimental Veterin-. 

...ary'Medicine, Forestry Institute  ". 

Department Bureau 

'Academy Member Secretary rAcademy Member .Khristo Stefanov Daskalov 

Deputy Academy Member Secretary - Corresponding Member Ataneis Trifonov 

Member r „Academy Member Ksenöfont AndreeV Ivanov 

Department Members 

:"'..'.       . Foreign Honorary MemberjS. 

Trcfim Denisovioh Lisenko 
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...  :     Academy Members 

Khristo Stefanov Daskalov, /Poncho IfesjtQV ...Kostoy/, Ksenofont Andreev 
Ivanov, Boris Stefanov PopoviT^an To"dorov~§trariski, Ceorgi Stefanov 
Khlebarov. 

 , Corresponding/Menibers 

Rayna Angelova Georgieva, Atanas Ti'ifonov Popor,  Toribho Petrov Radev, 
Vasil Stoyanov Bolgradov. '. 

Crop Raising Institute 
KGeo * Mi 1ev" S ee tor 

Director - Academy Member Kh. S. Daskalov ' . 

This institute began as ä part of the Institute ö'f Applied Biology 
established by the BAN in 1947 and headed by AoadöiDy Member D. Rostov. 

In 1950/ after it was merged with the Institute of General Biology, 
it became the Institute of Biology, headed by Academy Member I« Popov. 
The agrobiological Beotion of the institute became an independent unit 
in 1352 under the name Crop Raising Institute» 

The principal task of the institute is the development of agro- 
biological science in Bulgaria on the basis on.Miohurin's theories, 
guiding and coordinating research work in the field of crop raising all 
over the country. 

Within this framework,  the institute is working upon the following 
major problems:   

Promotion of Michurih's agrobiological theories.,  especially his 
methodological and theoretical interpretation of problems of selection, 
genetics and plant physiology, both close and distant sefcual and vege- 
tative hybridization, methods for the control of hereditary,  etc., under 
the conditions provided by socialism in Bulgaria. 

Work en the improvement of the major Bulgarian crops, including 
wheat, corn, tobacco, beets, sisnf lowers, potatoes and other vegetables, 
and other industrial, fodder and medical plants, with a view to providing 
the sooialist agricultural economy with sufficient high yield and high 
quality varieties. 

Collecting, maintaining and studying a wide variety of domestio 
and wild plants, species and forms, both Bulgarian and foreign, with a 
view to acclimatizing certain new varieties to Bulgaria and providing 
various government selection institutes with basic stocke 

Study of the technological and biochemical characteristics of 
vegetable raw materials used in Bulgarian industry, as well as the dy- 
namics of biochemical processes in plants of importance in the creation 
of new high quality species and the application of suitable agriculture 
techniques iu the raising of various d-ops. 
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Establishment.and maintenance of close relations with workers 
engaged in practical tasks in connection with Bulgaria's socialist     ,. 
agriculture, such as.to help them apply scientific, advances,    Ihe in-..-. 
stitate barries on part'of its work on the state farms...and the. Farm 
Workers' Cooperatives.; :•'.. :'■■■■:.        ■;::'■■:■■'., ■.■;:■< 

*-r The institute has. -the following sections-:    genetics., ,8eleptivity, 
:agx*ötechnioai, physiology and biochemistry of cropland vegotAble re-t 

'Bourses«''.'' '"■'■"■"*•,■'"' :-'; '- ■-''"'   '"■■'■'•'■"*'■ 
-The institute publishes the following:    "Notices of the crop    ; 

Raising Institute" and "Popular Soientifio Series,"     ., 
The staff of the institute includes the following:    Academy Mem- 

ber Ehr. Daskalöv, Corresponding Member .JR. Geprgieva,. .Corresponding 
Member-At. Popov, Professors Do Baylov, K, Pavlor, and• fc..- Popov,. Senior 
Scientific Collaborators KJir. Avramova,  T« Breshkov, .0. Va3ileva, M, ,, 
Gerdzhikova, K. Zarev, G. Ivan, Yord, Kunev, .and D^-Tsikov, junior Sci- 
entific Collaborators E9 Andree^-a, A, Atanasov^.G. .AtanciSOvap.lv. Atana- 
sova, R. Baeva, Yord, Gaorgieva, Kr. Dshurkova, -B. 'pimitrova,, Khr. 
DiloV, N. Igrachev, D. Kiskinova, Ro Kbs terra, T. Kudrev, D.Mitev, N. 
Mit'-eva, E0 Molkhova,  I. Nedyalkov, Me Noveva,. P, Pavlov,, St, Peyohev, 
D„ Icnov,  Iv. Rusinova^ E. Staykova, M.-Stoilov, G. Todorov, St. Toshev, 
A, Khristova, E. Shturbaaova, and other unofficial collaborators. 

Soil Institute 
"Geoo'Milev" Sector", -./; .. '; 

Director - Academy Member I. T. Stranski 

The institute was founded in 1S47,. Its principal task ia to 
study Bulgarian cultivated soils, end to establish means of maintaining 
soil fertility in order that harvests will be constant and continuous«. 
The institute is also working on theoretical and methodological problems 
in'■ connection with tha science of Bulgarian soils. ./, « . 

The work of the institute includes'research on. the origins, geo- 
morphology and cartography of Bulgarian soils, their chemical and agrp- 
ohemical characteristics, their physical properties, their biology and 

•fertility, and soil orosiono: v ■:-:•-. .» . 
The institute hn3 studied and mapped on a scale of ltöp*000 tne 

soils in the Thraoian lowlands^ between Bolovo and Svil.engrad, totaling 
about 10,000,000 deoares. A more thorough, study, was, made in this region 
of areas under irrigation or to be irrigated* covering the most, inten- 
sive area of Bulgarian agriculture in the Plovdiv eeotorj the area 
between the Vucha, Maritsa, and Chaya diversj and the Rh'odope Mountains 
in the Purvomay and Khaskovo areas. The irrigation and physical,proper- 
ties of these areas are being intensively studied. Research is being 
done on soil changes under the influence of irrigation» Soil types being 
examined in greater detail include resin, cinnamon forest, brown forest, 
blaok earth, humus-carbonate, and salt-type soils, as well as those on 
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the banks of certain southern Bulgarian Rivers where irrigation is done. 
Studies are being made of the crust forming On Bulgarian soils with a 
view to eliminating it, as it is a great hindrance to proper tilling of 
the earth. Research is being done on changes in the humus in certain 
Bulgarian soils caused by various crop raising techniques. Most excel- 
lent microbiological studies of Bulgarian soils have been made, especi- 
ally in connection with the distribution and conditions necessary for the 
development of nitrobacteriaV and the reaction of crops, the various soil 
types, irrigation networks, agrotechnical undertakings, etc. under the 
influence of bacteria. 

Research is being done oh the food required by the mam Bulgarian 
soil types. Work is also being carried out on the problem of fertilising 
the areas where the most valuable Bulgarian tobaccos grow with a view 
to increasing yields and retaining high quality 

Structurally, the institute is composed of a section on the origin 
and cartography of soils, one on soil chemistry, one on^soil physics, 
one on soil biology, and one oh soil fertility and erosion.    ^ 

■■• The institute publishes the nNoti0ö3 of the Soil Institute and 
"Works of the Ins titute of'Soil Studies". 

' The staff of the institute includesJ Academy Member Iv. Stranski, 
Professor As. Biolchev, Senior Scientific Collaborators I. Vodenicharov, 
Zh, Voynova, V. Koynov, E. Kolarova, II. Milohev, Junior Scientific Col- 
laborators A. Bekhar., D. Bratanova, M0 Karaivanova, A. Kitipov, L. Ray- 
kov and other unofficial'bontribixtors.  • 

Soil Museiaa 
•;•'•.''"' ■'    "Geo. Miler" Sector 

•/"■■  In charge - E. Kolarova ': 

.The Soil Museum was established in 1947.    Its purpose was to.-.. ■ 
collect soil materials from various jpaf'ta of the öountry and to classify 
them. 

•  Currently the museum is working on the task of encouraging sci- 
entific research in the field of soil science in accordance with the re- 
quirements arising from Bulgarian agricultural abtivities. By display- 
ing various soil types and explaining their evolutionary and genetic 
development, the museum: relates scientific problems to the praotical 
needs of socialist agriculture* 

The museum has an exhibit department which collect samples of all 
soils, and a department on the history of soil science, which collects 
document and records materials on the history of soil science in Bul- 

garia. '. 
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Livestook Breeding Institute 
"Geo. Milev" Sector 

Director - Academy.Member,G. S. Khlebarov 

This institute was eetablished in.1947 for the purpose of develop- 
ing the soienoe of livestock breeding %n Bulgaria on the, basis of crea- 
tive Soviet Darwinism, and applying.is discoveries, a& well as;the ad- 
vances in livestock breeding elsewhere,  in livestock breeding in Bulgaria' 
suoh as to contribute to tho fulfillment of the people's economic plans. 

The basic scientific problems on which the institute', is engaged 
in research include livestock bleeding and the application of Miohurin's 
teachings (improvement of valuable local breeds and creation of hew 
breeds suitable for various areas., breeding of young animals for the 
puroose of determining the laws governing growth and development in vari- 
OUB*breeds as well as the best breeding msthcds)s the purchase of foreign 
species and their, adaptation (selection of the most suitable breeds from 
the point of view of the ecological and economic conditions in various 
regions of Bulgaria)j methods of determing. iiie production capacity of 
livestock; improvement of feed and fattening of lives took; the structure, 
digestibility and food value of various fodders, with a view to drafting 
tables showing the chemical structure,digestibility and'food value of 
Bulgarian fodders by type of animal% development of methods for deter- 
mining these food values j fodder technology (ensilaging, biological im- 
provement, formulae for combining fodders]* economy and organisation of 
livestock breeding in Farm Werkes* Cooperatives, State Farms, eto» 

The work of the institute'is done by the following'sectionss     ' 
livestook breading (biology) and animal g&netios, livestook feeding and 
fodder researphj. morphology of livestock, conetitutional research and; 
acclimatizations and eüono3iy and organisation of livestock breeding,.,. 

The institute publishes the "Kotioes of the Livestock Breeding ^ 
Institute", and the "Works of the Livestock Breeding Iristitute'5.    In 1953 
the institute also put out three scientific maps of breed distribution - 
and the density of the cattle, sheep and hog population in the country. 
The maps were in color. ■    . 

The staff of the institute includes:    Academy Member G. Khlebarov, 
Professor N. Platikanov, Senior Soientifio Collaborators Iv. Byankov;   . 
Iv. Zakhariev,  T.' Eavov, B, Cheshuiedahiev, Junior Soientifio Collabora- 
tors Ro Draganov, G. Zdravkov, X. Ksyohev., "N. Wenkov; Z& Peteva, S. 
Sandev, St. Totev, A. Shabalina and other ^offloial oollaboratcrs. 
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Institute of Experimental Veterinary Medicine 
"Geo. Miley" Sector 

Director - Academy Member K. A. Ivanov 

This institute -»as founded in 1948, and was intended as a center 
for the development of certain scientific branches of veterinary medi- 
cine. In this connection, its basio task is the researching of general 
and soeoific problems in the fields of pathomorphology and pathophysi- 
ology' of livestock diseases, directly or indirectly aiding in combat- 
ting" the same, and contributing to the methodological.improvement of 
veterinary science in Bulgaria», 

To this end the institute has studied or is working on tne follow- 
ing basic oroblems: the pathomorphology of cholera in hogs (spontaneous 
and experimental), the pathomorphology and pathophysiology of infectious 
anemia in horses, the morphophysiology of animal blood and the formation 
of blood in birds under normal conditions and under tiie influence of^ 
leucoses, pathomorphologioal research on fy-po- and avitaminosis. A in 
poultry and hogs, the pathophysiology of certain -types of fodder poison- 
ing, the pathophysiology of toxio intestinal infections in sheep, the 
morphology of certain gumma defense reactions in the body, etc. 

The institute makes: efforts to spread the use of scientific dis- 
coveries in veterinary medicine in general, as well as the advances 
made by its own personnel, in livestock breeding, and it drafts specifio 
plans for the betterment of livestock hygiene in the Farm Workers- Co- 
operatives and the State Farms. It organizes scientific research teams 
'including workers from livestock farms, and aids in the theoretical in- 
struction of livestook breeders through regional conferences. It pub- 
lishes special popular scieritifio literature, etc. 

The work of the institute is done by four sections: experimental 
pathology, normal and pathological physiology and biochemistry, zoo- 
hygiene and zooprophylaxis^ and parasitology; - '•'_ 

The institute publishes the "Notices of the'Institute of Experi- 
mental Veterinary Medicine", as well as various monographs and popular 
scientific work3» '     "..-.■ \ ,,       « 

The staff of the institute includes the following: Academy Mem- 
ber 'Es. Ivanov, Corresponding Member T. Radev, Senior Scientific Col- 
laborators IT. Vasilev, VI. Zhivkov, Z. Mladenov, St. Nedyalkov, P. 
Prodanov, Junior Scientific Collaborators A. Eonstantinov, E. Osikovski, 
Iv. Stoyanov, T. Todorov, St. Trifonov, and other unofficial collabora- 
tors. 
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Forestry Institute   .     .     .. 
'■ ."Stalin" Sector .   .'•".*'" ,,."'V'.: '''.'!' :':'v: 

Director - Academy Member B. P. Stefanov 

This institute was established in 1S54 by the merger of the for- 
mer forest biology section of the Institiite of Biology and the agri- 
cultural technology section of the Institute of Technology, of the BAN. 

Its tasks are to effect a thorough study of the biological pe- 
culiarities of forest vegetation and Bulgarian forests in terms of 
their native location; to aid in practical improvement of growing con- 
ditions and increasing forest productivity, forest preservation and 
strengthening; to do research on forest products, the techniques in 
their utilization, transportation and processing« 

The work of the institute is done by the following sections! 
Forest biology, which works on problems in oonneotion with the 

water regime and the drought resistance of plants; the biology of the _ 
seed development prooess, and the adventive formation of roots; grass 
and fodder resources, new types of grass, the intrduction and adapta- 
tion of new, imported speoies of foreign trees and shrubs« 

Forestry and conservation planting, which deals with problems in 
connection with afforestation and the establishment of greenbelts. 

Forest technology, which studies the mechanization of timber pro- 
ducing processes, transportation of a chain-reaction type for deciduous 
and coniferous forests, the condition and extent of oak timber resources 
in the country, the production of rosin, etc» 

Forestry preservation, which is developing biological methods of 
combatting tree damage by insects. 

The research work of the institute is olosely linked with the 
practical needs of the country, In its concrete tasks, Bulgaria is ap- 
plying the results of the studies cf tannates, vegetative multiplication, 
and the increase and improvement of growing processes, grass and fodder 
types, the cultivation of bamboo in Bulgaria, eto» 

The institute publishes the "Notioes of the Forestry Institute". 
; The staff of the institute includes the following* Academy Mem- 

ber B. Stefanov, Senior Scientific Collaborator Zh. Stoyanoy, Junior 
Scientific Collaborators P. Atanasov, R. Grigorova, D. Kdev, K. Rangelov, 
B. Serafimov, Iv. Shipchanov, and other nonoffieial collaborators. 

Honorary Foreign Members 

I&senko, Trofim Denlsovioh 

Born 29 December 1893 in the village of Karlovka, USSR. Elected 
in 1952. Field - agrobiology. 

Widely known Soviet scientist noted for his researoh on the inter- 
relations between Organisms and external environment, the stages of 
development, heredity and its mutations, individual development of 
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plants, etc, on the basis of which lie has developed numerous agroteoh- 
nical methods for the guided ohange of the nature of organisms and agri- 
cultural plants, the creation of new "types of agricultural crops, the 
increasing of yields, etc. 

.Author cf works in the field of biology which have greatly con- 
tributed to the advance of agricultore in thö;USSR. The principal one 
of "these are:'""Report on the Status -ofBiological Science" (194=8), 
"Agrobiology - Work on the Problems of Genetics,Selectivity and Seeds" 
(fifth printing, 1952), eto. ';v:;;::" . ■ • .... 

• Member of the Academy Of Sciences of the USSR and of the Academy 
of Sciences of Ukrainian SSR..■'.Former Chairman of the nV,' 1«. Lenin"'' All- 
Union Academy of Agricultural Science»' Director.of the Institute of 
Genetics of the Academy of Sciences of' theUSSR, Hero of Socialist Labor, 
and Deputy to the Supreme'Soviet of the USSR« :, 

Three times/Laureate of the Stalin Prise« 'Recipient of .si:x "Lenin" 
Awards, the',"Red Labor Banner" Award,, and many other medals, including 
a'golden "N, I. Medhnikov" Medal <>  ,'../.'•; 

. - .■ Academy Members'":'. .;',/',,.,',.,. 

'' V.f\.      .' Daekalov, Khristo Stefahov, 

' Born 18 February 1903 in the village of Vuglevtsi in Turncvo 
-Okoliya. Elected in 1952, Field -.agronomy. 

Noted for hiB scientific research in the fields of crop re.isi.ng 
and truck gardening« Creator of more than twen-ty new yari'eties, of vege- 
table crops which are widely grown and are of great economic value to 
"Bulgaria» Author of many scientific and popular scientific' works on. ; 
heterosis in vegetables, interbreed hybridization, methods of grafting, 
etc. The most important of his works includes "Research on Heterosia 
in Tomato63, and the Possibilities forApplying It Practically in Bul- 
garia" (1935), "Foundations pf Hothouse and Coldframe Vegetable Growing 
in Bulgaria" (1941), "Hetercsia and Its Application in Truck Gardening" 
(1947), "Foundations of Vegetable Raisihg in Bulgaria" (in collaboration 
with P. Popov, 1949), "Grafting Solanacea and Cucürbitaoeae" (1950) (No- 
tices of the Institute of Biology of the BAN, 1950., Issue Number 1, pages 
281-289), "New Results in Crossbreeding with Sol. Racemigerum" (1953) 
(Notices of the Crop Raising Institute of the BAN, 1953, Issue Number 1, 
pages 35-45), etc, 

Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Crop Raising Institute". 
Secretary of the Department of Agricultural Sciences of the BAN. 

Director of the Crop Raising Institute of the BAN. President of Plovdiv 
'University (1.947), and a great contributor to its development and strength- 
ening. President of ,the "V. Kolarbv" Higher Shricultural Institute in 
Plovdiv (1949-1951). For ma# -years: Director' Of the" "Maritsa" Agricul- 
tural Scientific Research'; InstituljeVin.Plovdiv (1932^1946). ,Correspond- 
ing Member of the German ..Academy of Agricultural Sciences in Berlin (1955). 
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Doetor Honoris Causa from Humboldt University in Berlin. People's Rep- 
resentative to the Second People's Assembly« .    .. 

'   "Attended the Fourteenth International Congress on Truok'Gardening 
in Holland (1955), etc. • 

Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize, and recipient of the "Red Labor 
Banner" Award.        -: * ' ' , ',    '•-'.'' 

Kostov,' Dpnoho Kbstbv "\ 

• Born 18 June 1897 in the village of tokorsko in Sofia Qkoliya. 
Elooted in 1946* Died 9 August 1949, Field -.agronomy. ! 

lioted represented of biological soienceih Bulgaria/' Worked arid 
published a large number of papers on applied biology^ experimental 
genetios, cytogenetios, and immunity in the vegetable world in particu- 
lar, published both in Bulgarian and foreign languages«'. Author of a '' 
long monograph entitled "Cytogehetics of' the Nicotiana Family" (1943), 
for which he received an award in 1948 from theCzechoslovak Republici 
Author of the following other Important workss "Biology of the"Callus" 
(1930), "The Current Status of the Problem of Interspecies Hybridization 
in Plants" (1938), "The Polyoloid and Its Role in the Evolution and 
Selectivity of Plants" (I94l)j "The Resistance of the Mosaic Virus" 
(1944), etc, -■■    ■■        v" '■-••■■■: • "r'" ' •       r''' "' ' 

Promoted the application of Soviet scientific adys.noen in Bulgaria 
after a long-term stay :inlthe USSR» Worked on trie'-reorganization of Bul- 
garian agricultural technology and the development of Bulgarian agricul- 
tural production under socialist conditions. 

Professor in the Department of Agronomy atSofia University (until 
1949)* Longtime Director of the Central Agricultural Testing- Institute 
in Sofia (1939-1948). Founder of the Institute of Applied Biology of 
the Bulgarian Aöademy of Scienoea and the Iiistitute of Darwinism, Gene- 
tics, and Selectivity in the agronomy department at the "Georgi Dimitrovw 

Higher Agricultural Institute. , ,( - '  • 

Ivanbv, Ksenofont Andreev     "[''■;■' 

Born 6 September 1898 in Ruse. Elected in 1952V > Field - veter- 
inary and comparative pathologyo 

Noted for his scientific research on thepathologicalmorphology 
of livestooko Author of many works en the pathomorphology of öhangeß 
caused in the bodies of domesticated ruminants by Idnguatuiida, andon 
the frequenoy of incidence of parasites in their best carrier, the dog. 
His most important work in this field is ""'Research on Linguatulosis of 
the Mesenterial Gangliono in Öxen and Water Buffalo in Bulgaria of the 
Socalled Pentastomatic and Trematodio Centers" (1933) (Annual Publica- 
tion of the Veterinary Department, 1932/1933,* pages 205-264); also pub- 
lished in German. Also author of the following important works: "über 
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, das Wesen der filtrierbarenifira"; (1941)  (ibid/ l?40/l94l, gages 423-465), 
trtResearch oh the Socalled Asterögenesis in Neinatadic Larvae^and Plant ; 

Spora in Domestic Animals" (1954;  (Notioes of the\^^i^4teXpf\,|xperi-'' 
mental Veterinary Medicine of the''BAN, '1954, "Issue Number 3, ps^es 7*29)j 
"The Morphology of;Measles in Sheep" (1956)* etc. 

Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Institute of Experimental 
Veterinary Medicine" and editor of the magazine "Veterinary Collection" 
both before and sinoe 9 September 1944, 

.,,„•■ Secretary of the Editorial and Publications:Counoil(sinqe 1356). 
Director of the Institute, of Experimental •Veterinary-Medioiae of- the BAN. 
President of the fomer "G. Di:4teov" Academy cf Agriculture (19480195S), 
Member': of the National Council for the Defense of Peace«.; 
,./.'.. Took part in the National/Go^reB^s/.of^etörinkry^WoVfeers -in Buda- 
pest (1954),;the Conference on Coordinating Scientific lork' 'in the Field 
of Agriculture in Berlin {195SJ, the,Congress :öf'Cultural Ibrkers for the' 
Defense of Peace in Vrotsiav (3,943),;etc. -•- ;■■:>.; v. V; ;j:;-. 
'* f-     sLaureate of the Bimitrcv Prize» •'..-■ .:.':-,/,■, 

■,.-. StefanoT, Boris Popov:';  ••■^■.'-.'■Z ':..-. 
(Stefanof is the patronymic, by "which he is known«) 

.:.'■' Born 21 June 1894 in Sofia«.    Elected in 1943. • Fields - botany 
and-forestry»..        ...... •..•...■'■.■„•; -:'} 

Noted for research work and study of Bulgarian forests.«    Author 
.- of many works and scientific reports on the morphology and classification 
ef plants, phytopaleontology, plant ecology, plant geography, dendrology, 
and forestry which haye contributed to Be-ientific advancement and to prac- 
tical- work»    The most, important of these are:    "A Monograph on Kie Specie» 
Colohioum L, C." (1926)  (Symposium, of .-the BAN»  192$,  Xsaue. Number XXIV, 
pages 1-100), "Origin and Benrslopment of Vegetational Types in the Rho- 
dope Mountains" (1927), "in Effort to Establish A Parallel Classification 
of Climates and Vegetational Types" (1950)  (ibid, 1930, Volume XXVI, pages 
1-122), "Phytogeographio Elements in Bulgaria" (1943), "A Contribution to 
the Study and Classification of Oak Forests in Bulgaria" (1942-1944), "Bul- 
garian. Flora" (in collaboration with N* Stoyanov, third printing»  1948), 
"Results of A Study of Some Perennial Wheat Grasses With An Evaluation-of 

• Their Role in Crop Rotation, Fodder .Production and c.f Thair Strengthen- 
ing" (1955)  (Notices; of the Forestry Institute pf thv BIN,  1955,  Issue, 
Number 1, pages 233-280), etc. ,-, ., ■(->■ .■ ■,;- ■■■ • 

t    :;     . Editor-in-Chief of .■:. the "Notices of'the Sores try Ins tituW'..    Sci- 
entific advisor to many workers engaged in the dsvelopraent of, the science 
of forestry and its appliaation to practioal work»   .....■,    ,.":.,... 

1 „Director 'of the" Forestry .Institute of the .BAN.'   cWraan of the 
.Higher Technological Forestry Institute (1953).   , ,, 

.Laureate .of the Dimitrov-Prise..^Recipient of the ;'Ked Labor Ban- • 
ner" Award and ihe "Science and Arts" Medal. . 
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Stranski, Ivan Todorov 

Born 18 April 1886 in Silvan, Elected in 1943. Fields - natural 
and agronomical scienoes« 

:Noted for his research on soil scienoe, the cultivation and fer- 
tilisation of soils in Bulgaria, whioh he established on a scientific 
basis'. Author of. many scientific works, the most important of which are: 
."Weeds in Agriculture from A Biological Point of View" (1920), "Sofia 
Black Earth" (1933) (Annual Publication of the Department of Agriculture 
.and Forestry/ 1932/1933, Issue Number XI, page3 565^646), ^Field Efcperi- 
,ment3 With Fertilizer in Bulgaria" (in collaboration with V. Tulkaaov,: 
1940), KSoil Cultivation" (.1940), -"Fertilizers and Fertilising" (1947), 
"Resin Soils in the Chirpcn Area" (in collaboration with V, Koynov., 1948), 
'etc.   

., Editor-in-Chief of the "Notices of the Soil Institute".    Editor of 
the magazine "Agriculture", the organ of the Bulgarian Agricultural 'So-, 
oiety (1921-1930). 

. Has done work on the history of crops in Bulgaria, and particle : 
p\tsd in many experiments with fertilizers in the country,    Scientific 
advisor of many years standing to young specialists in soil, science, fer- 
tilization and soil cultivation. - 
/   :'   . Director of the Soil Institute of the BAN.    Director of the Cen- 

tral agricultural Research Institute in Sofia (1935-1539).    In charge 
of the Department of General Agriculture in the Agronomy Department of ; 
Sofia University (1921-1952)«,   'Member of the International Association on 
Soil ße-ience; member of the International Tobacco CenterB  eto0 

Has attended international congresses on wheat in Warsaw (1931) 
and Rome (l932)j on irrigation in Rome (1943); in honor of Professor E. 
Mitoherlikh in Berlin (1954),  etc 

Recipient of the "Kiril i Metodiy" and "Civio Merit5' Awards „ 

, r Eilebarov, Georgi Stefanov ; , 

Eorn 19 Deoamber 1386 in Stara Zagora.    Elected in 1952«, : Fields, 
- agronomy and zoo technics»    •..-,.-.■. :i 

Noted for his work in agricultural sciences, particularly livestock 
breeding.    Meat of his writings deal with the origin;, "morphology and 
physiological and economic characteristics of breeds developed in Bul- 
garia—cattle, hoge, sheep, and chickens ~- and the suitability•of vari- 
ous types of fodder for the feeding and fattening of the various breeds. 
His most important works includes    "The Eastern Balkan Hog" (1921),  "The 
Size, Fattening Potential and Breeding Cost of Hogs Bred in BulgariR!^ 
,1926-1927) r "The Brache era Cattle in the Rhcdope Mountains" (1930) i! 

'The Karnobat Sheep" (1933),  "The Bulgarian Grey Iskur Cattle and Their 
Origin" (1934), "Studies of Loo.al Bulgarian Breeds ofSheep^ (1940L 
1 Interbreed Crossings in Hogs •?- Heredity of Type and Economic Qualities 
in Ereeds of Hogs Raised in Bulgaria"! (1951),, etc. 
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Editor of the agricultural magazines "Agricultural Livestock 
Breeding" (I9i5-1933)j "Agricultural-Practice" (1920-1023)/ "Profitable 
Poultry Breeding" (1930),  "Agricultural Upsurge" (1925-1926),  "Agricul- 
tural Culture'' (194,5-1948), and the popular agricultural ßeries "Rural, 
Economy", one of the first series for the mass popularization of agri-''.. 
cultural soienoe in Bulgaria.»   One of the foundora of the first publish- 
ing house for agricultural literature iti Bui'gäriä, the "Agrariya" (1919), 

•of the Department of Agronomy and its Institute of Private Livestock  ; " 
• Breeding, of the Cdhl^al Poultry Breeding Exper?jnental Station near Sofia 
(1927-1932), and of the Central Livestock Breeding Research Institute of 
the Ministry of Agriculture in Sofia (1937-1942),   .Editor-in-Chief of the 
"Hotices of the Livestock'Breeding Institute" and the "Works of the Live- 
stock Breeding Institute" series-» 

' ■-.       Director -of the Livestock Breeding institute of the BAN, Professor 
of Livestock Breeding in the Department of Agronomy of ;Sefia .University' 
(1922-1944),    Former member of the Central Committee öf %e International 
Federation of Agronbmioal Engineers in,'Rome .and .of the World Scientific,. 
Poultry Breeding-Society.   'Doctor Honoris Cause from the'Higher'School ; 
of Agricultural Sciences in Viehda. ',,'■,.., 

Attended international conferences' arid congress es on livestock 
breeding, poultry breeding, etc. in London (1929 and 1930), Rome (1933), 
Milan (193S), Zurich (1939), Warsaw (1939), Tripoli (1939), and Berlin'" 
(1956).    .''.;-;',  ..'-.'.^- ■'.■■..'-;■   :.;<.   -   ■'■'.'■  V r; ; Y!", 

' 'Recipient of the "Eiril i Mstodiy" Award.; ■• ;;,- 

•    Corresponding 'Members . ' .'"■...:.'•■; 

Georgieva, Rayna Angelova 

Born 26 July 1902 in ^rnovoi*   Elected in 1952.    Field - agronomy. 
Is working in the fields of Darwinism^ selectivity and genetics, 

and" in particular oh problems in connection with vegetative and remote 
hybridization — intertype and interspecies, on the pbssibili'ty of'cross- 
breeding various plants and species,  the -sterility of removed hybrids,,,.,., 
the influenceOf removed species' pollen, upon the quality of hybrids ,s \'f 
selectivity in intermediate: flax, hereditary"mutations in the regeherä-; 
tiori of plants,  etc.    Is; working on methods:'of reducing the prboesS of/•; 
selectivity'in'interspecies hybridization in tomatoes and potatoes.    ,.. Y 
Author of many work^,  thd most important pfwhioh ares    "Ihterrelation^ 
ships Between the Fbuhdätioh and the Graft in'Certain Species of the   Y 
Families Solahum, Capsicum and Datura5' (1945), "Hybrid Mutation in Trans- 

.planting Certain Solanacea" (1947)  (Notices Of the Centräl Agricultural, 
Research 'Institute,- 1947, Volume L, lumber 1, .page 4l), "Neorbtic .lie*; Y 
actionin Potato Crops When Grafted/With'^e-Wild S, Caldäcii" (1948), \ 
"Interspecies Hybridization in Potatoes"7(1953)  (Notices Of the Crop 
Raising Institute of the BAN,  1953,  Issue Number 1, pages 51-86), "The 
Influence of Removed Families' Pollen Upon the Qualities of Interspecie 
Hybrids in Tomatoes" (1955) (ibid,  1955, Issue Number 3, pages 55-74),  etc. 
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Professor at the "G. Dimitrov" Higher Agricultural Institute in 

SOflft' Recipient of the "People's Order of Labor" (silver). 

Popov, Atanas Trifonov 

Born 13 January 1906 in Gorna Lipnitaa village in Turnovo Okoliya. 

Elected in 1952.    Field - agriculture; •        _"'" ^«wV„i-r3v on 
Bneaeed in work in the field of crop raising,  particularly on 

.w^ffXKon of varieties of the most important agricultural, crops m 
BuSaria     M? wriSngl onÄeat varieties in Bulgaria, **£%*« 
and potato cultivation, are well-known.  ^*^^%t?£ ^e^ 
biological peculiarities of these crops from the point of view of varies 
of kinds as well as selectivity and agro^eohnios,     ■ ■■ ■   _ _       -   •• 

Author of the following important works, many of ;which^have been : v,,,!^   ^.D4M c^^A~^fie maeazines:'   "Untersuchungen über den 
, published in foreign scietitxxic magaz^a^.        "    Mq?.QV (Ane-ewandte Bo- Fcrmenreichtum und die Schartigkeit des Roggens    (1929^ IA^ewana^o 

taSk, 1939 Bd. XXI),  "Domestic Rye Compared With the ^s^Jc^^d 
l«rnfiW» (1939) (Annual Publication-of the Department, of -Agricultuream 

'Getreide". (1942)  (Angewandte Botanik, 1942, Bdc ^"i^SwSSt' 
Wheat" (1952),  "The Vernalization of Wheat inn%^T (No-ces of fee 
•ß-ow^V*1' flSSS^ "A Study of Acute Fasoiolosis" (195i>)  CMo^es oi w 

' £entXr onthological Laboratory of the BAN, 1955, Issue Softer 1, • 
P£Sa3' "Spu^y 'Secretary of the Depar^ent of Agricultural Sciences .    Vice 

'  P-esidehrof the ;tG. Dimitrov" Agricultural Academy■.•'{1948-1951}. 
•^ Soipienldf the^iril^ 

■■'■'■'■■ ■■:.■,>•.••..  :----Saciev,  Tohcho Petrov ;,/':';   ..'^',   ; 

/^vBbrh"27 September 1898 in Kolarovgrad.    Elected in1952.    Field 

" W^Snrin0S;rfields of physiology, PHyBiological.chem^try^and 
veterinary melicine.    Author of many scientific ^^"^*?*" 
garian and other languages, in the fields of biochemist^» P^°J°g'deJ 
veterinary medicine'and livestock breeding.    The most-important include: 
»^Si^RoSaserverdauuhg beim Huhn« (2928)  <B^ohr^°h^5lSS5 
1928, Bd. 193), »Wirkung von ^«dT^9^'^1X''S^0^S;, (Pflugers Archiv -fur' gesamte Physiologie, 1930, Bd,,226}, Über uaxoiui , 
Phosphor- u. Stickstoffansat? junger Tiere in der faugeaeit    (1S.0) 

Iron" (1931) (Annual Publication of the Department of Veterinary J^edicine, 
SS/ÖE; Issued dumber VII; pages 139-159^****%»^£& ^ 
Tern of Catalase of the Blood Organs« (1950) (ibid, 1950, IesUd■W\V*&» 

r'in489)*^bW- die Beweguhgeri des Pansens und der Mechanismus des Wieder- 
kauehs" (1955) (Arohiv für Ilerernahrung,1955, .3d.<5}> 0*0*'•■.■; 



Professor at the Higher Institute of Veterinary Medicine in 
Sofia..   •;*'. ■'■■ 

Raqipient of the "Kiril i Metodiy" and "Civic Merit" Awards. 

•"•-''•' /."': Stoyanov, Vasi!Bolgradov. ... 
(Stoyanov is his patronymic, by which he is known.) 

Born 6 January 1887 in Sliven,    Eleoted in IM?. ' Field - forestry. 
Is working on problems in sylviculture, in connection with the 

timber industry and tree technology,;; ;Woted for his method cf producing 
*esih from Bulgarian pine forests.    Author of many scientific works, a 
large part of which deal with tree knowledge and >&e technology of tan- 
ning materials of vegetable origin»    She most important;of'these inolüdes 
"Efforts At Obtaining Res in from Bulgarian Coniferous Fores tä" .(I-III* 
1934-1937) (Annual Publication Of the Department of "Agronomy and Forestry, 
1934/1935, Issue Number 2, pages 135-166$ 193.5/1936, Issue Number 20 
pages 204-220j 1936/1937, Issue Number 2i pages 138-rl62), "A Contribution 
To the Study of Conditions Necessary for'the Obtention of Resin from Bul- 
garian Coniferous Forests" (1938) (ibid, 1937/1938, Issue Number 2, pages 
59-80)i "A Study of the Qualities of Ash limber" (1943)  (ibid, 1942/1943, 
Volume XXI, pages 229;-266),  "A Comparative Ötudy of the Technological 
Properties of Beech Timber from the Standard and Eastern Beech Trees" (in 
collaboration with E„ Enchev,' 1949), "A Study of the Mechanisation of 
Titoer Production. Processes and the Transport of Tinker by the Chain 
Method in Beebh Forests" (1955)  (Notices, of the Institute of Forestry of 
the BAN, 1955, Issue.Number 1» pages 35-115)> "Tanning Raw Materials of 
Vegetable Origin" (1956), etc. 

Editor of the magazines "Forestry Review" (1925-1929) and "Forestry 
Thought" (1932-1936).    Member of: the Editorial Board of the magazine 
"Priroda". 

> Professör at 'the Higher Institute of Forestry Technology in Sofia. 
Laureate of the Dimitrov Prize and recipient; of 'the* "Kiril i Meto- 

diy" Award. vo::;^....   ,>.'•■,••■,',■, i ■■/<..,■.::'  .. =7..1 -;'.-,y"- 

•.■.-•■. -INSTITUTE OF CITY PMMM'AND ARCHITECT'S 
:"■'■   > ioSRakovski; Street,;      .'.... 

■pages' 27-.28Ö/  -,■■:-::: '. ■ .,:-Zj 
{Director "-Corresponding Member L, N.Tonev ';.;' 

V This institute was founded in 1947 as a scientific committee on 
civic ^planning and architootural problems in the Departtieht" of Mathemati- 
cal, Physical and Technological Sciences.    In 1949 this pommitte'e was ex- 
panded to become the: in&tituteo ;      ''...,;■■} r:.--;v _..;.. '.'"'.'.'.'''<■' 

-Its basic task is to contribute to the "development: of these fields 
in Bulgaria;, tb study and research all problems in them,inBulgarian 
history as well as the present in connection with the cons^ruotioh of 
socialism in Bulgaria.   , "r   :' 
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The research work of the institute is done by five sections: 
city planning, working on basic principles of municipal layout under 
socialist conditions as a prerequisite to the general construction and, 
reconstruction of inhabited settlements in Bulgaria; housing construc- 
tion, studying the principles,-condition, distribution, architecture 
and furnishing of mass living quarters in connectionwith type planning 
and prefabricated buildings as an aspect of the basic task of creating a 
socialist life for the Bulgarian peoplej publio* industrial and agricul- 
tural premises, which does work on the principles and architecture of the 
basic type3 of public buildings needed to serve the health,;cultural, 
communal.and productional needs of the working people under socialist 
conditions in Bulgariaj construction technology, which studies the develop- 
ment of building techniques in Bulgaria with a view to devising new con- 
struction materials and plans, and developing industrialisation, standard- 
ization, mechanisation and organization, particularly in mass construc- 
tion and prefabricated building, with a view to increasing the volume of 
building and reducing its costj history and theory of architecture, whioh 
does research on the Bulgarian people's architectural heritage to the end 
that it can be creatively incorporated in modern architecture, and also 
for the purpose cf compiling a history of Bulgarian architecture« 

As of 1949, an architectural research workshop was added to the 
iOther sections. It does experimental work on the problems being studied 
by thct other sections<> 

, The institute publishes the "Notices of the Institute of City 
Planning; end Architecture", "Works ofthe Institute of City Planning and 
Architecture", and a series entitled "Material on the Bulgarian Archi-, 

,,teotural Heritage". 
.    The staff of the institute inoludes: Corresponding Member L»  . 
Tcnav, Senior Scientific Collaborators G, Daskalov, K. Dzhangozov, 
./WnT^^uoY/,  Y. Yprdanov, G. Eozhukharov, A. Popov,. S. Stanev, G. Stoy- 
kov, B, Stoyanov, and Sht. Shterev, Junior Scientific^Collaborators Khf 

.. Anastaspv, Y. Ybsifov, P.jNikolova, R. Rodev, N. Kharlakoy andother un- 
official collaborators, ■ 

Tonev, Lyuben Nikolov , 
r.^ages 29l-29|7 .-.V.'iVV:' ':"(l 

.' /. VBorn SO March 1908 in Kyustendil» Elected in 1947. Field - 
arbhitectttre.'"''.'..'".' '. : ',;" ,';""' ■'-.;' 

Is working in the field Of civic planning and architeeture» Noted 
'for, his activities in the drafting cf the plan? for many cities (Sofia, 
PI even, Butgas, Loveoh,, Kyustendil, Peshtera, ' Teteven, Khissirya, and 

'others). Authpr of the following works: "The Square" (1949), ^Towers and 
Belfries in Bulgaria Prior to the Liberation1^ (1952), "The Planting of 
Greenery in Inhabited Settlements in Bulgaria" (in.collaboration with . 
his staff, 1953),"Territorial Planning of Eoohomio Zones in Bulgaria" 

" (1955), "Planning of Bulgarian Villages" (in collaboration with his staff, 
i956),'etcv  "';.".''..'"''" /:'       '''.■'?' 
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'   Editor-in-Chief of the .^Notices of the Institute of Citjr Plan- 
ning and' Architecture". :<       ■••''.' -",.   ;."';,r'-'    ,-  "'.'.       -■'■■■-• ■'■*■'.•,-/;'."; 

Deputy-Seor'etary of to© department bf:-Gi-aphiö;Art/;Music";and■'■■ _'• 
Architecture of the BAN» Director of -the Institute "of City'Planning ' 
and Architecture of the BAN*    Professor at the Institute of Construction 
Engineerings ~* ":=" /'-     "'"' 'V""''"^:"       *;.':'•'.      ,. .    '. 

'  ! Attended the Scientific Congress of -the Hungarian Aca&emy of Sci- 
,:,;1enoes in. Budapest (1982) and the meetings of the Exeoutive Cöjnmittee of 

tho International Union of Architects in Stockholm {1949) and in Warsaw 
'(1956). ■ • ■•■'■''.;•:": ■':'•" ■■•       .;; 

Recipient of the "9 September" Award»  '■'- 

■ Scientific Coordination Council •■'-'•'.    ;   "' /  -J ; 
■■'■■'.■;'       Number!, 7 Noemvri '.''.'" .'\   .'f '. \{-'',-'"'^ 

■■"' Boulevard ■> -:y: ■--■..■■. ^. ■■:.      •..-.•....•..■<.■. 
•^ages 295-2967. ' '' " ' , : ' ' ■ '     '":; 'T'"'"'•".; .':"' f 

' Chairman-Academy MemberT.'Pavlov^' 
Aoademic■Secretary'-- Academy Member D. Orakhöva   ;       ; 

.'. - Ehe Scientific Coordination Council was established in 1954 as an 
organ of the Presidium of ..the BAN.   .Eirough.it, the BJUT exercises its' : 

general supervision of all. the scientific/".activities of the many sei- r 
' ertific:"instituted and establishmsnts in the country;,.- and coordinates 
their activities with those of the BAN. \':':-"' 

Within this framework, the Scientific Coordination Council issues 
opinions and submits' proposals as to the creation^ approval, organiza- 
tion and scientific personnel of the research institu'tas of the various 

" admini'3tr'ationB, and on plans for the structure and1 activities of"; these 
' ihsti'tutes.;  It develops measures for:r':obordinating. the^sdientifio work:.'- 
'of the institutes in'the various seotibns: of' the BAN,-and to promote Jthe 
rational utilization of experimental and material-technological centers 
at the institutes in the various administrations.    It makes recommenda- 
tions in connection with the distribution of scientific and research proj- 
ects ordered by the Party, the governnlent, ;the State Planning Commission, 
and other, administrations and organisations among the institutes of the 
various administrations, ahd the BAN*    It reviews and,.issues .opinions on 
the drafts of projeots'of scientific research to be done by,'^he.institutes 

:   of the.various administrations»    It revis^a the.reports of each admin- 
istration, and prepares"a^ general; accounting. report of the acientifio., .re- 
search done by the administrations, scientific and research Institutes. 

'' -the organizational work: of the Scientific Coordination Council is 
done by the: following committees s ' phyöioal, mathematical and( technologi- 
cal sciences, under the1"- chairmanship of Academy Member-I». Chakajoy;, gep- 
logicaltf geographical and.ohemioaX--'sciences,.", under i&^ chäir'mänship of 

.. Academy'Member Str.''Dimitrov; agriou^ 
'  ship of Professor K. Pavlov* biological and"medical sciences, _under the 

chairmanship of Academy Member N. Stoyanovj social sciences and culture, 
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under the chairmanship of Academy Member P. St. Staynov; and production 
forces, under the chairmanship of Professor I. Polyakov, Each committee 
establishes as many subcommittees as it needs to assist it in its work. 

Together with -the various departments of the BAN, the committees 
of the Scientific Coordination Council determine what the basic sei- ■'_: 
entifio problems in the various fields of science will be dealt with» 
Their subcommittees then work out the detailed programs for the projects. 

The work of the Scientific Coordination Council is guided by a 
bureau with the aid of the secretaries of the BAN departments, the chair- 
men of its committees, and a representative - a deputy minister or under- 
secretary — from the State Planning Commission, the Ministry of' Educa- 
tion and Culture, the Ministry of Finance, the.State'. Personnel Commis- 
sion, and the other ministries and administrations which have institutes 
for scientific research under their supervision. 
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; ' _,: -BiBUOGHAiHr     ...:  , ■:■•'..■: 

Izvestiya na BAN -.-, seriya f jgloheska,;-:'Notices of the Bulgarian Academy 
of Ictenoes \BMl) -- Physioal Series* ., -.■'< tO 

Doklady Bolgarskoy1 akademii nauk » Reports of the Bulgarian Academy of 
. "■■  Sciencese "...'■/■' v^-.y ','■ :','■'' :"' 

^e3tJyä.-5£j^^^£5S^3£5liS5.Ü±iL2liJM " Noti?e3 °f *hQ Institute 
cf~MathematioG of the"*BAN.       • ~ 

Izvestiya n& Te3tololieBk5[aJ|£äM^*j£0^ -Notices of the Institute 
of*Technology of "the'SAN» 

Izvestiya na Fisiaheskiya instittrb_pzd BAN - Notices of the Institute of 
Physios of "the BAH. 

God, Fia.-niat. fak. - Annual Publication of the Department of Physios 
"" and Mathematics""* 

Zentralblatt fur Mathematik mid ihre Grenzgebiete 

P£klady_Akadn PAUIC SSSR — naveyft_Ber. - Reports of the Academy of Sci- 
ences of~th*e USSR — New Series. 

Mathematische Annalen 

^rteaJtsn^B &eVAceA* bulg» d9-g-. gglg?^gs_ " Reports of the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences. 

Giornale di Matematiohe - Journal of Mathematics* 

.Mathematische Zeitschrift 

Spisanie "Khidrotechnika i meliorateli" - "Eydrotechnology and Ameliora- 
"tions" Magazine 

Astronomische Nachrichten 

Sp„ Biad - Biad Magazine 

VodohoapodarBky easopis 

Zhurnal tekhn, fiziki - Journal of Taohaologipal Fnysios. 

Ho chfrequenateohnik 
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Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie 

Zeitschrift fur Physik 

Meteorologische Zeitschrift 

Zeitschrift fur Vermes s'ungswes en 

i~\i'   C   "f'i 

I? .1        .,v        ■■'■ .     .-       .' 

Sp^ na'BÄN - tfagaziiie of tfee' BAN»       , ■• r:"\-:-;.:.:-:..~ r:-—v- ~-sv-v'.v.. -v,■-*< 
^;>'i"!*',';'•  '.   ^'-t'-.%';!•;..) "•■.'.    :• ?;'l •'■'■'. :'■■■■    "    *;*»''■VJ>>".3' j>. 

. , Izveatiya na Geologichesklva Institut pri, BAN, - Notices of the Institute 
of Geology of the BAN» ... ... .,„     ............. 

.Rozpras^ Mathematiozne ;   .,,        .,......■   ..   i ;.. ,        . ,,... ,..,   :     ...., ,,f.^  .„..-,•■ 

Igvestiya na KhfaaiohesMya institut pri "BAN - Notice's' c'f^ the'1 InWiiifete 
,,,;.-• of ph'eniis^ry of. %e BAN, .. _'..- ""„    _ !f .,_., *.,:. ,., f , ........ ... ... ^. ii7y:,iv>); 

Period, sp, na BAN - Periodical Magazine of the' BAN«' 

Sbe za nar. umotvWeniya -' Symposium-of Ibik-Sayingb»-•'-'••■"- ^ ■".;;\::\l,^:'■?•■ 

,,Tyv,dov-e. ;na Bulg. prirodoiapitatelno d-vp .,- Forks of the Bulgarian, Society 
o£~Naturai Sciences. "'   "' " *■-  ■' •-■■-:-:-;-■*;'•;;"'™-' 

Sp, rat. Bulg. eeol, d,~vo, - Magazine of the. Bulgarian, Geological .Society. 

Gode na Dire za geol. i minni .prpuphyaniya..- Annual Publication of; the 
Office for Geological and Mini^-Stüdi-ee#~~ --;■'-■ ■•""'•'•' --•-' --■•-", ■ t:...:.-; 

Izrestiya na lleokrafskiya inetitut jarl BAN --; jlbtiiees -b'f ;;^eV^^rbe^of 
Goograph^Tof the BAN. 

God. a&Vi!3aheW''4irgoVskb'u-shte v J^iahi^'4--Ani^^ 
Higrler Coimerce Sohool in Svishtov. *..-.. 

GeoloRiya na Balkanite - Geology of the Bäikäns?;.--'' .'at -5.vt„H:vt:±..... ■.. ;.;.;Lä.; 

Izvestiya na Bulsarskoto geografsko DruzH«'9tw ^ :No&lbes'. of'■■ ÖieüBülgarian 
Geographic Society. ^   .;•;-...!(,,•; ,-.-,.,;.(. -i ,< ■ ,. «,.r... ;H> ,.,.;,■.■.,--.•. *i-.7 

Uchiliehten Pregled - .School Review.   ,    ,.,■..,,,   ,.,,„;.        „,,, ,   -, 

Godo na Dir. za prirodni bogatstva -r Annual,Publication of th,e Offipe 
for Natural Resources. ,.....-. . ....... 

Izvestiya na Zoologioheskiya institut"-^Nolibeg-bf 1^e Jnstq^^c^   -■'• 
Zoology. . ...•;,,   ......     ....    ,,...,   .,,.... .,f(';,..' ,.,,,; ,    f5-.,',,..;.... «•;•'', 
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F^una na Bulgarlya - Bulgarian Fauna. 

Nauchno-populyarna reditsa • Bapular-SoientifW Serieli»     . 

Izvestiya na Botanicheskiva Institut - Notices of the Institute of Botany, 

Trüdove na Planinskata prirodonauohna stantaiyfe "Vitosha." - Works of the 
"Vitosha J' Natural Sciences Mountain Station. ," 

Izvestiya na Biojogicheskiya Institut - Notioes of the Institute of Biol- 
ogy. '; 

Izvestiya na Mikrobioloeioheskiya institut pri BAN - Notices of the In- 
stitute of Microbiology of the BAN,   . ,    ..   .     . 

Izvestiya na Medits ins kite instituti pri BAN - Notices of the Institutes 
of Medicine of the BAN.       ,         ;'.'.   : 

Izvestiya na Instituta po morfologiya - Notices of the Institute of 
Morphology. •   

God. Vetoed, fak. - Annual Publication of the Department of Veterinary 
Medicine. 

Archiv-'fur Wissenschaftliche und praktische Tierheilkunde 

Arbeit ; dem Kais eriiohett Gesundheitsamte.   ■! 

Izvestiya na Institutite po eksper. i sots, med. pri BAN - Notices of 
the Institutes of Experimental and Social Medicine of the BAN, 

Izvestiya na bulg« eatomolog. d-vo - Notices of the Bulgarian Entomologi- 
eal Society, 

Engler's Botanische Jahrbücher 

lentralblatt fur Bakteriologie 

Yeterinarna sbirka - Veterinary Collection, 

God, Med. fak, - Annual Publication of the Department of Medioihe,       . 

Archive d'ophtalmologie - ^plitalinoiogieal Arohives.        7   ' 

Graefe's Arohiv fur Ophthalroologie 

Klinisches Monatsblatt fur Augenheilkunde 
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Biologisches Zentralblatt 

Arohiv fur Zellforschuug '   - 

Zellstimilationsforsohungen 

Gorski Pregled - Forest Review. 

God» Agro-les. fak, - Annual publication of th© Department of Agronoaay 
and Forestry. 

Aota ana tonic a - ^c'--IuT-eLl-.--"r-J-'e:rac,^0Z:;<,^es d 'Anatomie., d 'Histologie, 
d'^SifBryo^jie. Jtj&g . ^yj^ggfej1. "*~^~*':a fe^lfeftfoS " ^ntersa ti'-näl Archives 
of^AaätöiBy, Histology, lESryoTogy"and Cytology« 

5p.  "Priroda" - "Nature" Magazine» 

Zeitschr. f. Zellf. und mikr? Aiat» 

'üstjekhi sovr„ biologii - Achievements of Modern Biology,. 
»i inifBin i. i   HI     run  - -   i —"—« 

Fubi'o della stasione soologioa di Napoli 

■^l^Zyg-^g-^i^^T15^^ b:i-o:?-°' stejitsiya - Works of the Blaok Sea 
Biological Station^ 

Meditainski Letopis i - Medical Records„ 

Buleareka klinika - Bulgarian Clinic.- 
ii 111 ■ - -i*1 •     i ■ ■   ■ i - -1    ■    — 

SuTrartynna meditsina - Modern Medicine. 

Godiah;-.-!?: r»a Meditsinskata Aoademiya - Annual Publioation of the Acad- 
emy " ? ÄrTlioine» • 

Referaty trudov, opT?blikovaan;rkh Bolgarskoy akademiey aauk - Works. Pub- 
lished by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences» 

f • .     . . 

Izvestiya aa Instituba po raBteaieradetyo pri BAN - Notioes of the In- 
stitute of Crop~Raising of the BAN« 

Isvestiya na Pochveniya ir.stitut - Notice«? of the Soil Institute. 

Trudove na Instituta sa pocir/esi izuchvaniya - Works of the Soil Studies 
Institute» 

Izvestiya na Instituta 2a zhivotnovudstvo - Notices of the Livestock 
Breeding Institute, 

-CD- 



Irudove na Institute, za zhivotnovüdstyo - "Works of the Livestock Breed- 
ing Tiosti tut«.     """ 

Izvestiya na Institata po eksperimentalna veterinarna meditsina - Notices 
of the Institute of Experiiaentainfetefinary'Modicine.; 

Igveetiya na Institute, zagoratapri BAN - Notices of the Forestry In- 
stitute of tixe BAN. 

So. Seniadelie - Agricultural Magazine«, 

Zemedalsko Skotovudstro - Agricultural Livestock Breeding. 
HI I     . . I       llll I ■-      -    ■      -"    -' -■ ~* 

Zemadeleka praktika - Agricultural Practice.: 

Dokhodno ptitsevudstyo - Profitaale Foul try Raising« : 

Selskostopanski podem..- Agricultural Upsurge. 

Biblioteka Selsko Stopanstyo - Agricultural Publication Series. 

Izvestiya na Tsentrnl■gemed» izsled* lnst. - Notices of the Central Agri- 
cultural Researöh Institute» 

Angewandte Botanik» 

Izvestiya na Tsentr^ khelmintolog. laboraV pri BAN * Notices of the 
Central Helmintological Laboratory of the BAN. 

Bioohemisohe Zeitschrift 

Pf lug era Arohiv fur Gesamte Physiologie. 

Arohlv fur Tierernahrung u. Tiersuoht» 

Izvestiya na Institute, pogradoustroystvoi arkhitektura - Notices of   . 
the Institute of City planning and Architecture.» 

Poraditsa "Material! ot bulgarskoto arkhitekturno nasledstvo" - Series,. oraditsa "Material! ot bulgarskoto arkhitekturno nas1 
''laterials of the Bulgarian Architectural. Herd tag eT55" 
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